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INTRODUCTION TO THE SERIES

The Urban Language Series is intended to make available the

results of recent sociolinguistic research concerned with the

[msition and role of language in a Large metropolitan area.

The series includes descriptions of certain aspects of urban

language, particularly English, as well as theoretical consid-

erations relevant to such descriptions. The series also in-

cludes studies dealing with fieldwork techniques, matters of

pedagogy and relationships of urban language study to other

disciplines. Where appropriate and feasible, accompanying

tape recordings will be made available. Specifically excluded

from consideration are aspects of English as a second language

or .iecond language learning in general.

It is hoped that the Urban Language Series will prove use-

ful to several different kinds of readers. For the linguist,

the series will provide data for the study of language perfor-

mance and for the development of linguistic theory. Histor-

ically, linguists have formulated theory from individual

rather than group performance. They have had to generalize

abiut what constitutes "standard" or "non-standard" from intu-

itive judgments or from very limited data. This series is

designed to make available large portions of language data as

well as analyses in order to broaden the knowledge from which

linguistic generalizations may come.

For the sociologist the series will provide access to

the nature of social stratification by means of language. It
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is the contention of some scholars that a person's use of

language is one of the most important cues to his social

status, age, race or sex.

For the educator, the series will offer among other

things a description of the very things which are most cru-

cial to the classroomthe linguistic correlates which sepa-

rate the accepted from the unaccepted.

Although the value of focussed attention on the special

problems of urban language has been recognized for some time,

relatively few substantial studies have been published. To

a certain degree, this series represents a pioneering venture

on the part of the Center for Applied Linguistics.

Roger W. Shuy

Center for Applied Linguistics
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PREFACE

During the past decade, there has been a growing interest in

the study of language in its social context. This interest

has been stimulated by concerns on two different levels. On

a theoretical level, it has become apparent to some that lan-

guage, which is ultimately a social phenomenoh, cannot be

properly understood unless its social context is considered.

From this perspective, it appears that many theoretical problems

in linguistics cannot be solved unless we look at language vari-

ation in society. On a practical level, interest in linguistic

diversity has been motivated by an increasing concern for the

education of the economically impoverished. If we are to

seriously undertake the education of socially subordinate

groups in our society, we must start with an adequate descrip-

tive base of social differences. Some of these differences

are, of course, manifested in linguistic diversity. The need

for an adequate descriptive understanding of language differ-

ences should be apparent to anyone who deals with language in

education.

Both of these concerns have motivated the study reported

here, although admittedly there is an emphasis on the theo-

retical. On this level, we want to examine the implications

of a particular language situation to understand the nature of

patterned variation. Ultimately, we want to see how this situ-

ation sheds light on fundamental issues in linguistics. On a

practical level, we want to provide a descriptive base for
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understanding the language assimilation patterns of the children

of immigrants, in this case the children of parents who have

migrated from Puerto Rico. Too many times, this type of situ-

ation has been dismissed with statements Like "The children of

immigrants simply assimilate the English of the surrounding

English-speaking community". Although in some cases it is

difficult to disput6 such a conclusion, this cavalier type of

over- simplification and generalization neglects the essential

dynamics of language contact and linguistic assimilation, the

HOW and WHY of which are of great interest.

The research that led to this book was carried out under

Office of Education Grant No. OEG-3-70-0033(508) to the Center

for Applied Linguistics in 1970-1971. The aims of this re-

search grant were to determine the relative influence of Black

English and Puerto Rican Spanish on the speech of second

generation Puerto Rican teen-agers. Many individuals con-

tributed to the original research and the subsequent refinement

of the analysis. Dr: Roger W. Shuy initially encouraged me to

undertake the project, and he followed up the initial impetus

with continued support through each stage. I am indebted to

Marie Shiels Djouadi, Elaine Bowman, and Marcia F. Whiteman

who all served on the original research team. Parts of Chap-

ter Two are the direct work of Ms. Djouadi, and she has read

and commented on every version of this manuscript. Ms. Whiteman

was responsible for some of the data extraction, and Ms. Bowman

demonstrated her diverse capabilities by undertaking tasks

ranging from secretary to fieldworker. Charles-James N. Bailey,

Ralph W. Fasold, and Ronald Butters read and commented ex-

tensively on the entire manuscript, offering many helpful sug-

gestions. I have further profited from discussions of this work

with Paul Anisman, Frank Anshen, Albert H. Marckwardt, William

Labov, William K. Riley, Rudolph C. Troike, and Ronald Williams.

Despite the many people who showed an interest in this work,
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the,inide uacies still remaining are of my own doing. Sherry

r meticulously worked on the format and style, which

in 'I's(' is an undertaking of considerable magnitude. And

FriaO earn finished off the task with a careful typing of

the manuscript. Her high-quality typing has become legendary

at the Center for Applied Linguistics.

Obviously, this study would not have been possible with-

out the informants. For establishing our contacts, we are

indebted to Youth Development Incorporated and its director,

Jim Vaus. Richard Crow, a YDI staff member at the time of the

fieldwork, served as a most valuable source in providing back-

grourct data on informants. In all too many research projects,

everyone is acknowledged except the people who willingly pro-

vided the data for research. Our informants in this study

cannot he thanked sufficiently. Although they may have been

puzzled greatly by the seeming inanity of our probing, they

willingly tolerated the intrusion into their everyday world.

Although they are referred to only anonymously in this study,

our warm associations remain very specific.

Finally, I would like to acknowledge the contribution of

my parents, Carl and Johanna Wolfram. It was they who first

stimulated my interest in the linguistic assimilation of the

children of immigrants. But they did not do so through aca-

demic instruction or "window gazing"; they accomplished this

by allowing me the opportunity of growing up in this situation

as my real world. For providing this opportunity I would like

to dedicate this effort to them.

W.W.

Arlington, Va,

October 1973
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The study of Puerto Rican English. Although language

variation among English dialects has always been of some Lin-

guistic interest, only in recent year-, has there been extended

descriptive concern for social dialects in American society.

The study of what we shall here call Puerto Rican English (PRE)

is an attempt to expand our descriptive knowledge of American

social dialects by applying recent sociolinguistic methods of

analysis. When we use the term PRE here, we are referring

specifically to the English spoken by second generation Puerto

Rican teen-age males living predominantly in East Harlem, New

York. Although this may appear to be a rather restricted sub-

set of what the varieties of PRE may include, it is expected

that much of the description will have wider application,

e.g. to a number of northeastern urban areas, than simply to

the specific situation we are describing here. And, of course,

many of the sociolinguistic principles brought forth may well

have universal application for the study of social dialects.

The study of PRE as another variety of English is essen-

tial for a number of reasons. To begin with, it is important

for both scientific and applied reasons to have accurate

descriptive accounts of a range of social dialects in the

United States. Important linguistic and sociolinguistic prin-

ciples come to the surface from our knowledge of these various

social dialects. For example, the discovery of ordered lin-

guistic and social constrai6ts on inherently variable linguistic
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forms is an essential contribution of recent sociolinguistic

studies which is confirmed and expanded in our study.

From an applied viewpoint, we need to ',.now how the various

social dialects in the United States are structured if we are

going to base our educational strategies on sound descriptive

facts; shibboleths about speech and vagueness concerning lan-

guage diversity cannot serve as a foundation for educational

decisions with respect to Language. For example, in East

Harlem, where. black and Puerto Rican school children may have

considerable interaction, we need to know to what extent, if

any, similar language materials can be used for these two

groups. Ma and Herasimchuk (1968) indicate that there appears

to be similarity among some of the linguistic characteristics

of blacks and Puerto Ricans in New York City, but their refer-

ence is only incidental, since it is outside the scope of their

study of bilingualism. Labov, et al. (1968), although in-

cluding the nonstandard English of Puerto Rican speakers in

their title, focus only on those characteristics of speech

that are common to the black community.

As we shall see in this study, some features normally

associated in northern urban areas with Black English have

been taken over by second generation PRE speakers, regardles

of how extensive their contacts with blacks may be; other

characteristics show up only in the speech. of those Puerto

Ricans who have extensive black contacts; and, of course, there

are features that might be derived historically from Spanish,

but that must be described synchronically as an integral part

of PRE.

We see, then, that the study reported here is an investi-

gation of languages in contact. Some aspects of the structure

of PRE can he understood only through a knowledge of various

nonstandard dialects of English, while others involve an under-

standing of Puerto Rican Spanish. Separating the sources from
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which specific Linguistic characteristics of PRE may be de-

rived is in itself, an important sociolinguistic matter that

requires a thirough understanding, of the.dynamics of language

influence.

Although we can account for the occurrence of certain PRE

structures b.y closely investigating the structure of our Lan-

guage sources, this cannot be considered a study of biling-

ualism, for we are concerned here with only one of the lan-

guages spoken by our informants. or can it be considered a

study of langu,ge interference in the strict sense. In the

conveqtional sense, interference is a condition that is ,depen-

dent on bilingualism (Weinreich 1953:11). But we are not con-

cerned mainly with phenomena that are dependent on bilingualism;

rather, we are concerned with patterns that have become habitu-

alized and established. Perhaps this can be best illustrated

by' drawing an analogy with English varieties spoken by second

and third generation Germans in southeastern Pennsylvania.

Our knowledge of German may help us account for the occurrence

of some rather divergent dialect variations in southeastern

Pennsylvania. But these features are not dependent on the

bilingualism of second and third generation Germans; they are

features that must be described synchronically as an integral

part of the dialect. The distinction between interference

and established dialect variations is an important sociolin-

guistic matter which we shall turn to later in more detail.

Up to now, we have spoken of PRE as if it were some sort

of homogeneous entity, but this is, in itself, a matter of

considerable sociolinguistic interest. On one level, our in-

formant group of lower-socioeconomic-class, second generation

Puerto Rican teen-age males from East Harlem could be con-

sidered homogeneous when compared, for example, with a group

of middle-class, white teen-age males from a New York suburb.

But on another level, there is heterogeneity in our group of
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informants: Some informants, for example, show quite extensive

contacts with black peers, while others have virtually none;

some show cultural values that are quite indigenous to lower-

socioeconomic-class life-styles, while others express edu-

cational and occupational aspirations that indicate consider-

able motivation for eventually attaining middle-class life-

styles. the extent to which linguistic characteristics are

common to our PRE informants as a whole , to subgroups, or even

uniquely Co individuals is a consideration that will be treated

specifically in our description of-the linguistic variables

chasen for this study.

From a linguistic standpoint, we are interested in the

nature t language variation as it relates to languages in

contact. to begin with, we want to know how linguistic fea-

tures from various potential sources are integrated into the

emerging language variety, in order to observe this, we will

investigate several representative variables to see what the

constraints on variability are, given the particular language

contact situation. In this regard, we follow earlier studies

of linguistic variation that incorporate constraints of vari-

ability into the formal representation of optional rules.

Some of the observed variation is, of course, accounted for

by independent linguistic features that favor or prohibit the

operation of a particular rule. Other types of influences on

variation can he accounted for only by looking at language in

the context of society: That is, the description of the socio-

cultural situation in Chapter Two is essential in understanding

the nature of certain types of influences on variation. Final-

ly, we want to understand the general principles of linguistic

variation that emerge from this particular language situation.

In order to take on significance, data must be seen in some

sort -of theoreci.cal framework. Ultimately, knowledge is not

furthered by simply reporting data. It is the investigation
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of data in terms of a particular theoretical framework that is

responsible for advancing our knowledge about language.

1.2 The selection of informants. The analysis reported here

is based on data regarding the speech of 29 Puerto Rican and

15 black teen-age males from East Harlem and the Bronx. Our

original contacts with these informants were made possible

through the cooperation of Youth Development Incorporated

(YDI), a nondenominational, club-like organization with head-

quarters in East Harlem at the time of our fieldwork during

August of 1969.

In addition to public recreational facilities, some

remedial educational instruction and nondenominational re-

ligious instruction were optionally offered at YDI'S head-

quarters. During the summer months, YDI operated camp facil-

ities at Lake Champion, New York, the site of the fieldwork

that serves as the basis for this analysis. At the time of

our fieldwork, there were approximately 150 males between the

ages of L3 and 18 present: Two-thirds were Puerto Rican and

one-third black; there were no non-Puerto Rican whites present

at that time.

The decision was made to start by interviewing several

informants who had considerable status among their peers in

order to facilitate other interviews. It was anticipated that

other individuals would recognize that the leaders had been

chosen initially, that being asked for an interview would then

',c some status significance. It was further reasoned that

p ,s it ive rcports from informants initially would enhance our

chahces of obtaining interviews with other informants. Al-

though somewhat of a risk, this procedure proved to be gen-

erally quite successful in obtaining informants for interviews.

['he association of the interviews with peer status was appar-

ently understood by other embers. In fact, several peer
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associates of our original contacts asked if we might: talk with

them rather than waiting for us to request an Interview.

Having establisled contacts with several of the peer

leader, we then seieeted informants on the basis of our ac-

quaintance with 0 through informant contacts, references

to other individuals from our initial interviews, recommenda-

tions from workers who knew the informants throjigh more ex-

tensive, day-to-day interaction, or a combination of these.

Informants were obviously not chosen at random; instead, they

were selected in order to approximate the racial distribution

of the teen-arS served by Yin.

1.3 rhcinterview. The interview was divided into several

main areas. First, there was a fairly extensive free con-

versation section. Our topics for this section were based

largely on previous questionnaires adapted to our population

of young teen-age males (see Labov 1966a; iibov et al. 1968;

Shu, Wolfram, and Riley 1967; Fasold 1972), while the topics

Actually discussed were largely determined by the interests of

each informant. The general areas covered ranged from games

and leisure to gang fights. As a part of the first section,

certain questions about group social structure were asked to

obtain sociological background information that would help us

Assess social interactions and roles.

During the second section, involving responses to certain

sentence stimuli largely adopted and developed from Fasold

(1972), we attempted to elicit specific constructions germane

to our analysis of particular nonstandard linguistic features.

Responses to some of these stimuli were crucial in arriving at

descriptively adequate analyses of certain linguistic features.

Finally, the informants were asked to read several types

of materials, including a prose passage, word lists, and mini-

mal word pairs.
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The different sections of the interview were always pre-

sented in the above sequence in order to move from the in-

formal to the formal aspects of the interview. The interview

lasted approximately One hour. (The general outline of the

interview is given in Appendix A.)

Prior familiarity with the informants was considered

essential in minimizing the unnaturalness of the normal inter-

view situation. Thus, certain interviewers participated in

scheduled and unscheduled camp activities before and during the

interviewing, permitting interviewers and informants to become

acquainted in a more natural situation and encouraging the

establishment of rapport between the two groups. For example,

the author spent considerable time playing "pick-up" basket-

ball with a number of the informants. This type of activity

was evidently significant in establishing rapport, as indi-

cated in several comments made by informants during the course

of the interviews:

When I first saw you play basketball, I thought you
was, you know, I thought you played for pro, I
thought you was playing pro basketball cause I seen
you, you know, shooting all them balls in and see
how you can dribble and all, I thought you played
pro basketball. (1:8)1

You got a good shot, man, you know, you got that
shot, man,-one hafid shot, you got it nice, see,
you time the ball, chu, chu, chu. (31:1)

Interviews were generally conducted in a vacant room in

an unused building on the camp grounds. Interviewers introduced

informants to the interview by telling them that we wanted to

know about some of the things teen-agers from various parts of

the country were interested in. We did not necessarily dis-

guise our interest in language but were nonspecific in talking

about what aspects of language variety we might be concerned

with. Usually, this was sufficient introduction for the in-

formants, since we had established some familiarity prior to
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the interview, but any questions were answered by honest but

nonspecific comments.

Since we were concerned only with the English of our in-

formants, the interviews were conducted almost exclusively in

English. Usually, Spanish was used only when referring to

some verbal activity in English and its potential Puerto Rican

Spanish analogue. For example, in the discussion of "sounding"

(the verbal ritual of insulting a person's mother), an in-

formant might comment on a potential analogue for this activity

by giving a Spanish example. The use of Spanish in the inter-

view was quite incidental and will not be considered here.

In general, the style of the interview tended to be rela-

tively casual, more casual than the style that was elicited in

random samples as reported in Shuy, Wolfram, and Riley (1967),

but it was not necessarily in-group. It does not compare with

the group style of Labov et al. (1968) for obvious reasons; it

does, however, compare more favorably with Labov et al.'s

(1968) single interviews than with Wolfram's (1969) and Fasold's

(1972), which were conducted by interviewers who had no prior

contact with the informants.

In addition, a second set of interviews ,.as conducted in

New York City in the spring of 1971. These interviews were

limited to those 14 of the original 29 Puerto Rican informants

who could be located through various formal and informal con-

tacts. The purpose of the second interview wasto obtain more

information about the informants' use of Spanish and about peer

contacts. No information for linguistic analysis was desired

from the second interview, so the questioning was quite direct.

(The questionnaire used in the second interview is given in

Appendix B.)

NOTE

1. All quotes from informants are referenced by the informant's
number and the page of the typescript on which the statement
is found.
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2.1 Cultures in contact. From the point of view 'of immigra-

tion phenomena, it would seem that New York is the most studied

city in the United States. For many generations, wave upon

immigrant wave has entered the city, adapting its ethnicity

to its environs until some sort of assimilation is achieved.

Yet, if the newest arrivals to the city are any indication,

few in-depth examinations beyond geographical studies of group

living patterns and statistical studies of employment patterns

have been made of cultural contacts between groups in the slow

process of assimilation. In particular, there is a paucity of

research on language contacts between groups in the city and

on the consequent phenomenon of langUage assimilation.

Studying dialect contacts involves dealing with groups

of people that are in some way different from each other.

This difference may be predominantly geographical, e.g. Mid-

western Chicago English versus Southern Atlanta English; it

can be socioeconomic where geography is a constant, e.g. New

Y)rk Ci tv upper-middle-class English versus New York City

Liss it can be both geographical and

. that differ according to geography

.icr q-jitit to socioecwttmilic groups within each

dioloct. Eich point of view is an abstraction based on a

collection of differing speech patterns that share a nameable

commonality. The distinction between the two groups whose

dialect contact we are studying, predominantly second generation
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Puerto Ricans and blacks in New York City, is not primarily

geographical or socioeconomic, as in other sociolinguistic

investigations; instead, it is based on ethnic group member-

ship.

The nomenclature "Puerto Rican" or "black" is an ab-

straction that is in many ways di' ' Alt to define in terms

of specific groups. That island -Lutu Puerto Ricans and

southern-born blacks represent two different cultures in New

York City is obvious. But after a generation or li.ore in the

same city, even in the same neighborhood, is it still possible

to speak of two different cultural groups and two different

dialects? Or has assimilation occurred in the second ind

third generations? What is the Puerto Rican/black contact

situation in the neighborhood, in the schools, etc.? If

assimilation does indeed occur, in what direction does it go:

Puerto Rican to black or black to Puerto Rican? In other

words, what Is the dominant culture and, therefore, the

dominant dialect?

In order to specify in what way the existence of two

different cultural groups and dialects can be presumed, the

cultural contact between Puerto Ricans and blacks will be

briefly outlined, concentrating on the place of Puerto Ricans

in the city and their relation to the blacks. While much of

this discussion focuses on the contact of these two groups

as they co-exist in Harlem the Puerto Rican culture in New

York City must also be studied on its own terms. What is the

relation of one generation to another: immigrants to second

generation, second to third, et..? Are there some Puerto

Ricans who identify with the black culture more than others,

and if so, why?

This background material, gathered from anthropological

and sociological works, census material, and participant-

observer information provided by the fieldworkers, will then
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provide a framework for the linguistic discussion that is the

principal, focus of this study.

2,2 The residential background of informants. Of the 29 Puerto

Rican informants, 2 were born in Puerto Rico and migrated to New

York as infants; thus, for all practical purposes, they can be

treated as second generation informants, since they learned to

speak in the United States. There are also two informants who

are third generation Puerto Ricans. Of the 15 black informants,

5 have West Indian history: 2 with one parent from the West

Indies, 1 with both parents from the West Indies, and 2 with

both grandparents from the West Indies. The other black in-

formants have parents or grandparents who migrated from the

southern United States.

At the, time of the fieldwork, informants were

residents of New York City, with 34 living in Manhattan and 10

in the Bronx. All but six informants have lived in New York

City all their Jives, and of these six, only one has not lived

most of his life there.

Padilla (1958) notes that when the Puerto Rican first comes

to the city, he either resides for a short time with relatives

or is aided by them in locating an apartment, usually in Spanish

Harlem or one of the other centers of Puerto Rican concentra-

tion. While the migrants change residence frequently (about

four moves per family, according to Lewis 1968:205), they

usually remain in the same borough, often in the same neighbor-

hood. This pattern of mobility is illustrated by many of the

informants who indicate they have spent most of their lives in

the same general neighborhood. Most residence changes indi-

cated by the informants have occurred within Harlem or between

the Bronx and Harlem.

For example, Ihformant 26, a 17-year-old Puerto Rican,

has always lived within three blocks of his present location,
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although he has moved several times. Examples of a change of

borough are found more occasionally: Informants 9 and 43 who

are brothers used to live with their family in the Bronx and

then moved to their present location in the projects at East

125th Street. There is only one example of a family's having

made significant moves in the present study: Informant 23 has

lived with his family in Manhattan, at two locations in Brooklyn,

upstate in Buffalo, in Harlem, and now in the Bronx. A few in-

formants state that they have lived in the same building all

their lives.

Perhaps the most revealing geographical grouping is pro-

vided in Table 1, which indicates the residence of each infor-

mant at the time of the original fieldwork.

2.3 Puerto Rican intragroup contact. In order to see to what

extent the Puerto Rican culture in New York City is homogeneous

or heterogeneous, it is important to examine the contact situ-

ation of Puerto Ricans with blacks and non-Puerto Ricans against

a background knowledge of the amount of contact existing between

residents of the island and residents of the city, and of the

relations existing between first, second, and third generation

Puerto Ricans.

There is a certain continuity between the island and the

city because not only is there constant migration, depending on

the United States economy, but also there is frequent visiting

between the two places. Handlin states that unlike previous

immigrants, both Puerto Ricans and blacks do not undergo the

decisive break experienced by the Europeans:

The '1,71vement of individuals back and forth between
the old home and the new never ceased, so that com-
munications were close and the sense of connectedness
was never broken. (Handlin 1965:109)

In addition, new migrants usually settle with or near rela-

tives who have preceded them to the United States. In this way,
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Table I. Residence of Puerto Rican and black informants.

Section*.

HARLEM

Puerto Rican Black
Informants Total Informants Total

1 110th to 116th St., 5, 14, 19,

2nd to 5th Ave. 20, 22, 26,

28, 29, 33,

44 10

2 101st to 110th St., 27, 31, 35, 2, 3, 4, 6,

2nd to 5th Ave. 37 4 12, 13, 15,

17, 25, 41 10

3 116th to 125th St., 9, 10, 18, 8, 16 . 2

east of Lenox Ave. 32, 42, 43 6

4 Central Harlem 1, 40

BRONX

5 South of 159th St. 11, 21, 23,

36, 38, 39 6

6 Crotona Park 7 24 1

7 Westchester Ave. 30, 34 2

*Section numbers refer to the map in Figure 1.

the New York residents, that is, at least the residents of the

Puerto Rican neighborhoods, are constantly in contact with the

island and its language, even if they are second and third gen-

eration Puerto Ricans who have never been there.

As indicated above, many Puerto Ricans form enclaves. Ac-

cording to Lewis (1968:212-13), the fact that they are set apart

as being identified with blacks, and are therefore subject to

discrimination in jobs, school, and housing (see Section 2.5.3)
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Crotuna

Park

Central Park

Figure 1. Geographical location of informants.
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has increased their feelings of inferiority. The total effect

has been to make them withdraw from the larger society and to

activate their sense of natiouality and ethnic identity. Be-

cause of these factors, Mills, Senior, and Goldsen perceive

Puerto Rican culture, at least that of the first generation

residents in the core areas of the city, as being fairly homo-

geneous:

...on the whole there is a rather uniform educational
achievement, standardized occupation in specific
industries and in standardized areas of the city.
These factors of institutional concentration which
tend to make the migrants of Spanish Harlem and
Morrisania homogeneous have more effect than certain
other factors which tend to differentiate between them;
and the overall result is a leveling of psychological
and internal life. (Mills, Senior, and Goldsen 1950:169)

Although the above observation is generally true of first

generation immi.grants, it is not clear that.this uniformity and

this Puerto Rican orientation are present in the second gener-

ation and beyond. Nahirny and Fishman (1965:318 ff.) elabor-

ate tile theory that second generation children of immigrants

often tend to throw off their ethnic heritage as a form of

rebellion for their being "different" from their American

counterparts. However, even while doing this, frequently some

form of ethnicity is retained in their very consciousness of

being children of imraigrants. The children's acute sense of

marginality encourages them to become either more American

than the Americans themselves or more ardently ethnic than

their parents. At least for those who choose the first option,

any continuity with the ethnic heritage for the third genera-

tion is precluded. For this reason, Nahirny and Fishman (1965:

311) hold that "the ethnic heritage, including the ethnic mother

tongue, usually ceases to play any viable role in the life of

the third generation". Yet, at the same time, they see a re-

action on the part of the third generation toward reidenti-

fication.
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Glazer and Moynihan (1963:v) note a disinclination of the

third and fourth generations to "blend into a standard, uniform

national type". These authors see the loss of the immigrant

language and culture in the first and second generations as

making American cultural pluralism impossible; but at the same

time that these groups are stripped of direct ethnic influence,

they are still identifiable as a group even beyond the second

generation:

Concretely, persons think of themselves as members of
that group, with that name; most significantly, they
are linked to other members of the group by new
attributes that the original immigrants would never
have recognized as identifying their group, but which
nevertheless serve to make them off, by more than
simply name and association, in the third generation
and even beyond: (Glazer and Moyni-an 1963;13)

While these observations are made more in reference to other

immigrant groups, they may be applicable to Puerto Ricans in

New York City as well.

Padilla (1958) notes that there is a higher status assigned

to those Puerto Ricans who are born and raised in New York than

to those born on the island. Most of those born in the United

States see themselves not so much as Puerto Ricans, for very

often they have never been, nor do they anticipate going, to the

island; rather, "They regard themselves as dace « ^nt from their

parents and the new migrants" (Padilla 1958:38).

In 1965, Handlin saw two alternatives for the future, de-

pending on color consciousness in the general community:

If color consciousness grows more intense, the Puerto
Rican may be fragmented into three parts. The con-
tinuing flow of new arrivals will struggle to main-
tain themselves as Puerto Ricans. The colored Puerto
Ricans already settled, and particularly those of the
second and third generations for whom the difference
of language fades in importance, will be pressed
toward an identification with the more numerous Negroes.
And the white majority of the second and third genera-
tion Puerto Ricans who lose the consciousness of
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language will find an evergrowing incentive to drop
their identification and to merge with some other
surrounding ethnic community.... [If, on the other
hand, there is a decline in color consciousness]
white and colored Puerto Ricans in the awareness of
their common identity could develop a coherent com-
munity to which newcomers would be added and which
would grow stronger through immigration. (Handlin
1965:59)

Given the rise of national awareness generated in black

nationalism and reflected in the Young Lords, the second alter-

native may indeed be becoming more attractive for many Puerto

Ricans in New York's core areas (see Hoffman 1968:39).

2.4 Puerto Rican and black contact.

2.4.1 Neighborhood contact. East Harlem is probably the most

important Puerto Rican area of New York City. Its geographical

boundaries are variously defined by Sexton (1965) and Lewis

(1968) as including roughly the area from the East River to

Central Park between 96th and 130th Streets, or more precisely

the area from 110th to 116th Street between 2nd and 5th Avenues

(see Figure 1). To its north and east lie predominantly black

neighborhoods, with the poorest section of Harlem, the Triangle,

immediately north of Spanish Harlem. Otherwise known as El

Barrio, Spanish Harlem is not homogeneously Spanish, as West

Indians, Irish, Russians, Hungarians, Italians, and blacks also

live there. Ser.ton (1965:109) characterizes it as being more

an economic than a racial ghetto, in contrast to Central Harlem.

Despite the fact that sections of Spanish Harlem seem to form

enclaves that perpetuate the Spanish language and customs,

geographical homogeneity is being replaced by integration, at

least on the periphery. Although there are ethnic concentra-

tions, no neighborhood seems to be completely homogeneous.

This lack of complete homogeneity is reflected in the

sample for the present study. Almost all of the Puerto Rican
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informants indicate the presence of some blacks in their neigh-

borhood. How many, however, seems to depend on the geographical

Location, and, therefore, where the informant lives has a great

deal of influence on his black contacts, or if he is black, on

his Puerto Rican contacts.

At one end of be continuum, we have Puerto Ricans with

relatively restricted neighborhood contacts with blacks:

Well, down in my neighborhood we got more Puerto
Ricans than there is Negroes and Americans cause
it's American people, th,.re's only about two or
three. It's a lot of Negroes by the projects
towards about two blocks from where I live, and
down wher I live at is, everybody there is just
plain Puerto Rican. (11:10)

At the other end of the continuum are Puerto Ricans with pre-

dominantly black neighborhood contacts:

My brothers, when we first moved in, the only
friends we had were Negro, and they were like,
they say, we acted all cool with them. They all
acted cool with us. (14:7)

That blacks and Puerto Ricans live in the same neighbor-

hood does not necessarily mean, however, that they share exten-

sive contacts. According to Sexton (1965:13), in the old tene-

ment housing these groups do not live in the same building but

in adjacent buildings or at opposite ends of the block. One

Puerto Rican resident in a predominantly Puerto Rican neighbor-

hood in the Bronx states that his whole apartment building is

inhabited by Puerto Ricans, with the exception of one black

spouse of a Puerto Rican, although blacks do live on the oppo-

site side of the street. Another resident of the same building

adds to the picture of the block:

No, in my building, only Puerto Ricans live. ...in the
city you know we're the only Spanish building in the
whole block, in the block, you know, we live in. The

rest are Negroes so we stick with them, you know. They
make friends with you and you have a lot of friends.
(36:7)
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Despite the integrated nature of the block, the Puerto Ricans

living there name other Puerto Ricans as their best friends.

While much of this discussion deals with the culture con-

tacts of Puerto Ricans and blacks Living in Harlem, it is pre-

sumed that the situation is similar in those parts of the city

that are comparable in terms of socioeconomics or population

distribution, e.g. south Bronx or Brooklyn. The Puerto Ricans

studied by Lewis (1968:204) in New York City "formed little

islands within the city" where their language and many of their

customs were perpetuated. Most of their shopping was done in

Puerto Rican hodegas, and Spanish was the standard home lan-

guage. However, many of these subjects were first generation

Puerto Ricans, some newly arrived, and length of time in New

York City seems to be one of the most important factors in

analyzing homogeneity of Puerto Rican contact. Padilla (1958:

26) notes three distinct groups of Puerto Ricans in New York

City: the. recent migrants, the old migrants who have been in

New York for a relatively long period of time, and those Puerto

Ricans born and reared in New York City. The first group tends

to limit its contacts to other Puerto Ricans, preferably rela-

tives and people from the same hometown as well as other Puerto

Ricans in the same neighborhood, if not the immediate tenement

(Mills, Senior, and Goldsen 1950:99). As these migrants become

more acculturated, their way of life and their contacts change.

Puerto Ricans born and raised in New York City have more con-

tacts with non-Puerto Ricans at school, at play, and at work

(Hoffman 1968:47), although they are rarely out of touch with

other Puerto Ricans. However, despite differences in the ways

of Life and the cultural orientations of these groups, most

Puerto Ricans share a feeling of solidarity:

There are ideals of behavior, standards of values,
and rules for living that are considered appropriate
to Hispanos, rather than to others, and there are
forms of social control -- sanctions and standards of
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approval and disapproval--that emerge from the body
of ideals of behavior expected from Hispanos. In

fact, many cultural diversities and behavioral ex-
pectations cluster within subgroups of the larger
Hispano groups, and each subgroup is geared to the
others as if they were all parts of a system....
(Padilla 1958:48-49)

2.4.2 School contact. The question of school contact seems

relatively straightforwpd. According to Glazer and Moynihan

(1963:49), even in 1960 before permissive school zoning was

fully established, over half of New York City's Puerto Rican

and black children attended "integrated" schools. However,

the authors note that this integration is "simply the ex-

pression of the existence of the Negro ghetto" in the sense

that the school population merely reflects the overall neigh-

borhood population. "Integration" may here be taken to mean

the existence of only a few minority group members.

Puerto Ricans are in the majority in the Fchools attended

by most of the informants in the present study, although the

schools are thoroughly integrated with blacks who typically

comprise at least one-third of the school population. At

school, if nowhere else, the Puerto Rican child is exposed to

heterogeneity in culture and language. And traditionally, at

school, if not at home, the Puerto Rican child begins his

"intensive directed training in becoming American" (Padilla

1958:200).

2.5 Solidarity and separation among Puerto Ricans and blacks.

In New York City, Puerto Ricans live as a minority surrounded

by a larger minority, blacks. The second generation Puerto

Rican, due to his increased exposure to blacks, is in a position

to act on his perception of the relationship between the two

communities in the establishment of his social relations. Al-

though we might use a number of criteria for classifying Puerto

Ricans with respect to their contact with blacks, it is quite
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clear that the most crucial variable is peer contact. Whom do

they associate with in their friendship groups in the neighbor-

hood? They may choose almost exclusively Puerto Rican peers,

or they may choose to participate in a group that includes a

significant proportion of blacks. In fact, in some cases, the

peer group may be predominantly black.

Because of the importance of peer group structure for the

investigation of cultural and linguistic assimilation, we have

elicited specific information about the peer group structure

from each Puerto Rican informant in this study. Each informant

was asked to list his main friendship groups and to identify

the race of each member of these groups. This information was

then compared with observations by staff members who were

familiar with the informants over an extended period and with

our participant observations of social interactions during the

fieldwork. Although there is obviously a continuum with respect

to the extent of black contacts revealed by our informants, we

have chosen to separate informants into two groups on the basis

of our sociological information: those with extensive black

contacts and those with restricted black contacts. Those with

extensive black contacts indicate a mixture or a majority of

blacks among their peers, while those with restricted contacts

have few, if any, blacks in their immediate peer groups. The

types of group structures, the initiation into peer groups,

and the activities of the peer groups all give supportive in-

formation for our assessment 1. Of the 29 Puerto Rican informants,

6 are considered to have extensive black contacts and 23 restric-

ted black contacts on the basis of this information.

2.5.1 Informants' perceptions,. A number of writers have noted

that Puerto Ricans, particularly second generation Puerto Ricans,

may establish close relationships with blacks (Padilla 1958:94).

Some of our informants with extensive black contacts reflect
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this good rapport, as indicated in the following dialogue be-

tween a fieldworker and an informant:

VW: Are colored guys and Spanish guys in the same
gang ever?

INF: Yeah, Plenty times.

FW: Do they sometimes have the coloted guy against
the Spanish?

INF: No. Everybody believes in fun like that.,..
You grow up, you see a colored guy sitting
next to you. (27:13)

Puerto Ricans who have established extensive black con-

tacts tend to minimize differences between the two groups.

For example:

It's really hard to tell between a Puerto Rican and
a Negro; it's really hard, you know. (18; second
interview)

You know, like before, it was a lot of race problem
in East Harlem, like the community works together,
you know, none of this bull-shit about now, you
black, get away from me, you're white, you better
go to hell or something like that. Ain't like that
no more, you know. (5:7)

In reality, of course, there are considerably more differ-

ences than are admitted in the above comments. For example, a

member of the Puerto Rican community generally would have

little difficulty in distinguishing the blacks from the Puerto

Ricans. And we know that there are still many tensions that

exist between the black and Puerto Rican communities. However,

the actual situation is less important than the perception of

social relations by Puerto Ricans with extensive black contacts.

There is a commonality between the two groups in that they

are set apart by lines of demarcation: the blacks by a color

line and the Puerto Ricans by an ethnic line that is equally

real.

Although we can observe a certain commonality between

groups, the proximity of Puerto Rican and black also may be
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the cause of intergroup tension. Sexton (1965:13) notes that

race and ethnicity underlie much of the open and hidden con-

in East Harlem. This tension can be seed in the state-

ments of some informants from the present study:

You see, we have half a building full of niggers,
guys that really look for trouble. They all came
down round about and couple of guys from our build-
ing and we have round eight [sic] percent of the guys
round here are Spanish. They surrounded the niggers
on the outside.... I went straight down and hit
couple of them on the head. Now I was at the bottom
and when the Spanish finished with the niggers out
there, they came in.... They don't fool around with
the Spanish cause, what you call it, Spanish take
their ass and make it inside out. (43:13-14)

Like some of these Negro guys, I don't hang around,
must of the guys that stick around there, they
always, you know, look for trouble. (35:9)

Similar feelings of antipathy are expressed by a number

of our Puerto Rican informants. For example, when describing

various indigenous forms of behavior that would clearly be

considered antisocial in terms of mainstream values, they indi-

cate that such actions are appropriate with respect to their

own peer group, while similar types of behavior by blacks are

cited pejoratively.

2.5.2 Socioeconomic factors. Generally speaking the Puerto

Ricans are on the lowest rung of the socioeconomic ladder in

New York City: They have less income as a group than either

white non-Puerto Ricans or nonwhites (Motley 1967:21; Kantro-

witz and Rappenfort 1966:30). According to Sexton (1965:23),

at that time the'jobless rate for blacks in Harlem was 50 per-

cent above that for whites, and for Puerto Ricans it was 100

percent above the white norm. And the educational achievement

of a Puerto Rican adult, at least among the migrants, is an

average of 6.5 years lower than that of any other ethnic group

in the city (Lewis 1968:206).
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According to most current indices for objectively measur-

ing socioeconomic class, the informants used in this study

would he classified as "working" or "lower-working" class. The

occupational roles of the heads of households are mainly re-

stricted to operatives, service workers, and laborers. The

parents of only two Puerto Rican and two black informants are

reported to have occupations that might be classified as pro-

fessional or semi-professional.

Although we have not made evaluations of all the individual

residences of the informants, a survey of the general neighbor-

hoods and an observation of a sample of the projects and tene-

ments in which the informants live indicate that they are quite

typical of working- or Lower-working-class residences. Many of

the residences would clearly be classified as "slum dwellings".

The educational picture of the informants shows somewhat

more variation than do the occupations of the heads of hotse-

hold and the housing. Of the 23 informants who responded to

our questions about education, 4 (3 of them black) indicate

that their parents have had some college training. If these

statements can be relied upon, the level of education repre-

sented by the household heads seems to be much higher than what

we would expect of Harlem and south Bronx residents. It is

possible, however, that many of the inforMants may have over-

stated the educational levels of their parents.

The school records of the informants (some of which were

available to ATI's educational supervisor) generally indicate

that their educational achievement is far below the expected

norms for their age level. This is true of their reading Levels

in particular, a fact that was well confirmed when they were

asked to read a small passage as part of the interview. Several

informants were unable to read even the word lists they were

given and would have to be considered functionally illiterate.

Ir is quite clear that the majority of our informants has been
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alienated from the schools and that their values do not coin-

cide with the middle-class values placed on educational achieve-

ment. From the background information given to us by Y11 work-

ers, from interviews, and from personal observation, it appears

that many informants can he considered integral members of

indigenous peer groups, participating fully in the "street

culture". There are, however, several informants who must be

classified as cultural "lames", i.e. non-members in an indig-

enous peer group. The school performance of these informants

is considerably above that of the other informants, and their

value orientation toward education is consonant with the main-

stream values placed oil educational achievement.

The picture we have painted in the above paragraphs is

essentially one of ambivalence. On the one hand, Puerto Ricans

may share a feeling of solidarity with blacks because of the

minority status of both groups. But on the other hand, ten-

sions may exist because, as we have seen, Puerto Ricans often

come below blacks in the "pecking order" of New York City;

and thus the two groups are in competition for higher status.

Puerto Ricans often indicate that they are aware of this com-

petition (Lewis 1968:208), and in many instances, these am-

bivalent reactions to blacks are expressed by a single indi-

vidual.

2.5.3 The effect of skin color. Although Puerto Ricans born

and raised in New York City have more contact with non-Puerto

Ricans than do those who have immigrated from the island, they

often consider themselves to be "both Spanish and American, as

two unintegrated aspects of themselves" (Padilla 1958:280).

The extent to which they perceive themselves as Spanish or

American depends on several factors. Among these are the

degree of acculturation of their parents, the family's socio-

economic status, and perhaps most significantly, at least out-

side the family`, the color of their skin.
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In Puerto Rico, discrimination is allegedly rooted more in

social class than in color, although it also happens that the

lecist soc ioeconomica 1 ty advanced group contains most dark-

skinned Puerto Ricans. Thus, Padilla (1958:73,75) explains

racial considerations in Puerto Rico as being determined more

by appearance than by ancestry, and race is thus reinterpre-

table depending on advance in income; education, etc. (see

Hof fman 1968: 37-39) .

In terms of physical appearance, Latin Americans "assume

the legitimacy of racial identities intermediate to those of

white and Negro", while Americans dichotomize into a two-color

system, according to Seda-Bonilla (1961:144). For convenience

of our discussion of the effect of skin color, .Puerto Ricans

can be divided into three main categories: white, intermediate,

and colored. Traditionally, the terms "white" and "colored"

haye been used to refer to lighter skinned and darker skinned

Puerto Ricans respectively, but no popular classification of

the intermediate group is designated. The term "black", which

might seem preferable to colored, has a somewhat different cul-

tural reference as it is typically used. In reality, skin

color does not function apart from other types of physical

characteristics such as hair texture and facial features.

While on the island mulattoes are considered white, and

while a larger percentage of white than colored Puerto Ricans

migrate to the United States, even these light-colored Puerto

Ricans become the target of American discrimination. What the

Negro American has long been aware of, i.e, that he is set apart

from much of middle-class American society by his color, the

Puerto Rican learns upon his arrival in the United States.

Puerto Ricans are made extremely sensitive to color distinc-

tions, and the effect "has been to strengthen the character of

the identification of the Puerto Rican in the case of those who

were colored and to weaken it in the case of those who were
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white" (Hatullin 19b:: 5S -5`)1. Consequently, those of inter-

mediate color are left in a no-man's-land in terms of self-

identification in the United States.

Upwardly mobile white Puerto Ricans often seek identifi-

cation with the white American community as soon as possible

(Handlin 19Wi:58-59) and abandon the ghetto for Washington

Heights, areas A the Bronx and Queens (Glazer and Moynihan

l963:111), or areas farther away from the city. As they be-

come more ass imilated, they move to nonethnic areas, severing

Puerto Rican contacts in an attempt to conceal their Puerto

Rican origin.

Seda-Binilla (1961), in fact, reports that Puerto Ricans

living in a white neighborhood admit their Puerto Rican origin

hesitantly and only after three or four interviews. The same

author also mentions encounters with children in East Harlem

who refuse to be identified as Puerto Rican and who deny know-

ing Spanish. Two brothers (both of whom are quite light) in

the present sample are good examples of this attitude. Both

deny any knowledge of Spanish, saying they never use it, des-

pite the fact that both their parents are island-born and that

they live in a predominantly Puerto Rican environment:

FW: Did you ever speak Spanish at home?

INF: Did I ever? No, ... not that I could remember.

FW: Do your parents speak Spanish?

[NF: [after some pressing] Once in a while.

FW: [Do you speak Spanish] with your friends?

[Ni: Definitely. They speak Spanish to me you know.
Go yeah, yeah, I don't know what they're saying

FW: You don't understand Spanish?

INF: No.... No, I won't speak Spanish.

FW: What do you speak?

INF: speak English....

FW: With older neighbors?
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[NF: What about it?... Oh, I can't speak Spanish.

FW: You can't say anything in Spanish?

[NF: Well, yes, but.... (9: second interview)

In terms of assimilation, intermediate and colored Puerto

Ricans experience the same problems in different degrees. The

colored Puerto Ricans are often identified as black by the out-

side community and indeed, according to Seda-Bonilla (1961:147),

"find open acceptance in the American Negro society with cre-

dentials of the 'West Indian'''. For those who remain in the

center of the city, particularly if they are dark and have

little possibility of relocating to another neighborhood, the

non-Puerto Rican culture to be assimilated to is the black

culture:

...he must "become like" the Negro in the metro-
politan community. The world in which he is to
function inconspicuously is the Negro world....
He finds that he can hold only certain jobs, mix
socially only with certain people. Almost always
he must live in the Harlem ghetto, or in certain
Negro sections of the Bronx. (Mills, Senior, and
Goldsen 1950:133)

Rand notes the comment of a social worker on the Lower East

Side as indicative oc this blackward assimilation:

The Negroes were in New York first and had a head
start, but now the Puerto Ricans are copying them.
They are borrowing the Negroes' gang structure.
Also their jive talk and bop language.... The

Negroes are setting the pattern, but the Puerto
Ricans are right in there contending with them.
(Rand 1958:130-31)

Those colored Puerto Ricans who choose not to be identi-

fied with the Negro community must counteract the outside

community's appraisal of them as blacks. By emphasizing their

Puerto Rican origins they attempt to enhance the distance be-

tween themselves and blacks. This emphasis on their Spanish-

ness may be linguistic as well as cultural, so that use of the

Spanish language and customs is reinforced. Within the Puerto

Rican community, therefore,
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...a reaction against what is regarded as a social
disadvantage has been transformed into a source of
family and neighbothood group solidarity which, in
turn, serves as a source of emotional strength, re-
inforcement, and support for the individual.
(Padilla 1958:36)

Nonetheless, although they are considered Puerto Ricans (as

against blacks) in the Puerto Rican community, they report

being treated as the "lowest" within the family, and researchers

have found that Puerto Rican drug addicts are usually the dark-

est members of the family (Sexton 1965:10).

The intermediate Puerto Ricans face more ambiguity, since

they are not immediately categorized by outsiders as black and

thus have more of an option in choosing their identity. They

may choose to be conspicuous as members of a foreign-language-

speaking group rather than to be identified with blacks. Those

who do accept membership in the American Negro community become

completely acculturated to the black society to the point of

speaking like blacks, according to Seda-Bonilla (1961:147).

This acculturation is reflected in the present study in the

speech of those Puerto Ricans with extensive black contacts.

They have then only one battle to fight, that of discrimination

against blacks, rather than having the double problem of identi-

fying themselves as Puerto Rican and as being distinct from the

Negro.

Rand (1958:13) seems to indicate that the Puerto Rican

population in Harlem consists of those who are the darker, less

European-looking in the New York City population, since they

"are the ones who find it hardest to lea the ghettos and be

assimilated". No doubt the majority of ti Puerto Rican in-

formants in the present study would be classified as inter-

mediate or colored. Although we might hypothesize that the

darker informants are mire likely to have extensive black con-

tacts than are their intermediate counterparts, our sample does

not bear this out. However, this is probably due to the limited
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sample, and we would expect a larger sample to reveal such a

pattern.

What emerges far is a sketch of the Puerto Rican popu-

lation of New York City confronted with assimilation alterna-

tives. Coming from a "foreign" culture, speaking a "foreign"

language, the Puerto Rican is confronted with racial discrim-

ination reportedly unknown on the island. However, unlike the

black whose isolation from white society is more nearly com-

plete, the Puerto Rican has more possibilities for assimilation

with the white culture (Broom and Glenn 1965:36).

If he is light and can learn the language, he and his

children can become submerged in mainstream America, leaving

the black-assimilating and Puerto Rican-oriented groups behind

in the center city. But the dark-skinned Puerto Rican faces

a conflict in terms of acculturation that is in many respects'

greater than the black's, for he has the double onus of being

both "foreign" and black-like. He is threatened with the dis-

crimination meted out to American blacks, and his mobility is

thus restricted, frequently marooning him in the ghettos of

Harlem, the Bronx, Brooklyn, etc. (Burma 1954:161); Seda-

Bonilla 1961:146-47). He can either try to escape discrimin-

ation by emphasizing his membership in the Hispano culture or

identify with the blacks and become accepted in some form of

American culture.

2.5.4 The use of Spanishl, the fact that blacks and Puerto

Ricans are forced together geographically and socioeconomically

in New York City tends to inhibit ethnic isolation on the part

of Puerto Ricans. Not only do both groups share the oame

physical neighborhood, but they also are exposed to the sme

media, attend school together, and very often work together.

At the same time, Puerto Ricans are never very far from

other Puerto Ricans, so that is is possible to maintain a
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Puerto Rican-English ambiance. Part of this ambiance is en-

couraged by the use of Spanish. Fishman (1968a) analyzes inter-

actions between and within grlups in terms of domains. Accord-

ing to Roffman (1948:26 ft.), "Domains are similar to the

sociologist's 'institutions', but are understood in terms of

behavior, as well as in terms of structure"; the five domains

he suggest for language analysis are home, neighborhood, edu-

cation, officialdom, and religion. The general rule enunciated

by Hoffman is helpful:

the more one functions within the Puerto Rican value
system, the more he would he compelled to speak the
language variants required by that system. As a
person moves farther away from an exclusively Puerto
Rican value orientation his freedom of Language
cllice increases, subject only to the constraints
imposed by new value orientations. (Hoffman 1968:41)

Relying on the preceding discussion, it seems safe to

generalize that Puerto Ricans in Harlem and other centers of

concentration in the city use both English and Spanish; there

is no completely monolingual Spanish domain, at least for first

and second generation speakers. A Spanish domain is most

closely approximated in the home, particularly (1) if the par-

ents speak little English or are fairly new arrivals in the

city, or (2) if there is frequent contact with new arrivals

from the island. Children of preschool age apparently learn

English from their siblings and companions on the street rather

than from their parents, and many youngsters who are fluent in

English speak Spanish to their parents and older relatives.

In the neighborh)od both English and Spanish are used, depend-

ing on the age and the Puerto Rican )rientation of the speaker.

The very integration of the neighborhood, its stores, schools,

etc., does not encourage Spanish mouolingualism.

Hoffman notes that Spanish often unites youngsters "in a

common, intimate, em)tional bond even while many of them spoke

better English than Spanish" (1968:67). Spanish is associated
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with intimacy and solidarity, hypothesize Greenfield and Fish-

man (1968:433; see also Padilla 1958:96-97; and Lewis 1968:

207), and it is used with friends and family. This is borne

out in the present study: Some informants may use Spanish

among Puerto Ricans, but they do not use it when non-Spanish-

speaking people are around, unless they want to tease or anger

the non-Spanish-speaking.

Typical of a certain group of Puerto Rican informants are

those who speak Spanish in the home, but not on the street:

FW: Do you speak Spanish to the kids in the groups?

INF: No, we don't speak Spanish to each other...
only in the house.... When I go outside f

talk English only. (34:9-10)

FW: Do any of them [the guys you hang with]
speak Spanish?

INF: Ah, we all speak Spanish.... We usually
speak English. We just probably speak
Spanish to our parents They speak
English and Spanish but around the house
they usually speak Spanish.... It's normal.
I mean, nothing wrong with it, just like
speaking English. (37:8)

Other informants, however, answer their parents in English,

even when the parents address them in Spanish:

FW: Do you speak to your parents in Spanish?

'INF: huh. They ask, they call, they ask questions
to me in Spanish but I answer in English....

FW: Do they want you to learn Spanish?

INF: I already know, but I'm learning how to read
and write in Spanish. lie teaching me. (33:6)

And for a few informants, despite their Puerto Rican origins,

English is spoken at home:

...and my mother knows a lot of English. I

speak English in the house and my father, too.
(36:7)

Part of this reluctance to use Spanish, perhaps even at
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home, is from the fear of being classified as a "jibaro", a

"hick". The following account illustrates this fear and the

possibility of overcoming it if the speaker is highly valued

enough by his peers:

...if I stay out till 11, my mother comes and gets
me and then my friends say, couple of friends over
there, they say, ah, 'Man, this guy's always speak-
ing Spanish with his mother you know. Boy, he's a
hick and a half', you know, and then they start to
hate me and I have to get, you know, I say, 'Look,
if you don't like the way I speak Spanish, don't:
stay with me', cause the guys over there, then,
they, you know, as soon as they leave me they
leave everything, you know. Like if they leave,
if they leave to go someplace I bring 'em, need
everything from me. (10:10)

The official domain and the work domain are most often

English-speaking. The educational domain also includes a pre-

dominance of English. English is the language of instruction

and, after the first school years, the language of the young-

sters at school, even when the school is predominantly Puerto

Rican. The ability to speak English is valued. Puerto Ricans

born and raised in New York City who speak English sometimes

resent being addressed in Spanish and will, on occasion, pre-

tend not to understand when addressed in Spanish. For them,

...the knowledge of Spanish conveys no particular
sense of accomplishment, nor is it something to
boast about. Like non-Puerto Ricans, they regard
the constant use of Spanish, as well as any other
form of behavior that distinguishes Puerto Ricans
from Americans, as detrimental to Puerto Ricans in
New York. (Padilla 1958:100)

Are there, however, fords that reinforce tnc )f

Spanish? to some extent, there are people who prefer to main-

tain their Spanish. As discussed previously, one group con-

sists of intermediates who seek to differentiate themselves

from blacks by emphasizing their Hispano origins and language.

There also seem to he some immigrane families that simply see
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being Puerto Rican as a positive value, whether or not they

desire to eventually return to the island (Lewis 1968:200-00:-.

This pride associated with being Spanish and speaking

Spanish is seen with one of the present infotmants: .

VW: Do you speak it [Spanishl?

INF: I speak Spanish. I AM Spanish.

FW: Huh?

INF: I am Spanish. (27:9)

Some parents are proud of their Puerto Rican origins and

demand that their children speak Spanish:

EW: Do you answer [your parents] in Spanish?

INF: Well, I have to. My father asks me a question
in Spanish. He won't take it in English. I

have to answer hint in Spanish cause he says, ah,
ah, 'I'm not an Italian and I'm not a Negro, but
I'm a Puerto Rican and have to speak to me in
my language....' [He says] 'I was born in
Puerto Rico and.... I'm gonna raise you like
Puerto Ricans'. So if we speak...English in
front of him...it's like cursing right in front
of him. (10:9)

To promote the maintenance of their Puerto Ricanness, some

parents with this orientation discourage their children from

being on the street unless in the company of the family, other-

wise demanding that the children spend their off-school hours

in the home. These are also the children who are seen alone

on the street and who go to school alone, according to Padilla

(1958:15). Some of these children remain "upstairs" all during

their childhood, while others, as soon as they have learned the

ropes, manage to gain acceptance in some sort of youth organi-

zation, with or without their parents' approval (Padilla

1958:229).

While it is difficult in one or two interviews to deter-

mine the informants' knowledge and use of Spanish, particularly

when the interview is conducted in English context, it is

nevertheless clear that all of the Puerto Ricans in our study
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have had more or less extensive contact with Spanish, either

in their childhood or from childhood to the present. For a

general picture of the use of Spanish by the Puerto Rican in-

tormants, tour categories of Spanish contact are useful:

I: Knows Spanish and speaks Spanish to family
and non-famity

IL: Knows Spanish and speaks Spanish to family

CH: Knows Spanish but dues not speak it

IV: Claims not to know Spanish.

Information culled from one or two interviews with 28 of

the present. 29 Puerto Rican informants,r shows that 16 know

Spanish and speak it to family and non-family, including

neighbors and peers. The frequency with which Spanish is used

with peers varies from often to occasionally. Seven informants

know Spanish and speak it with one or more members of the

family, but claim to speak it rarely outside the family.

Three know Spanish but do not speak it at present with any

frequency. Two informants deny ability to speak Spanish.

For most of the informants, Spanish is used must fre-

quently in the family with the mother or grandmother, while

English is.used more often with the father and siblings.

While the use of Spanish with family members follows a fairly

uniform pattern, Spanish usage outside the family depends on

many variables such as situation, age, participants, topic,

and so forth. The description of the interaction of these

variables, however, is outside the scope of this study, since

our primary focus is on the English used by our informants.

Fishman has suggested that the bilingual situation in

New York City is diglossic, with functional reinforcement of

English and Spanish in differing domains. The maintenance of

both languages, seen from this point of view, is hypothesized

for a long time to come:

The 'doom' of Spanish in New York is not about to
come to pass and perhaps we now have a bilingual
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group in the City which will simply not go away
the way the other language groups did. (Fishman
1971:71)

On the other hand, Cooper and Greenfield hypothesize that

the Puerto Ricans

...seem to be headed in the same direction as
previous immigrant groups in the United States,
as they appear to be undergoing displacement of
the 'mother' tongue by English in all domains of
life.... (Cooper and Greenfield 1968:496)

Since the,"choice of a Language may in its turn serve as

a subtle behavioral index to the direction of acculturation

and to the vagaries of social adjustment" (Herman 1961:162),

it would seem that the New York City situation would enforce

the hypothesis of assimilation: That is, English is used more

often by more of the younger people in more situations. Fur-

ther. is will be shown to include features of assimilation to

the dominant dialect surrounding them, i.e. the black dialect.

It is expected, however, that a certain differentiation be-

tween blacks and Puerto Ricans will be maintained (Glazer and

Moynihan 1963:313). The ethnic components are no longer mold-

ing together as they did in the nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries, according to Handlin (1965). Rather, what is seen

is a solidification of ethnic groups, and it is the task of

present research to examine "the extent to which a differen-

tiation of interest and orientation is taking place within the

ethnic groups themselves and social antecedents to this pro-

cess" (Do.)b 1970:532).

2.5.3 The use of Black English. the extent to which Black

English is adopted by Puerto Rican teen-agers is East Harlem

will be discussed in detail in the following chapters. In a

wider sociocultural context, however, we may anticipate our

discussion of actual linguistic assimilation by looking at

some aspects of the general perception of the language situation
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on the part of the Puerta Rican groups. How (JO Puerto Ricans

view and react to the linguistic assimilation that is taking

place in a broader cultural framework?

Fa begin with, we have observed that Puerto Ricans with

extensive black contacts tend to minimize differences that

exist between the two groups. We may thus get infornants in

this group who deny that the ways in which blacks and Puerto

Ricans speak English are different. For some of these inform-

ants, there is, of course, a great deal of objective simi-

larity between the varieties of English used by the two groups.

But informants who would still perceptually be identified as

Puerto Rican may also tend to minimize these differences. The

tendency to minimize speech differences that we observe on the

part of Puerto Ricans is thus consistent with their perception

of the social relations of these groups in a wider context,

as noted above.

An interesting assessment of the unity of blacks and Puerto

Ricans by members of these gr :ups has been observed in relation

to the use of Spanish in peer group situations. Several in-

formants cited the fact that blacks learn to speak Spanish:

FW The Negro guys speak Spanish? Do you speak
Spanish with one another?

INF: You know, like sometime I say, 'Tu madre es
puta', that means 'Your mother's a whore',
and the guy says, 'Tu abuela', you know,
Your grandmother', and jive, and they say,
'Vamos a comer', 'Let's to eat', stuff like
that, yea, and they know how to say like,
somebody be talking, like two par2nts be
talking, they say, 'Estos niNos son tecatos',
you know, like 'These kids are junkies', and
they go around and they say, 'Hey, man, :our
mother's over there saying we're junkies, I

heard her', something like that. (3:10

in reality, we find that Spanish usage among blacks in

these peer groups is generally restricted to a few phrases or

lexical items. One of our black informants gives an illustration
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of this phenomenon When he is talking about a PUerlo Rican who

is a member of a predominantly black peer group:

We say like, 'Eh mira', you know, we talk in
Spanish and ask him for a cigarette, 'Dame
cigarillo', and he say, 'I don't have none',
and he say, 'Look here, man', he make his
speech, like If we have a party or something
and that guy say, 'Look at that Spanish guy
over there', he walk over to him, he say, he
make his little speech, he say, 'Listen now,
listen to me real good. L may be Spanyola on
the outside, but inside I have a Negro heart,
you know'. Everybody look at him and say, you
know, they start clapping, they say, 'Reuben,
say some more', and he he telling all that and
then pa know, most the time they say, 'What's

happening', you know, he consider hisself a
nigger, f wouldn't. blame him. (1:17)

It is obvious from other comments by Puerto Ricans and

from our observations of social interactions that the claim

concerning the acquisition of Spanish by blacks is quite

exaggerated. the learning of a few fixed phrases is quite

different from acquiring language competence in Puerto Rican

Spanish.

Statements by Puerto Rican informants also tend to con-

tradict their observations that blacks speak Spanish. In

other contexts, Puerto Ricans mention that Spanish is gener-

ally avoided around black peers. The reasons for this avoid-

ance are stated succinctly by one Puerto Rican with extensive

black peers: lie observes that the reason he does not use

Spanish with his peers is "So the guy could know that I'm boss,

I don't want to hide nothing". For Puerto Ricans to use Span-

ish with black peers is socially inappropriate since it may he

associated with ineptness in cultural adaptation. As illus-

trated in the previous quote, Puerto Ricans with predominantly

black peers have to prove that they belong. The use of Spanish

with another Puerto Rican in the peer group would thus be

counterproductive to this purpose. Furthermore, the use of
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Spanish may be disruptive to a social group for if a black peer

does not understand it, he may view, it suspiciously. Puerto

Ricans who use Spanish around black peers may he suspected of

criticizing or attempting to conceal information from their

black peers.

If Spanish is not likely to be used around black peers, we

may ask why some of the Puerto Ricans make special mention of

the fact that blacks speak Spanish. Part of the reason may be

related to the tendency of Puerto Ricans with extensive black

contacts to minimize differences between the two groups. But

we may also hypothesize that there is a desire on the part of

these informants to interpret assimilation as reciprocal:

That is, not only are Puerto Ricans assimilating aspects of

the surrounding black culture, but also blacks are assimi-

lating aspects of Puerto Rican culture.

In reality, this cultural assimilation' is largely one-

way: It is the Puerto Ricans who are copying the blacks.

Black teen-agers do not pick up aspects of Puerto Rican English

that might identify them-as being Puerto Rican, such as oc-

casional syllable-timing, the tendency not to reduce vowels in

unstressed syllables, and so forth; nor do they pick up any

real conversational ability in Puerto Rican Spanish. When

more integrative aspects of linguistic competence are con-

sidered, the few phrases or lexical items learned by some

blacks in East Harlem must be considered tokens, indicating a

relatively superficial Level of borrowing. But these small

tokens apparently are interpreted quite symbolically by some

Puerto Ricans who desire to see the assimilation process work-

ing both ways.

Now let us turn to the Puerto Ricans with restricted black

contacts. Unlike the Puerto Ricans with extensive black peer

group contacts, they show no tendency to minimize the speech

differences between the groups. Therefore, we find informants
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in this category perceiving blacks and Puerto Ricans as talking

quite differently. The following reactions are quite typical:

F4: Is there a difference between the way Puerto
Ricans and blacks talk?

INF: Say, like a white person, he will say, 'You try
to he cool'. Now a black person will say,
'You all try to be cool'. So there's an ac-
cent right there. (39:second interview)

FW: Is there any difference between the way
Puerto Ricans and blacks talk?

INF: Yes, there is a big difference. ...Spanish,
he'll say, 'Slap me five', but the Negro
will come up and say, 'Put some skin on my
hand', you know, and he'll use 'man', and
he'll say, 'Come on, man, let's go and do our
little thing'.

FW: Puerto Ricans don't say that, right?

INF: They say it, but it's different, way differ-
ent by the way Negroes say it. (43:second
interview)

FW: Do you think that black and Puerto Ricans
sound any different when they talk?

BF: Yeah, I think the Negro stretches the word.

114: Give me an example of him stretching the word.

INF: Like when they say 'man', I would say, 'Hey,

man, cut it out'. Listening to a Negro, they
don't speak like that. They say 'maaan', and
it starts moving, you know. They emphasize on
the word more. (li:second interview)

This perception of speech differences is consistent with

their perception of differences between blacks and Puerto

Ricans in East Harlem on a broader cultural level. Despite

the fact that the social positions of Puerto Ricans and blacks

are quite similar in the wider context of American society, we

have already mentioned that there may he considerable inter-

group tension. In such a context, it is quite predictable that

differences in speech. should be brought out to parallel the

perception of other social differences.
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At this point, we may anticipate c.ur discussion of lin-

guistic assimilation in the following chapters by noting that

despite their perception of speech differences, Puerto Ricans

with restricted black contacts do show some influence in cer-

tain aspects of their speech. We will see, for example, that

there is some phonological influence, regardless of the extent

of contact. If we had included vocabulary in our study, we

v,ould also see that there are a number of indigenous black

terms that have been borrowed into the lexicon of both groups

of Puerto Ricans. But these similarities are perceived as

insignificant when compared with the amount of assimilation

revealed by Puerto Ricans with extensive black contacts. In

fact, there is evidence that some Puerto Ricans are not con-

scious of the extent to which black speech may have influenced

their own speech. This is vividly illustrated in one incident

that occurred following an interview. The informant, never

having heard his voice on a tape recorder, asked to play back

part of the interview., After listening to his voice for a

minute, he worriedly exclaimed to the interviewer, "Man, I

sound just like a nigger". The assimilation of Black English

may be viewed negatively by Puerto Ricans iu this group, des-

pite the fact that they have assimilated aspects of Black

English in their own speech.

FW: Do a lotta Spanish kids sound like black
kid-7

INF: Sometimes....

FW: How about you? Do you think you ever sound
like a black when you talk?

INF: I don't know. Do I?

FW: I want your opinion. Do you think you'd
like to?

INF: No.

FW: Why not?
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INF: I want co talk like I always talk. ( don't
care if I can talk English, at least I can
talk.

CW: ho you think that whet: a Spanish guy talks
like a black guy that makes him sound cool?

INF: Corny.

FW: Does it Take him sound tough?

INF: Not cough but corny.

FW: You know some guys who talk that way?

INF: Yeah.... I think they're trying to show off,
like, if they got a colored friend, they want
to show off in front of him':

fhe integral adoption of Black English by Puerto Ricans

with extensive black contacts may be viewed as an attempt to

be something that a Puerto Rican naturally is not, and there-

fore mac be considered pretentious. And even though Puerto

Ricans with restricted black contacts may be further removed

from traditional Puerto Rican culture than their parents,

they may view it as a symbol of the rejection of the Puerto

Rican community of which they are still a part.

Any negative reactions toward the assimilation of Black

English on the part of the teen-agers with restricted black

contacts are clearly reinforced in the home. If parents per-

ceive certain aspects of their children's English to be influ-

enced by black speech, they may react quite negatively. We

have already seen that many parents speak to their children

in Spanish and require that their children answer them in

Spanish. if it is considered inappropriate for children to

answer parents in English at all, then the use of a dialect

of English that is discernibly influenced by Black English

will elicit an even stronger reaction from the parents. One

informant explained that a friend who talked like a black was

smacked by his father who said "You can talk English, but

normal English". There is considerable evidence that the
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parents view their children's acquisition of Black English

features as quite insulting.

Lhe reacti.,ns If Pucito Ricans with restricted black

contacts toward the assimilation of Black Englisll can be

charaeterized as basically ambivalent. On the one hand, they

are quite aware of the differences that exist between the two

groups in a number of areas of culture, and they tend to per-

cciVO chesc, differences in speech as in other areas. On the

other hand, they are faced with the reality of the social

situation in which it is very difficult to avoid some influ-

ence from the black community that surrounds them. By per-

ceiving the amount of influence on their own speech a:: in-

significant, they do not have to deal with this limited assimi-

lation while reacting negatively toward the amount of assimi-

lation that takes place among their counterparts with extensive

black contacts.

2.6 Summary. Although we have not given a comprehensive eth-

nographic description in the preceding sections, our brief

account of selected aspects of the Puerto Rican community in

New York City presents a wider sociocultural framework into

which our present linguistic study can be placed. When com-

pared with other reports of East Harlem and with our own

background information, it appears that our small sample of

Puerto Rican informants represents a fairly "typical" group of

second generation teen-age males from the area. We see a range

of black contact in the neighborhood and the schools that is

well documented in other studies. The conflicting strains of

solidarity and separation between Puerto Ricans and blacks

present a fairly representative picture of the social dynamics

between the two groups. We further observe residency patterns

that characterize lower-socioeconomic-class Puerto Ricans in

terms of both location and mobility. The concentration of
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.Puerto Ricans with dark skin also appears to be representative

of the area when compared with other segments of the Puerto

Rican p.Tulacion in Now York city, because of the various

assimilation alternatives based on skin color. And from our

informants' reports we find that the use of Spanish shows the

distribution that we would expect of second generation Puerto

Ricans. We conclude, then, that we are describing linguistic

characteristics for a group of Puerto Ricans who, in most

respects, typify the second generation teen-ager.

NO rEs

See W)Ifram (1971:252-376) for details concerning some of
the activities of the various groups of Puerto Rican in-
formants.

2. Despite the objective facts concerning educational and
econJmic status, most Puerto Ricans do not consider the
personal prejudice against them to be nearly as intense
as it is against blacks. Thus, one informant, after
describing a discriminatory incident toward himself as a
Puerto Rican in a Bronx park, was asked whether the same
would have happened had there been blacks present:

INF: Oh, man, if Negroes go in, I think they'll
shoot them.

FW: Are you better off than Negroes in this
respect?

INF: Yeah. They're treated much worse. (34;10)

The institutional discrimination against Puerto Ricans may
match or exceed that against blacks in American society,
but the feelings of personal prejudice are not perceived
to he as intense.

3. The contrast between family acceptance and societal ac-
ceptance is well documented in Thomas (1967).

4. More specific information on Spanish-English usage can be
found in Fishman et al. (1968). With respect to the
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informants in this study, more detail is given concerning
their use of Spanish in Shiels (1972).

Informant 31 must be omitted from the present discussion
since no information on his use of Spanish was available.

b. This quote is excerpted from a supplemental series of
interviews on PRE by Paul Anisman. 1 am grateful to him
for bringing it to my attention.

'I



3 LINGUISTIC VARIABILITY

Perhaps the most significant contribution of sociolinguistic

studies in the last few years has been the discovery that

various social dialects in the United States are differenti-

ated from each othcr not only by discrete sets of features

but also by variations in the frequencies with which certain

features or rules occur. Studies of social dialects in the

United States in the mid and late 1960's clearly indicate that

differentiation of dialects cannot be indicated by simple

categorical statements; instead, dialects are, more typically,

quantitatively distinguished. Furthermore, many instances of

fluctuation in the usage of socially diagnostic linguistic

features have been found to be the result of "inherent vari-

abiiity" rather than dialect borrowing or mixture. Labov's

study ..;c the social stratification of English in New York City

(1966a); Sh,,y, Wolfram, and Riley's sociolinguistic study in

Detroit (196S); Labov et al.'s treatment of Black English in

New York City (1968); Wolfram's investigation of sociolinguis-

tic differences in the Detroit black population (1969); and

Easold's account of black working-class speech in Washington,

D.C. (1972), all indicate the essential variable parameter in

the study of social dialects in the United States.

3.1 the linguistic variable. The study of linguistic

ables rather than only categorical constants adds a ;Jew di-

mention to the examination of speech differences, namely, the
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quantitative measurement of variable speech forms. Earlier

studies (Fischer 1938; Labov 1966a; Wolfram 1969) indicate that

as quantitative methods are utilized, correlations between lin-

guistic and social patterns emerge. These treatments are done

largely within the framework of what babov called the "linguistic

variable". The linguistic variable, itself an abstraction, is

realized in actual speech behavior by variants, that is, indi-

vidual members of a class of variants constituting the variable.

Labov noted:

Whereas the linguistic variant is a particular
item - -a morph or a phonethe variable is a
class of variants which are ordered along a con-

.
tinuous dimension and whose position is determined
by an independent linguiStic or extra-linguistic
variable. (Labov 1966b:15)

The formulation of the linguistic variable has been estab-

lished in sociolinguistic descriptions as the unit that serves

as a basis for correlating linguistic variation with extra-

linguistic factors. Variants or categories of varians are

distinguished with reference to their potential correlation

with social factors. For example, Wolfram (1969:83) divides

the morpheme-medial and -final A variable into four categories

of variants:

Phonetic

Category Realizations Examples

e [a] [0)1 [thug] [thutO] 'tooth'

(r1910 'nothing'

f [f] Athilf] 'tooth'

hiafinl 'nothing'

t [C1 [t] [rIt'41 [na99] 'nothing'

[wit4m] 'with 'em'

[wI#mi] 'with me'

[nGin] 'nothing'

The particular value of a given linguistic variable is viewed

as a function of its correlation with extra-linguistic variables
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and with independent linguistic variables. For example, in the

study referred to above, the value of each linguistic variable

is viewed as a function of its correlation with socioeconomic

class, racial isolation, age, sex, and conte;tual style.

the quantitative measurement of linguistic variables neces-

sarily involves counting variants. Although this may appear,

at first glance, to be a simple procedure, sometimes even the

simplest type of counting raises a number of subtle problems.

In fact, [Alloy et al. have gone so far as to note that "the

final decision as to what to count is actually the final solu-

tion to the problem at hand" (Labov et al. 1968:14). In the

first place, it is necessary to delimit the number of variants

that can be identified reliably and to select relevant cate-

gories of variants for tabulation. For example, in the above

categorization, it is noted that [0] and MI are members of

one category, and that [t1], ['1, and [1) are members of

another. to some cases, the classification of variants is

based on a decision as to which distinctions are socially

relevant for tabulation, thus, we have decided that the dis-

tinctions between [C], ['] ,and [I) are not socially important

in the delimitation of the morpheme-medial and -final th

variable.

it is also important to identify the total population of

utterances in which an item may "potentially' vary. For ex-

ample, in Labov's (1969) discussion of copula absence, he

notes that there are certain types of syntactic constructions,

e.g. clause-final position, in which copula contraction of the

type He's ugly or You're nice is not permissible in standard

or nonstandard dialects; instead, a full form of the copula

must be present, e.g. I know he is. In other environments,

standard English may use the contracted form of the copula

while some nonstandard dialects may fluctuate between the con-

tracted form and copula absence, e.g. He's uglylie ugly. To
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get an accurate account of variation, it is necessary to sep-

arate these various types of environments, eliminating those

contexts .in which copula presence is categorical.

Further, it is necessary to identify and classify relevant

linguistic environments (phonological, grammatical, and seman-

tic) that may affect the variation of items. In this procedure,

environments in which distinctions between variants are neutra-

lized for phonetic reasons, must be excluded. Thus, in the

tabulation of word-final consonant clusters, it may be necessary

to exclude clusters that are immediately followed by a humor-

ganic stop, e.g. test day, since it is sometimes impossible to

determine whether the final consonant of the cluster is present

or absent. The importance of identifying relevant linguistic

irnvironments for quantitative measurement cannot be overesti-

mated.

Once the procedures of quantifying are set forth, relative

frequencies of the variant categories are then calculated as

they correlate with various social classifications. Thus, we

observe the following distribution of variants for the th vari-

able in terms of four social classes of black population, as

delimited in Wolfram (1969:84):

Table 2. Comparison of variants for potential 0 in morpheme-
medial and morpheme-final positions for Detroit blacks.

'48 ',/,f 7t 70
..___

Upper-middle class 87.9 5.5 6.1 0.6

Lower-middle class 82.6 11.0 5.8 0.6

Upper-working class 40.8 37.9 19.5 1.8

Lower-working class 28.7 44.7 20.0 6.6

In Table 2, we see that the relative frequencies of the four

variant types correlate with social class in the Detroit black
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community. The variant 8 is used significantly more frequently

by the middle-class groups than by the working-class groups,

which use the other three variants more frequently than do the

middle-class groups. In this way, we show that the th vari-

able correlates with social class in the Detroit black com-

munity.

At'this point, it is essential to note that the variants

of a variable are determined primarily on the basis of socio-

logical (or sociolinguistic, if you will) rather than linguis-

tic categorizations. Thus, we differentiate four variants for

the morpheme-medial and -final th variable because we hypothe-

size that this categorization might reveal relevant contrasts

for difierent social groups of speakers. With respect to the

linguistic system, the variants of a linguistic variable might

be part of one or more structural units. These variants, or

even the subvariants of a variable, might be derived from lin-

guistic rules quite unrelated to each other. The question that

this raises is: what relevance does the linguistic variable

have to the linguistic rules of a given language or dialect?

As originally formulated by Labov (1966b), the linguistic vari-

able was a convenient fiction, having no real theoretical lin-

guistic validity. However, this is not to say that it was use-

less as a heuristic tool, for it had value in determining the

correlation between linguistic and sociological data. As we

shall see, it still may be quite useful as a fictional construct

for getting ac sociolinguistic data. But this methodological

usefulness must be clearly distinguished from its theoretical

validity for linguistic systems.

3.2 Variable rules. Traditionally, language grammars did not

concern themselves with the notion of variability beyond indi-

cating that some rules were posited as obligatory and others

as optional. The fact that a particular optional rule might
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apply more frequently in one context (linguistic or social)

was considered irrelevant in the formulation of rules for any

given languae or dialect. It a grammarian observed that the

degree of fluctuation varied more in certain contexts than in

others (and [Ahoy (1971) has collected a number of examples to

demonstrate that this type of observation was made), it was

dismissed as incidental information: That is, it had no re-

lation to actual rule formulation. Degree of optionality was

simply not considered within the province of Linguistic des-

cription of Language competence. Detailed studies of vari-

ability, however, have indicated that there is a systematic

regularity to much of this variation. In part, this regu-

larity can be attributed to extra-linguistic factors such as

socioeconomic class, style, age, sex, and so forth. But it

has also been demonstrated (particularly in Labov et al.

(1968) and Wolfram (1969) that variability can be correlated

with independent linguistic variables such as phonological or

syntactical environment. The effect of linguistic constraints

on variability is quite striking in its regularity. For ex-

ample, take the case of word-final consonant clusters in which

the final member of the cluster is a stop and both members have

the same voicing specification. In a number of varieties of

English, the final stop member of the cluster can be deleted.

According to the rule, desk may be pronounced as (dEs1 and

hand as [Ian]. [his deletion rule may operate not only on

monomorphemic clusters, i.e. clusters in which both members

are part of the same morpheme, but also on bimorphemic clusters,

i.e. clusters in which the members are part of two different

morphemes. This means that words such as messed or fanned may

be pronounced as [mEsj and [fnj respectively. But the extent

of deletion is not equal for the two types of items. For all

groups for which this variable has been studied, it is ob-

served that deletion is more frequent in monomorphemic clusters
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than it is in bimorphemic ones. In addition to this constraint,

it has also been noted that the cluster is deleted more fre-

quently when it is followed by a word beginning with a con-

sonant than when it is followed by a vowel or a pause. The

relative effect of these two environments can be seen in

Table 3, taken from Wolfram's (1969) data and arranged by

Fasold (1970). l'he frequencies are tabulated for four differ-

ent social groups of blacks in Detroit. The single hatch (i0

indicates an internal word boundary; the double hatch (##)

indicates an external word boundary.

fable 3. comparison of simplified consonant clusters in the
speech of Detroit blacks.

Upper-middle class .79 .49 .28 .07

Lower-middle class .87 .62 .43 .13

Upper-working class .94 .73 .65 .24

Lower-working class .97 .76 .72 .34

In Table 3, it is readily noted that the same rank order

obtains for all four social classes of blacks in Detroit: That

is. the most frequent context for consonant cluster simplifi-

cation is when the cluster is followed by a consonant and is

part of a monomorphemic cluster; the next most frequent when

it is followed by a consonant and is part of a bimorphemic

cluster; the next most frequent when it is followed by a vowel

(or a pause) and is part of a monomorphemic cluster; and the

least frequent when it is followed by a vowel (or a pause) and

is part of a bimorphemic cluster. When we examine the two

types of constraints, we notice that they can be ordered accord-

ing to the principles of geometric ordering. Thus, we have the
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followin, array for consonant cluster simplification:

Monomorphemic >

Himorphemic

Monomorphemic

-c

Bimorphemic

Studies of variable linguistic behavior according to the

various constraints have indicated several important observa-

tions. First, we note that this type of ordering is quite

regular for various social groups. For example, although the

actual frequencies in Table 3 differ from social group to

social group, the rank orders of the constraints are quite

parallel. The types of constraints indicated above have been

verified in a number of settings. For example, Labov et. al.

(1968), Wolfram (1969), Legum et al. (1971), and Fasold (1972)

all reveal that both the following environment and the presence

or absence of a grammatical marker in the cluster are important

constraints on optionality. Frequencies differ from study to

study and, in some cases, the ordering of constraints may be

different, but the relative effect of these environments is

quite regular.

The impressive regularity of these types of constraints

on variability is responsible for Labov's (1969) original

postulation that optional rules in grammars should he modified

in such a way as to allow for the specification of constraints

on optionality. Thus, for example, an optional rule may in-

clude s,,me kind of specification to indicate the regular and

ordered effect of environment on variability. In Labov's

original 'formulation, he uses Greek prescripts to indicate

this ordering:-

X -4 () / --- F W
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In the above formulation, there are two constraints on the

optionality of the rule that produces Y from X. The first con-

straint is the preceding 4 and the second, the Collowing W. If

, is f, the rule is favored; if it is -, it is inhibited. For

W, the - indicates that the absence of the feature favors the

application of the rule and that its presence inhibits it.

According to the principle of geometric ordering, the follow-

ing rank of constraints on optionality obtains:

+Z. -W

+Z +W >

-Z -W >

-Z +W

The at'tual frequency of rule application seems to be only,

incidental to the ordering and is, in essence, a heuristic de-

vice for the establishment of the ordering. The frequency levels

appear to he a part of performance, but the ordering of con-

straints is a part of competence that needs to be accounted for

in a descriptive grammar. Optional rules that incorporate these

features have become known as "variable. rules ". Whereas the

linguistic variable we discussed earlier had no real linguistic

significance in terms of the formal representations of a gram-

mar, the variable rule is posited as a formal aspect of lin-

guistic theory to be accounted for in language grammars. It

acceptance on a theoretical level seems to be based on several

premises, which we will discuss below.

3.2.1 Inherent variability. The establishment of variable

rules is, first of all, based on the assumption of "inherent

variability". By inherent variability, we are referring to the

fluctuation of variants that cannot be dismissed as dialect

borrowing or switching within codes of a speaker's repertoire:

That is, the fluctuation is part of a unitary system. One

could, of course, theoretically dismiss the notion of inherent
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variability by as.iiiming that all instances of variation are

simply matters of "code switching". From this perspective, if

a variant typically associated with language variety X is ob-

served in a person's speech in which features of language

variety Y are predominant, it Is assumed to be an instance of

code switching. The fluctuating variants are assigned to dif-

ferent systems or subsystems within a speaker's linguistic

repertoire, and he is seen to he shifting from one code to the

other.

We should mention here that switching is typically asso-

ciated with a SET of features rather than with isolated vari-

ants, and that switching usually takes place in response to

some stylistic, situational, interlocutor, topic, or other

functionat shift. On a linguistic level, we would expect some

change in the linguistic environment to account for the distri-

bution of variants. What we are faced with, however, is the

observation that variation takes place while the extra-linguistic

and linguistic context remains quite constant. Variation in a

constant extra-linguistic and linguistic context is difficult to

dismiss. But even within the most constant of contexts, it can

still he claimed that our failure to uncover further condition-

ing detail to account for shift is only a function of our finite

powers of observation. Hence, it may be claimed that the pro-

vision of more sociopsychalogical or linguistic detail would

allow us to account for "apparent" fluctuation in terms of a

purely categorical framework. Although it may be a heuris-

tically useful procedure to admit inherent variability only

after an exhaustive attempt to account for fluctuating variants

in categorical terms, our best powers of observation still

leave us with inexplicable fluctuation. Ultimately, of course,

it is impossible to prove that inherent variability does exist,

since we are always subject to our finite observations. Unable

to prove the claim logically, we must resort to the fact that
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flu: existing data on fluctuation do not support the categorical

explanation. Nonce, we assume inherent variability.

It we assume that, fluculatiou between forms Ls not simply

a matter of code switching between coexistent systems, we are

faced with the question of how one can differentiate what may

he considered "dialect. mixture" ur "dialect borrowing", i.e.

variant forms that are importations from other dialects, from

inherent variability. [he distinction between dialect mixture

(assuming that this notion is also accepted) and inherent vari-

ability may be of particular importance for the investigator

at languages in colLact, whether on an inter language or intra-

language level. Students of inter language contact situations

may maintain, tar example,_ that it is possible for a speaker

oi
1

to barrow a farm tram 1" without integrating it completely

into the system of Ll. isn't it, fur example, quite possible

for a speaker ,t English to borrow a term from Getman following

the morpheme structure sequence rules of German even if they

"violate" the English morpheme structure rules? By the same

token, investigators of nonstandard language varieties have

been confronted with this issue because of the effect that a

superordinate variety may have an it subordinate one. Are not

some of the fluctuating items used by speakers of the sub-

ordinate variety sometimes borrowed from the superordinate one?

In some cases, heuristic procedures for differentiating dialect

mixture from inherent variability have even been set: up Thus,

for example, some linguists, e.g. Labov et al. (1968:164-67,

Wolfram (1969:43-47, and Fasold (1972:131), analyzing the spor-

adic:use of -Z third person singular present tense forms, have

cited the evidence of structural hypercorrection, frequency

levels, and sociological context to show the difference between

fluctuating forms that are "borrowed" and those that are

"inherent". As attractive as these analyses may appear to be

in terms of language contact situations, this distinction is
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dependent on the observation of both sociological and linguis-

tic phenomena': there appears to be no purely linguistic basis

a differentiation, as ifilsacistOng as that may seem

to students of language contact.

At this point, one may anticipate the discussion of lin-

guistic constraints on variability and ask if sensitivity to

linguistic environment may be used as a linguistic basis for

distinguishing inherent variability from dialect mixture:

That is, do fluctuating items that are inherently variable show

a structured sensitivity to surrounding linguistic environment

that is not matched for fluctuating items resulting from dialect

mixture? Although it may be tempting to set up such a criterion,

it should he cautioned that such a position may not be justified

when examined in closer detail. For example, suppose that Li

does not have any word-final consonant cluster but L2 does. A

speaker of uses a word from L2 that ends in a consonant

cluster. In some instances, it is observed that the cluster

is intact, and in some instances, it is reduced in order to

conform to the morpheme structure rules of Li; this is a very

natural expectation in terms of linguistic change of any type.

One can predict that the cluster would have a tendency to be

reduced more frequently when followed by a vowel than when

followed by a consonant for natural phonetic, i.e. universal

reasons. Similarly, we can expect the stress patterns to af-

fect the incidence of the variants and to be ordered hierar-

chically with the following vocalic/nonvocalic environment.

On the basis of some exploratory evidence, this is whit appears

to happen with fluctuating items, whether they are labeled

"inherently variable", "borrowed", or "interference". Thus,

our attempts to distinguish these notions purely on a formal

linguistic basis turn out t be somewhat futile. This does

not, however, mean that it is necessarily futile to attempt to

distinguish these various concepts at all. A realistic view
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of the dynamics of language' contact would appear to admit: such

distinctions. But in differentiation, it is essential to

understand that the defining characteristics take us beyond

linguistic structure per_se, involving language In the context

of society,

We take the position, then, that inherent variability is

theoretically and empirically Justifiable, and that it can be

distinguished from dialect borrowing and code switching. To

distinguish between inherent variability and dialect mixture

from a synchronic viewpoint does not necessarily mean that

current inherent variability is not originally introduced

through dialect borrowing. In fact, historically, it appears

that much f what we Mel inherent variability from our syn-

chronic perspective is the result of dialect mixture. Regard-

less of its historical origin, a synchronic description has to

deal with the fact that the fluctuation of item:: is an intrin-

sic part of the language system.

3.2.2 Replicable regularity. Another premise that lies at the

foundation of the theory of variable rules is what we might call

"replicable regularity". The step beyond traditional optional

rules in a grammar is premised on the systematic patterning of

variation. This regularity is demonstrated in the isolation

of various linguistic and extra-linguistic contexts that favor

or inhibit the operation of a particular optional rule. The

constraints on variability are further shown to be ordered with

respect to each other, so that a regular hierarchy of constraints

can be formalized for a given rule. Although frequency tabula-

tions serve as a basis for determining relationships, most pro

ponents of variable rules relegate the actual figures to the

status of a heuristic procedure. The significant relationships

are matters of more or less.

In our previous discussions, we have already alluded to
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the tact that types of linguistic and nonlinguistfc effe(ts

variability are observed to he quite regular for a given indi-

vidual and a given hymigenefus speech c,,tmunity: That is, if

we take speakers A and B from language variety X, we will find

that the effect and the relative order of the constraints are

quite regular in their speech. For example. if we break down

one of the groups listed in Table 3 according to individual

speakers, we would expect the same ordering linguistic con-

straints on variability to hold fruu speaker to speaker. This

is done in Table 4 for the upper-working-class population of

Table 3. the frequencies for the four environments distin-

guished in Table 3 are given fur each of the 12 informants who

make up this category.

In Table 4, we see the same general pattern of ordering

on an individual level that is observed when we calculate the

percentages for the group as a whole. There are only two ex-

ceptions to this pattern, and we can predict that they would

follow the same pattern if we had more examples in the various

categories. For most speakers, we are impressed with how few

examples are actually needed in order for the general pattern

to emerge.

We would also expect that if we take two different samples

of speech for each informant, we could duplicate the same pat-

tern that emerges in Table 4. This type of regularity seems

to have been established on individual speakers and different

homogeneous groups of speakers.

AL this point, one may question how stable these patterns

are over an extended time period. Some theorists, e.g. Bailey

(1913b) and Bickerton (1971), have posited that all variability

such as the above is simply an indication of language change in

progress: That is, languages essentially move from the cate-

gorical use of form X to form Y.and during this progression,

there is an interim stage during which X and Y fluctuate.
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In the initial stages of language change, X may he variable

with Y in certain types of environments, e.g. E1, while re-

mainipg categorical in others, e.g. E)...F.n. In a next stage,

X and Y may fluctuate in all environments. During this stage,

environments in which there was earlier fluctuation (E1) will

have a greater Incidence of X than environments in which the

variable stage occurred later (E2). In another stage, El may

indicate the categorical realization of Y, while E2 still

fluctuates between X and Y. The final result is the categor-

ical realization of Y in all environments. If this is true,

and in most instances it appears to be so, the relationships

of mare 'and less imply earlier and later changesl

Even it one operates under the theoretical assumption that

all variability is an indication of language change in pro-

gress, this does not negate the validity of variable rule

formulation. The fact that optional rules, in the traditional

use of the term, may be indicative of changes from one cate-

gorical form to another does not mean that they can be dis-

missed from a descriptively adequate account of an individual's

grammar. By the same token, we can claim that variable rules

are needed to account for the degree of optionality that we

postulate as a part of language competence.

Furthermore, it appears that the language change described

above may, in some cases, become stagnant ("stagnant rules"):

That is, variability may remail constant for many generations.

In this sense, variability may reveal a stability matching

that of many categorical rules. In these cases, to say that

variability is only an indication lof language change in pro-

gress appears to be a generalization of no more significance

than the sort that we make about language in general--that

language is always changing.

Although we may see the time dimension typically applied

in more or less relationships, the essential fact that we
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must account for is the regularity of taese relationships.

We maintain that this regularity represents the speaker's

language competence. When we use the term competence, we are

referring to the fact that this knowledge of variability is

part of the speaker's capability in terms of how he uses his

language. What we are saying, then, is that the speaker knows

that some rules are variable and what factors Cavor such rules,

In addition, he has knowledge of the hierarchical order of

these constraints. The actual frequency level of application

is a manifestation of his knowledge, i.e. performance, but it

is not actually A part of his capability.

3.2.3 Language ,_;_pecificity. By themselves, the premises dis-

cussed above do not justify the incorporation of constraints

on variability into the grammar of a specific Language variety.

In order f)r its to justify our formalization of variable rules

in the grammar of PRE, for example, we need to demonstrate

that there are aspects of variable constraints that are unique

to this speech community. If we found that constraints could

be predicted on the basis of a universal theory of optional

rule constraiiiCts, there would be no need to represent them in

a specific language. Instead, they could simply be postulated

as part of a general language metatheory. This is the position

that Kiparsky is endorsing when he says:

...if something is universally predictable, it is
not learned and can be taken out of the grammar,
i.e., it can he made to follow from some general
principle about language with a capital L. What I
am conjecturing is that Labov's data can be taken
out of the grammar of English, the grammar of
German, Spanish, etc., and derived from a theory
about optional rules in general. (Kiparsky 1971:
645)

Linguists taking this position maintain that, although variable

rules may provide important insights for a theory of optional
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rules in general, it is unnecessarily redundant to include this

sort of information for a specific language variety.

there aro two aspects to the question of constraint uni-

versality. The first may he referred to as "effect predict-

ability" and the second as "order predictability". When we

use the term effect predictability, we are referring to the

fact_ that a particular type of environment will always have a

particular effect on variability. For example, we may predict

that the effect of a following consonant on a consonant cluster

will always be to effect reduction, as opposed to the effect of

a following vowel or pause. It appears quite plausible to sug-

gest that some of these effect may be universally predictable.

For example, syllable structure and distinctiveness of cate-

gory, which relate to a general theory of markedness in lan-

guage, may produce such predictability. Such predictability

is, of course, based on the assumptions that it is possible

to precisely isolate those factors that do affect variability,

and that these isolable factors do conform to general prin-

ciples of naturalness in language. In actuality, some of the

constraining factors that have been isolated in studies of

variability do not appear to be sufficiently precise, but this

may be attributed to incomplete analyses rather than to a vio-

lation of this general principle'. Moreover, it is assumed

that a chance selection of independent linguistic features

will not show the same clear-cut pattern of effect predict-

ability as do those conforming to general conditions of

naturalness.

The second aspect of constraint universality, order pre-

dictability, refers to the specific hierarchical ordering of

constraints. For such ordering to be part of our general

theory of optional rides, we must roe able to predict not only

the effect of the constraint but also how it is ordered ,with

respect to other constraints. For example, we would have to
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posit as universals such statements as: The effect of a fol-

lowing consonant/nonconsonant on deletion will always be greater

than that of stress/unstross. It is quite possible to maintain

that effect predictability derives from some universal principle

of our metatheory of language, but that order predictability is

language-specific, this is, of course, an empirical question

that can be ansv:redon the basis of a number of studies of

variability, and a question to which we will return after we

have actually described some aspects of variable speech be-

havior in PRE.

To sum up our theoretical orientation, the study of PRE is

approached from the viewpoint that variability is an integral

part of a speaker's competence in his language. In order to

account for a speaker's capability in his language, a grammar

must be able to include linguistic factors that favor or in-

hibit the operation of rules. It must also indicate how these

factors are ordered with respect to each other. For this study,

the frequency of application (either actual or probabilistic)

is not considered as a paxt of his capability. In the account

that follows, we will look at several aspects of the PRE phono-

logical and grammatical systems. Rather than -study many-fea-

tures superficially, we have chosen to look at a small inven-

tory of features in greater detail. In this way, it is hoped

that more general principles of sociolinguistic theory will

emerge. Where appropriate, the independent linguistic con-

straints on variability that we have discussed in this chapter

are formalized as a part of our representation of PRE, It is

assumed that the reader is familiar with the type of quantifi-

cation techniques typified in Labov (1966a) or Wolfram (1969),

and with the formal representation of variable constraints

suggested by Labov et al. (1968), iihov (1969), and Fasold

(1970, 1972).
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NO CES

1 this use if Greek prescripts is not to be confused with the
use of matching Greek prescripts for paired feature speci-
fications in generative phonology.

2. In some instances (Loflin 1970, Pickett 1971), it appears
that the operating principle for determining dialect mixture
is that an obligatory rule in standard English that would
have to be considered optional in Black English is dis-
missed as dialect mixture. Obviously, such a simplistic
approach cannot help but result in a very distorted picture
of even the most ideal construct of Black English.

3. Decamp (1972:87) correctly points out that hypercorrection
is a concept that is dependent on both sociological and
linguistic facts.

4. Although more and less variable relationships imply earlier
and later changes, there are apparently some exceptions to
this. For a discussion of such exceptions and their impli-
cations for variable rules, see Fasold (1973).

5. Bickerton (1971) has indicated that it is possible to pick
out a quite "unlikely" independent linguistic variable and
demonstrate that it can he ordered in the geometric hier-
archy of constraints in a regular pattern. We would not,
however, expect this situation to he typical. My own
attempts to isolate different types of variable constraints
certainly do not support the observation that this,situ-
ation is typical. The fact that some constraints may turn
out to be invalid on the basis of further investigation
does not necessarily reflect any inherent theoretical
weakness. At best, it points to a problem of heuristics.
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Having presented the sociocultural setting of Puerto Ricans. in

East Harlem and the linguistic perspective from which we will

examine this sociolinguistic situation, we can now turn our

attention to some actual speech data. In the following three

chapters, we will examine several selected linguistic aspects

of the speech of second generation Puerto Ricans. From these

descriptive analyses, we will derive general principles that

relate to a number of aspects of current sociolinguistics.

Probably the most widely recognized phonological indica-

tors of social status in American English are the interdental

fricatives d and 9, both of which are represented orthograph-

ically by th. Although both the voiceless and the voiced

interdentals provide for the study of linguistic variability

in PRE, we will restrict discussion here to the voiceless

fricative 9, represented in words such as think, nothing, and

mouth. We are dealing here with a phonological feature that,

in one way, is common to many nonstandard varieties of English

in the United States. But, in another way, this sociolinguis-

tic variable has realizations that in northern urban contexts

are generally considered to be unique to Black English speakers.

In order to view the different dimensions of this variable and

the way in which it patterns, it is necessary to discuss it in

terms of the different positional occurrences of potential 8,

its standard English correlative.
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4,1 Morpheme-initial 9. lAbov (IWiba), in his study of the

social stratification of English in New York City, demonstrates

that -one at the stable sociolinguistic variable:; for the New

York cLyinunily as a whale is morpheme- initial 9. The types of

variants that can be identified tend to be common to several

different nonstandard types of American English. The connon

phonetic realizati)ns identified in this study include:

(01 an interdental fricative

iota] an interdental

[t] an unaspirated (generally 1enis dental) stop

Rh] an aspirated stop

in addition to the variants listed above, we have also

transcribed several instances in which neither an interdental

fricative nor a stop is realized, Instead, we find either s

or 0, i.e. no phonetic realization. It is important to note,

however, that all of these examples follow a word ending in a

sibilant, as in:

(1) a. (w ;z E::kini 'was thinking' (27:9)

b. (n ks stri 'next thing' (21:12)

We can anticipate our discussion of progressive assimila-

tion in morpheme -final by noting that when morpheme-initial

follows a sibilant, it maybe assimilated to the sibilant,

In the discussion of the cases of progressive assimilation in

Section 4.2.2, it will be observed that all the examples occur

within external word boundaries. The few examples that we have

here (accounting for less than 10 percent of all potential

instances of i following s) would seem to indicate that this

assimilation process may, on occasion, be extended across

external word boundaries.

Of the variants listed above, the nonstigmatized variant

is but it appears that the affricate is also used to a con-

siderable extent in standard English. Labov et at. (1968:92)

consider the affricate to have "intermediate value" with

1
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respect to social stigmatization. In this study, however, we

will consider and ti'", to he submembers of the same variant and

will nr,t distinguish between them in our tabulations. This

decision is due primarily to our unreliability in transcribing

the difference hetwet,n socially significant affrication and the

slight stop onset [I6I that is almost inevitable before inter-

dental fricatives in certain environments, e.g. following a

pause, following a consonant,

the socially stigmatized variants in American English are

the stops, both the unaspirated tenis dental stop and the

aspirated stop: IL is important to note that the phonetic

quality of this stop is generally [-tense], distinguishing it

from the other voiceless stops that are not derived from under-

lying (Ahoy et al. (1965) have formalized both the affri-

cation and the stop reu1iations of underlying interdental

fricatives variably by the following Iow-level phonological

rule:

ons

-yoc

2+diff -' (f-t II1t1 (Habr off])) / ;,' [. voiced]
[-grave

- stri.dj

This rule converts the non-strident apical fricatives /8/
and r/ to affricates [-contl, with one input variable,
and as a second option with another input variable, to
the corresponding lenis [-tense] stops. The feature
[+ abrupt offset] scions appropriate here, since we are
dealing with mellow affricates which are not continuants,
but do not have the abrupt offset characteristic of stops.
It is the addition of this feature that converts an af-
fricate into a stop, which is defined by an abrupt onset
and offset. (Lahov et al. 1968:99)

One will note that in this formalization of the affricate

aspect of the rule by Labov and his associates, the feature

[-continuant] is considered to be a sufficient specification for

the derivation of the afTricated intectiental. Since none of the

distinctive feature specifications is adequate to produce this
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out put , the harden is placed itt the nondist nc t Lye spec I ica -

i ons i LILL, rde ta Is, i.e. [abrupt offset[. Only the
Lure spce it iLaii )n.-: Lan piiiIIl,i sl.lp 11. rOin -

ft,z, the )utput . )f , presumes that the redundant
features are present at this pant in the phon.)1ogica 1 rules':

fie sec and pet: tot. the tui Ic, as has A I. ready hoe n noted,
i nv lves the add i t i .y1 of t he f ea cure (abrupt of Cse t [Alloy

et al. ( I')+03) , h wever, do tint (less: r i what they consider Lo
be the exact status )1- thi s tea Lure in the phono ogica I des-

r pt ion. On t he one hand, it may be c )ns de red general ly to
br .1 enlist liltLi.ve fLa Lure that hoc)mes distinctive in a
:pecitic sit ua I )n i.n drder ) derive the proper phonetic out-
put. s I p rea 1 if this rule. On the other hand,
i t dc red I 1,L. ;1 distinctive feature that must he
incorp>rated into the distinctive feature matrix of some non-
standard dialects. In essence, this moans that a new syste-
matic phoneme that e ultrasts th other types of alveolar
stops is heir, introduced int.) the Lexical representations.
The )rner alternative, i.e. t> allow a nondistinctive feature

bee yne distinctive, appears to be preferable to the Lit Ler
he ca use of the l.,w -level rule involved and the prevailing re-
dundancy if the feature (abrupt itI.set J for other types of
contras ts iti !;.ng 1 Ino 1 .,gy.

. 1.1 :rtriant freeiltencv. Hav i114 described the variants :end
h the): have been inks' .)r[»rated intl the description of the
n ulsta nd:ird la I cc ts in which they arc t )und , we can now look

L tt.c2 actL1.l Ireriuencv of the variants. begin with , we

will !ilk at Li incidence the LW.) main categories:
1) the i nterd..;:ta I fricative or affricate; (2) the stop,
t er the aspirated )1.- the unaspira ted lent); dental variant.

fte tr T.LerCy )1 the sts )p variants (both [ and (t] being
c )ns Lie r as submemhers ..)1 the samse variant) is given in the
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following table, comparing the Puerto Rican and black inform-

ants. Examples are taken exclusively from the spontaneous con-

versation seition of the interview, but not m're than 25

examples are taken trom any one inforuvint.

[able 5. Comparison of t realization for potential 0 in
morpheme-initial position for Puerto Rican and
black informants.

Puerto Rican

Mack

No. t/TotaL . t

156/542 28.8

49/222 22.1

table i indicates that the incidence of t is higher for

the Puerto Rican group as a whole than for the black group.

A further breakdown of the t variants in terms of the aspirated

and unaspiratcd realizations reveals that the relative inci-

dence of the unaspirated variant is higher for the Puerto

Ricans than for the blacks: 63 percent of all I occurrences

are unaspirated for the Puerto Rican group, as opposed to 49

percent for the black group. This seems to be due to a general

pattern of PRE that reflects to some extent the Spanish un-

aspirated stop realization in initial position.

In Table 5, we looked at the Puerto Rican group as a

whole, but it is also possible to look at the range of t inci-

dence for individuals within the group.

Figure 2 indicates that there is considerable individual

variance in the frequency of t occurrence, ranging from over

50 percent Co less than 10 percent. For other socially stig-

matized variants, we might hypothesize that the relatively high

occurrence of the stigmatized variant would correlate with those

informants who have extensive contact with blacks. Bat an in-

vestigation of the speakers who show the highest incidence of

t does not show this to be the case.
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)f t

Figure 2. Rank frequency curve of t realization for
potential in morpheme-initial position
for Puerto Rican informants.

71

4.1,2 constraints on frequency. Two types of environmental

constraints on the incidence of t were examined, First, it

was hypothesized that a preceding consonant, as opposed to a

preceding vowel, might increase the incidence of t. In

table 6, the figures are given for both the Puerto Rican and

the black informant groups in these two environments.

Table 6. Comparison of t realization for potential 0 in
morpheme-initial position or vowel for Puerto Rican
and black informants.

Puerto Rican

No. t/Total 66/228 88/298

28.9 29.5

Black

No t/Total 18/88 33/121

t 20.5 27.3

We see that our hypothesis concerning the preceding consonant

is not confirmed in Table 6, at least not for the Puerto
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Ricans: that is, ni variable cinstraLat based yin the preceding

s nt is apparent.

a., see ind type: chv r de.) t on the basis

if Li1V nature )C ihe f011)Wil scgent. In English, the mor-

phce structure sequence rules allow only one consonant to

,edit following namely, I; otherwise, only vowels can occur.

I ii tAHle 7, we have divided the following conteNt on the basis

..:IC distinction between r and a vowel. e)nly those cases of

r in which there is actual surface realiJation of r are tabu-
._

t . I t the iac tie re:Ali Za L .)11 ild i tt,'S poste insonantal

r .!'since', t ta;i;il.tted as if it t II fined by a vowel

mither Llian

imparis..n 1 L reatizati in for potential in

airphome- iiiitial pus i L sed the following
segment i it Puerto Rican and black informants.

Paerci RiLar.1

Ni. /C it .11

No. f/Iotal

r V

2q.2

35/174

1

fable 7 indicates that there may he a variable constraint

in Liai incidence of t dependent on whether it is followed by r

Jr by a vowel. Hiwever, the relative difference based on the

distinction 3f following environments does not appear to be as

clear -cut as sane it the other types of linguistic constraints

isolated in the discussion. The application of the Chi square

test if statistical significance for the two environments

among the Puerto Rican informants indicates that this distinction
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i 1iit iL t.nc i Lel t e nuLL. Qi c r-cu L

c )its tints n irlihilite Higher C0f11.11.th.)11Ct.

) .Yrt-;lr` ii, ,r H scri Ak'count

iterdeiii1 IriLit )..fi 11 incorporate
titi s c,flist r 1 iht

rnndv then unic .irp.trate Otis c.,nsttaiot., ,i1ong with L.iiviv's
prcvi in 1 taled varia5le constraint hasckt Ah Vtict0g, into
:)nil' I'1. 110:o c,oticlukle that 1.c.hov's voicing C311
slrniirnt in first ,.)rder constraint ;ind tihit the following v
1n the sec end order cons t ra in since In eiiitiinniti )11 It kl cl

I ii sto,,:era 1 i r organ s indicates that tint, incidence of d for
pitential S c.)nsisiontiv higher thin .)1: I fly potenliitl

who t h, Inc fl i scgile tit: is .1 V., i u linni t is
4 r t1.1. const rain: it tin Col I owing r

a pp 1 i es o n l y t ) under lyi rig H a 1 nec thc 1 it pheme sir ticstructure
seqttonce rules pr fnihit r folLiwing ndeviviing t . The dis-
t. int: ti ve tea tu re spec i I ira hans trnn tin )ms kv, and Hal lc ( 1968)

will he at:lpted hi ar restatement. hero (iWti with )titer rides),

rather ti',an, retaining Inc distinctive fea tures fr.onnn earl tor

versi. nis ger,t!rative ph in l..agy-`.

(2)
Inc

,r 1 ,) I ,,t)tl it
+art L

L- strid,

1",21W / !A vdl runs

In the tornalie.ati in given ih (21, capital ,,reek letters riTe

used t:or virtiHie c,)tistrdints ih.;,toad ot t;reek letters
lv lab -)v 1')69) it the integers sag', ,stcd (1971))

lids aviids Line 1Mhi.e.,111'.1S USALc p)ittLed out_ 'hy

Fasold (1'071113571, whit, rhe h 'in i vAridhility
i..)irn I i r:rcel< lc t In s

In tIlL spet t ica t t he 1 'ii )ns t nt f.

LIAt 1 r I I it r fly:lent.

as c o a s o n a n t a l , s z c i , the !7tirphco
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ant o.!at.ically eli'),it,ate the Rt.- rt211(.7e of any e,,)nsonant tiler
than r. It i!-+ i tit(21t,s Ling L,, note two fact s about the
pit a i L in. 1 iu this i VS , L11e

)%re rwhe n,.) ( )) pt. t realizations preced ng
r is 'ui.aspir.atet. ties -end, .t he predominant ph met i c tea i on

of a in this environment is a flap; thus, the usual phonetic
real: lit is:

IF . ) throu..0) ( 7:4)

three' i 1.0: 2 )

Ube 0.,erwelmin4 incidence here of the, uuaspirated variant
tl5 kip reali.ti Li on since, we do not

.H1 aspiraLed variant when Lite flap
, ; ,

41 ("`rail thr,'L[HIP

The aspirated variant- to ccur almist exclusively with
n,)51 lap rua i J: a.S n

F. 1)) P.,:ln) thr (2m::.)

See 'I m151 nyasonablu to attribute the wt1-1,1telmirg

use )1 the ulia5piraLed stop ,and flap its with the
)n Spanish pinit.A.)_;i I sequence [LH, as in I Cfes

[Nagar). Other nInstandard varieties of English may s )me-
times ,Ise the tamc.! [W but one would nq expe0t IL

is 7i,;ir with the same relative Frequency. (('hu limited ex-
amples from ,sir black informants indicate that it oct:Frs iii

less than Y.,) [u f ail tr clmsters derived from 6 .)

H.2 Marjahetrie -final The variants that can be isolated for
mJrpheme-f ina 1 potential show considerable divergence from
the variants discussed in our previous section on morpheme -

tia I this dit forence is manifested in bath the phonetic
realizations and the frequency ratios of the several variants.

In Table 8, the distribution a1 variants in m'irpheme- f.4. nal
position is given, excluding the item with which will be
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discussed in Section 4.2.5. the figures, given for the Puerto

Rican informants as a group, represent examples token only

from the spontanews c):IVer8dtini secLi,m of the interview.

Table S. histribution of variants for potential e in morpheme-
final position for Puerto Rican informants.

Variant Phonetic RealizatiOn No. 7, of Total------

.a H it,01 56 38.1

f [f] 64 43.5

Itil r'l Ill 4 2.7

0 No phonetic realization,
assimilated fricative

ifi Isl [:`.31 18 12.2

[s] (z] when not followed
by a sibilant 5 3.4

Total 147

As is indicated, the most common variant is f, but the

incidences of both 0 and f rank considerably above the other

variants, accounting for over 80 percent of all cases. Because

of the various phonological processes needed to account for the

variants, each variant will he discussed individually.

4.2.1 The incidence of s. Of the variants that we have de-

limited above, one that is quite predictable from Puerto Rican

Spanish is s, A Puerto Rican Spanish speaker learning English

will often use s as a correspondent for standard English 0, so

that tooth and both may be realized as [tits] and [bos] respect-

ively. It would thus appear that those few instances of s that

cannot be attributed to the assimilati6ii of 0 to a following

fricative (see Section 4.2.2) can be explained as a type of

"vestigial interference". We have deliberately used the term

vestigial interference to refer to the relative infrequency of
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interference pheaomeha that may he expected to ,IVila with SJ1110

degree of regularity at some stages in the acquisition if

anther language.

In the case 1 Puerf, di can Spanish speakers learning

Fnglish, final ma'; tommonly he realized as s because of the

Id ilure t keep the two in Ii systems disjunctive. Hat speakers

who have merged systems with respect to this phonological rule

mav he expected lo use s considerably more frequently than the

3.:4 percent thacis actually observed in our corpus. Presumably,

as a speaker acquires 4enuine competence over the rules of two

iii ,tes aisluhttively, the incidence at s fol will be re-

duced ac( rdin,;ly. At the point that_ it becomes infrequent

ea ugh lii si ti fall into the range of chance occur-

rehce, i.e. it otcurs in less than percent of all potential

plates in 'oath it might legitimately occur, we may say that,

far all practical purposes, the speaker has a disjunctive com-

petence.

however. when occasi,nat lapses indicate incomplete dis-

juncti.,n, seems appropriate to speak of vestigial inter-

ierent.e. l'itio.:lately, of c)nrse, the defiaiLi on of such a

concept is a statistical one, retying on the validity of our

cutoff point as an indication at rule disjunction between two

Languages )1- dialects. knit is essential to note here is that

our second generatim Puerto Rican informants have not as a

group established the incidence of s as a correspondent for

standard F.nglish e in morpheme-final position. In a statis-

tical idealization of our group, it seems reasonable to dis-

miss it, since only a small minority of informants uses it aL

all.

With respect to those informants whs show some incidence

of s, h'wevor, we may raise the question of how habitualized

it is in .their speech. if we find that thcre is a substantial

frequency of s occurrence for these informants, we may want to
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postulate that there is one variety of PRI: in which s has been

incorporated as an integral port of the dialect. But when we

look at. tiro .'Ur int r,',.anis Wit) account for the few examples

we find that they use it in Only li.a percent of all

patential cases. the relative infrequency of its usage by

an iv a s!na11 minority the Puerto Rican informants would

thus appear to Hslify our categorization of the s variant as

a matter of vestigial interference. But this does not neces-

sarily mean that na rule should be posited for those speakers

wno do use it. An adequate representation of this minority

\Alit:1y PRk would have ta account for the occurrence of it

as long as it is realized at a frequency level that cannot be

dismissed as incidental.

4.2.2 The incidence of O. Unlike the s variant, which we

dismissed as outside of the rules that we will need to account

for our data in some reasonable way, is realized at a fre-

quency level (12.2 percent) that cannot be dismissed quite as

readily. In all hut one instance, 0 occurs when followed by a

cansonant across either an internal or an external word bound-

ary. Thus, it w)uld appear that its incidence, at least when

it is followed by a consonant, must be accounted for in the

phonological rules we must posit to describe this dialect

adequately.

We will not he concerned here with the single rare in-

stance of 0 (less than 5 percent) for potential 9 followed by

a nonconsonantal environment. Instead, we will concentrate

our attention on those instances in which E) is followed by a

consmant, in order to determine what it is about the nature

at. consonants that nay cause the surface realization of

to be 0.

In order to understand the increased incidence of 0

realization before wards that begin with a consonant, it is
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uccessary t la ktart closely at the nature of assimilation in

both standard hnglish and various nonstandard dialects of Eng-

lish. In casual style, may assimilate to the fallowing

culfanant it it is a yticelcss fricative:

t)) a. [khi1) vu your mouth shut'

b. [hi limy -% ma° f/ ivr i 'Ile has a mouth for every

hcl.>.1n) occasion'

c. thi sim vl I Its teeth seem yellow'

Although we have ii t done a rigorous frequency tabulation,

is quite clear that the assimilation process is more common

1,etare the sihilants HI and Pl than it is before the tabio-

dental :ricativc [O. Phonetically this might he expected be-

cause ot thi tangue's involvc.lent with (s) and and its non-

involvement with if). ts'e will return to this apparent variable

constraint later i2 aiir discussion.

in the ahave examples, only voice less fricatives are given

as the relevant context for effecting assimilation. Voiced

fricatives do not effect such assimilation:

(7) a. *[khip y/ ma Ipt) 'Keep your mouth zipped'

b. *(k hip y/ ma vri 'Keep your mouth very

still still'

c. *[hi hat ma at 'lie has a mouth that moves

mnvz l 1.1j. thai?ml all the time'

d. *P>i hi ma a She has a mouth Zsa Zsa

r wad Ftivi) do bar would envy'

Given the fact that the assimilation does not operate when

the following fricative is voiced, the rule just for 0 would

have to he written as:

(3) a , (
strid
?car

,ant

-voc

+tont
-vd

:-/strid

icor
,:ant
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Although cannIt be assimilated beldre a voiced fricative,

as Illustrated in CI, there is a viceless assimilation rule

ti.ut applY , MLed iri.atives t ,IlAwing a voiceless

iii,ative L.) make them vii;:eless. And if this rule applies,

chantn,,, uuderEtng voiced fricatives to their voiceless

c o.olterparts, r, is then subject to the fricative assimilation

rile. Thus, senteces like the following seem to be quite

acceptahle in an allegro style oi standard English:

(9) a. [k ip yl MA slpLI 'Keep your mouth zipped'

b. thi harz y ilia, E;T:t goL?, 'lie has a mouth that

Lhaem) goes all the time'

c. [khip y-r ma') f=ri still 'Keep your mouth very

still'

Cho acceptability AC sentences like (9) can be best ex-

plained in terms )f a sequence of two rules: one that assimi-

lates (Allowing voiced fricatives to voicelessness when fol-

lowing voiceless fricatives, and Rule (8), discussed above.

The voiceless assimilation rule covering fricatives may he

written as:

(l ()) -vdc "I

-re out_

cant
?car

'-vs t rid

F-voc
Plant

l[-voicel) / I

-vd

ant

?c or

,

Presumably, the rule for standard English voiceless assimilation

would have L. be mire general, e.g. to account for assimilation

nonc)ntiuoant :,,oiceless consonants, but for our purposes

here, we will he satisfied with the less general version.

in addition to the regressive assimilation, i.e. the as-

similated sound precedes the conditioning sound, which we have

discussed above with reference to in standard English, it

is imp)rtant to note )nc type of pr)gressive assimilation,

namely, when Coll )ws the sibilant s. Chus, the assimilation
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ot in an item like sixth must be accounted for by the pre-

etlinf.; s

(II) a. 1siKs LatH 'sixth time'

b. 1sIKs apu I
I

Ktal apple'

Oils assimilation must he considered as peculiar to sibilants,

since a precedinz f assimilates to the in standard English,

rather than the assimilating C, to C, so that we have:

(12) a. ItH that

b. [IV'

iii lb time'

'fifth apple'

Lherefire, se must p,sit a rule in standard English to

ace ',tut 1 1 11) hut not (12):

7-voc
(II) ff+strid1) J'! fstrid

+-uor

In ad2ition t L Creywnt . application ,f this prigressive

sibilant assimilati in rule within word boundaries, we have

noted in (1) that it iecasionally operates across external

word boundaries.

to this point, it rids been implicit that sentences

such as (6) are the result of tw) processes: First, there is

an assimiiatim pr cuss that operates to make Ei identical to

curtain fricatives in certain types of environments: then,

there i s a r u l e that deletes one i f t i e mbers in a geminate

cons hiiint, cluster. [His, in order to get at the actual surface

reatizati in of the sentences in (r0, there is a gemination re-

ducti in rule that operates on the output of Rule (8). Assuming

that this rule is needed elsewhere in the grammar, it might he

given informally as:

(1.4) C -4 / an identical C

in the ordered sequence if rules, this must obviously follow

Rule (8).

hat are the reasins, then, for suggesting that the pho-

).4 realizations in 0) are products of assimilation and
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sui)sequent de let Lon it gemina Le conisonints : in pis ti f ca Lion

r:r interpretation here, there are several. specific observa-

ern Chc s I prink: i p les of Ian-

gnu gc processes I. let I c Ill I Icd. Il IlL Litfirst place , I he re

are instances in which some phonetic basis for considering

these as the result it assimilati)n may occur. In some in-

stances, there may he the vestige of a phonetically lengthened

tricative. Mils, the sibilant in sixth can sometimes he per-

ceived to be lengthened:

ti)) a. (sIl<s:
1h.1`, 'sixth time'

[slKs: =fp',11 'sixth apple'

Ibis phihetic lengthening fluctuates with the nonlengthened

realiz,ati ins given previ)nsly in f11). [Thus, Rule 14) is not

.1h1i4aL)ry. [11 the ease of assimilation across external

word boundaries, there are instances in which a perceived onset

it the word )ccurs during the duration of the fricative, so

that a careful phonetic transcription of items like mouth shut

and ninth street might be:

(lfo) a. [ma'ii I mouth shut'

e us IstritI 'ninth street'

Although this type of phonetic vestige is admittedly present

in )nly a small minority of cases if allegro style, an assimi-

lation process seL.ms to he the mist reasonable way of handling

this phenimenon.

In further di.tense Jf our interpretation of 0 absence as

assimilation foll)wed by deletion rather than simply as deletion,

we L.' all 11 >I0 Lite rla tura l differences between assimilation and

deletion as language processes. Assimilation tends to be

restricted in terms of specific environments in which it can

tak:., place. When we loo'K at the above case, we see that the

1 realizati ,n f)r i is almost exclusively restricted to follow-_

ing fricatives. because of the natural Class relationship of

'leer fricatives, we may expect this to be assimilation
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within a natural class. But when we look AL deletion as a

process, we typically find the relevant environments for dele-

tion to he 1Ort.' general. For example, in studies of word-final

c nis n,Ant cluster reduction, e.g. tes' case- for test case, we

find that deletion is affected t-) .40me extent by any obstruent,

nasal or lateral, and to some extent by other sounds as well.

['his is not to say that the delineation of different types of

conswantal environments will not show some effect on the vari-

ability of reduction, for this is certainly the case in many

instances. one does note, however, that the differences in

etfek't tend to he gradient rather than sharp.

Lt. We 1,)k at consonant cluster reduction before words

heginuing with consonants (Wolfram 1969:62), we note that while

all cinsonants elicct reduction to some extent, certain con-

sinants may effect it more than others. This seems to be the

way in which deletion processes generally operate.

Assimilation and subsequent deletion as language processes

tend to show the mutually exclusive type of distribution that

we have observed here. Therefore, even if our claim that there

Are sequences like (15) and (16) were to be disputed on empiri-

cal grounds, we would still be inclined to suggest that the

interpretation given above is a natural solution in terms of

how we can expect languages to operate.

Finally, phonetic sequences such as es or se appear to

involve a transition that may he difficult to maintain for

physiological reasons, thus resulting in a tendency toward

assimilatiin. Although this, in itself, may not be the type

of formal evidence on which we can base our entire solution,

it does tend to reinforce our interpretation as the correct

solution to the 0 realization of e for standard English.

With our above discussion concerning the nature of el.

assimilation in standard English in mind, we can now return

to the cases of 11 realization that we have encountered with
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our Puerto Rican informants. Is this exactly the same type of

phenomenon as that which we observe in standard English, or is

it different? to begin with, we note that over 70 percent of

all occurr,,nces of potential 0 before the fricatives f, s, and

are absent; when just sibilants are considered, it is over

90 percent. When we compare these figures with the figures

for nonfricative consonants (including obstruents and sonor-

ants), we find the contrast quite apparent: The realization

of 0 before nonfricative consonants is less than 5 percent.

This plainly indicates that the assimilation process that we

have observed for standard English is very much operative for

this variety of English as well.

The limited instances of 0 before nonfricative consonants

are given below:

(17) a. (neIm1 wGzi 'Namath was' (14:2)

b. [6,11ru 'truth the' (23:3)

c. [Chru ma`) 'truth my' (23:6)

d. [ma° we.z] 'mouth was' (27:12)

e. [ma' yI noi] 'mouth you
know' (34:7)

f. [boo hay] 'both have' (38:3)

g.
I
mI 'Namath was' (39:2)

No clear-cut conditioning for 0 realization is apparent

in the above list. These examples seem to be relatively rare

cases of the deletion of 0 before nonfricative consonants,

rather than cases of an extended assimilation process in PRE.

With the possible exception of following labials, where 4 of

17 cases of potential 0 are absent, the rarity of 0 before

nonfricative consonants does not appear to be an integral part

of the phonological processes of the variety(s) of English

spoken by our Puerto Rican informants. Even in the case of

following labials, however, the paucity of examples does not

allow us to make a strong case for a regular phonological

process that deletes or assimilates underlying //0(' before w.
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Our conclusion, then, is that the nonstandard variety(s)

of English spoken by our Puerto Rican informants simply shares

the assimilation rule for final e that exists for standard and

other nonstandard varieties of English. The few examples of

0 before nonfricative consonants do not figure prominently in
v

our interpretation, since rare cases of deletion may be matters

of performance rather than competence. In standard English,

the assimilation rule operates on a segment when it is followed

by a fricative or preceded by a sibilant. The same type of

constraint appears to operate for this nonstandard dialect in

that assimilation occurs with considerably greater frequency

when the following morpheme begins with a sibilant, as opposed

to a labio-dental fricative.

If we conclude that the frequency difference between

labio-dental fricatives and sibilants is to be incorporated

into our variable rule, we are faced with an interesting pro-

blem concerning the conventions for stating variable rules.

Instead of the statement of the rule as in (8), we will need

to state the environment disjunctively, specifying f as

[-stridl ni-strid.
-coy 1 and s and s as ! +cor if we are to build
e4-ant ant .

the variability factor into the rule. Because we mast specify

the environnent for the rule as at least partially disjunctive,

we can no longer retain our matching + or - values indicated

by the Greek prescripts in Rule (3). Traditionally, the Greek

prescripts are used tt, indicate some matching variable co-

efficient somewhere in the rule. Now, if we are to retain the.

generality of the assimilation rule for fricatives, while in-

corporating our variable constraint for the frequency differ-

ence between labia-dentals and sibilants, we can do so only by

establishing a slightly different convention for the use of

the Greek prescripts under certain conditions. . The convention
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change that we suggest here in order to retain the rule output

as originally postulated may he stated as follows:
.

If a rule has an environment E with disjunctive sub-

parts EL and E,, where El and E2 contain opposite

signs for the same feature X (say, +X-in El and -X

in E2) and the rule specifies that feature X in the

segment undergoing change assimilates to the value

of X in E
1

if E
1
is present and to the value of X

in El if E., is present, then feature X in the seg-

ment to the immediate right of the arrow will be

marked with a Greek letter prescript (say, X)

which is to be interpreted as having the value of

X in F (4- ) if E
1
is present and the value of X

in F, (-X) if E, is present:-

Adopting this convention change will allow us to state the

rule, with the variable constraint for labio-dentals and sibi-

lants, as:

;giant 1
( 18 e ( =c ) /

c.stridl

-voc

+cont
-vd

Grant

+cot-

+stridi
IA

L.

+ant

-car

-strict ij

In the above convention, the capital Greek letter A indicates

that s and s can be expected to undergo the assimilation pro-

cess more regularly than f. It is noted here that the con-

straint refers to the entire feature matrix rather than simply

to one feature. In Labov et al.'s (1968) original formulation,

it was used only with reference to single t,atures. However,

inasmuch as it is necessary to distinguish certain logically
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related units by more than one feature, this seems to be an

inevitable extension of variable marking.

Before concluding our discussion of 0 surface realizations,

it is necessary to point out that the assimilation process we

have been discussing must operate on underlying e for those

speakers who have the 6 4 f rule (see Section 4.2.3) in certain

environments. r, put it another way, it must be applied before

underlying e has been changed to C. This conclusion is based

on the fact that this variety, Like standard English, does not

permit assimilation of C to sibilants. Thus, examples like

sol Ilai01 so' and *fa so] 'off so' are not found in our

corpus, just as they are not typically found in standard Eng-

lish. An examination of the speech of 10 informants indicates

that there are no examples of assimilation or loss of under-

lying f before sibilants. In order to disallow the assimi-

lation of underlying f! before sibilants while permitting the

assimilation of underlying 0 , we must apply the assimilation

rule to 6 before it is changed to f. A generative phono-

logical rule can operate only on the output of all previous

rules, so that once 6 becomes f, all subsequent rules must

Operate on all f's, regardless of their derivational history.

4.2.3 The incidence of f. Having accounted for the 0 surface

realizations for potential 6, let us now turn our attention to

the incidence of f realization. Of the socially stigmatized

variants, f occurs by far the most frequently. In looking at

the source for this variant, we must first rule out the matter

of language interference from Spanish. As we have seen earlier,

for Spanish speakers the expected interference variant for

standard English v is generally s. But this variant is seen

to occur very infrequently. In accounting for f, therefore,

it is reasonable to turn to the structure of Black English,

in which it is the most common correspondent for standard Eng-

lish 6 in morpheme-final position. The following table compares
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the incidence of the variants for the Puerto Rican and the

black informants:

Table 9. Comparison of variants for potential 0 in morpheme-
final position for Puerto Rican and black informants.

Varic.nt Puerto Rican Black

No. of Total No. of Total

e 56 38.1 8 16.3

f 64 43.5 36 73.5

t 4 2.7 2 4.1

0 18 12.2 3 6.1

s 5 3.4

Total 147 49

The above table clearly indicates the increased incidence of the

5 variant when the Puerto Rican group as a whole is compared

with the black group.

We can, however, look more closely at the type of distri-

butiin that is found for a number of the Puerto Rican informants.

In the following rank frequency curve, the relative incidence of

f for e is shown for the 12 Puerto Rican informants who have at

least 5 examples of potential e in their interview (excluding

the item with).

7 of I

100

75

50

25

0

Figure 3. Rank frequency curve of f realization for poten-
tial e in morpheme-final position for Puerto
Rican informants.
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Figure 3 indicates a complete range of f frequency among

our Puerto Rican informants. At the upper end of the scale are

two informants who show the categorical presence of f in mor-

pheme-final position, while at Lilo lower end are three infor-

mants who reveal the categorical presence of 0. Because of

this distribution, it is instructive to look briefly at the

informants who reveal categoricality at either end.

The two informants who show the categorical use of E in

morpheme-final position have extensive contacts with blacks.

Consideration of the ethnic identity of their peers and our

observations of-their social contacts all testify to this.

On the other hand, the three informants who reveal the cate-

gorical presence of 6 do not show this type of social inter-

action. In fact, two of the informants (who are brothers)

relate in their interviews that they have little peer contact

with blacks. The third informant has a minority of black

peers, but he cannot be considered to have the extensive types

of contacts that are characteristic of the two informants who

reveal the categoricality of f. Thus, looking at the linguis-

tic distribution and the social characteristics of informants

who represent the two ends of the linguistic continuum, we are

led to hypothesize that the frequency of f is a function of

the extent of black contacts because of the integral role of

f in Black English. This hypothesis can be tested by com-

paring 10 black informants (BL), those Puerto Rican informants

who have extensive blaCk contacts (PR/BL), and those Puerto

Ricans who have limited black contacts (PR).

The distribution of f realization in Table 10 is quite

straightforward, and our hypothesis is confirmed. The Puerto

Ricans with extensive black contacts match (in fact, they ex-

ceed, but not to any significant degree) the extent of f

realization found among the black informants, while the Puerto

Ricans with limited black contacts reveal significantly less f

realization than either of the other groups.
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Table 10. Comparison of f realization for potential 0 in
morpheme-final position for BL, PR/BL, and
PR informants.

Informants (No.) No. f No. 0 % f

BL (10) 36 8 81.8

PR/BL (6) 20 3 87.0

PR (23) 53 44 54.6

At this point, we must turn to the descriptive account of

f as a correspondent of standard English A in morpheme-final

position for those Puerto Rican speakers who reveal this variant.

Previous discussion of morpheme-final [1] as a correspondent of

standard English [0] (for Black English) have concluded that

some cases of [f] must be derived from underlying 0 on the

basis that only [f] derived from underlying ;D: can alternate

with [t] in its surface realization. Fasold notes:

...we see that there is indeed a contrast between
the [f] which matches Standard English [0], and
the [f] which matches Standard English [f]. In

certain situations, words with word-final [f] in
Black English are pronounced with a [t]. Consider
the two sentences:

Get off my bike:
Come hack with my bike:

One possible Black English pronunciation of these
sentences is:

[git of ma bayk]
iwfk wIf ma bayk]

In rapid speech, the [f] in 'with' can be pro-
nounced as [t], but not the [1] in 'off':

*[gIt of ma bayk]
[kGm bak wIt ma bayk]

It is necessary, then, before the phonological
rules apply, to designate which kind of [1] is
which. Given the system of English phonology,
it can be shown fairly convincingly that the
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appropriate seg,nent to represent the underlying
final, consonant of 'with' is )9(, even if it is
never so pronounced. (Fasold 1969b:78-79)

Wolfram supports the same position for the Identical formal

reasons, when he says:

What is clear, then, is that it is necessary to
postulate two underlying sources for the surface
realization of (f] in Black English; one of
these can he alternately realized as (t) in
certain environments, while the other cannot.
(Wolfram 1970:9)

Although the alternation of (f) with (t) is part of the

formal evidence for the postulation of underlying -9' in some

lexical items, that postulation is still restricted to those

examples in which this type of alternation actually occurs.

For those forms not revealing this alternation, and these are

in the majority, it has been suggested that the generative

phonological rule should be written in such a way that only

the features shared by f and 9 are specified. This can be

stated by the following rule:

(19) ( -voc 112
+cont
+ant ((-corj) /
-strid
-vd

4 ##

Fasold concludes that:

The answer to the specification problem is to
specify...the fricatives in words in which t
is observed in allegro speech as 8, ard to
partially specify the fricatives in morpheme-
final position in all other words. (Fasold
1967:4-5)

Although the evidence from t and E alternation is correct,

this type of alternation is actually observed in a restricted

number of items, e.g. the unstressed preposition with, 0 follow-

ing a nasal, etc. This leaves the majority of items as un-

specified with respect to underlying f or :9' if we look at

formal motivation. (Other reasons for considering them all as
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have been given, but these do not hold the same weight as the

formal motivation we are talking about here.)

When we look at it more closely, we find that there is

another type of alternation that extends the motivation for the

full specification of Ei in morpheme-final position. This alter-

nation is related to the assimilation of u when the following

segment begins with a sibilant. We have observed that when a

morpheme-final 0 is followed by a morpheme or a word beginning

with a fricative, particularly a sibilant, the 0 may assimilate,

as in the sentences in (6). Now, when the underlying form is

, the assimilation process does not apply, so that we get:

(20) a. [khip rI4f "S-t .sp] 'Keep Ralph shut up'

h. [than sesmi 'Turn off Sesame Street'
strit]

The following alternations appear to be unacceptable for both

standard and nonstandard dialect speakers:

(21) a. *[kh a'ip r° get 'Keep Ralph shut up'

h. *Lt
h

3.11 o sEscrii 'Turn off Sesame Street'
strit]

When we look at our speakers who use morpheme-final [f]

as a correspondent fol.- standard English [01, we still find that

they undergo the assimilation process that operates only when

8 is the underlying form. Since we can construct the sort

of environment in which 0' undergoes assimilation for prac-

tically any word-final instance of underlying :ey, there is no

reason to believe that any rule input should remain partially

unspecified in this position. We thus conclude that Fasold's

(1967) decision to leave some instances of morpheme-final (f]

as the realization of a segment that is not fully specified as

0 cannot be justified. The rule must have as its input fully

specified 0. instead of the partial specification given in

Rule (19).

Up until now, we have discussed the incidence of f and 0
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in morpheme-final position as if the only constraint on the

incidence of f is nonlinguistic, i.e. a function of peer con-

tact with blacks. But our investigation of a number of phono-

logical variables has indicated that for practically all in-

stances of f, there is some independent linguistic constraint

on variability. One of the very common constraints indicated

by pre,rious studies is whether the following morpheme (either

within or across external word boundaries) begins with a vowel

or a nonvowel, i.e, a consonant or a .pause. We may investi-

gate the possible influence of this constraint in the following

table:

Table ll. Comparison of f realization for potential 0 in
vocalic and nonvocalic environments for Puerto
Rican and black informants.

Puerto Rican

Black

V -V

f 0 '40 f *4f 0 706

14 58.3 10 41.7 50 52.1 46 47.9

16 88.9 2 11.1 20 76.9 6 23.1

Although there is a slight increase of 6 for both groups when

the following environment is nonvotalic, the variable does not

show the clear-cut conditioning on variability that other vari-

ables have had on the basis of thin distinction: That is, no

statistical significance can be demonstrated on the basis of

the difference between these environments.

One environment that previous studies have indicated is

significant for the variability of f and 0 realizations is the

distinction between morpheme-medial and morpheme-final positions.

Wolfram's study (1969:89) reveals that f is used approximately

twice as frequently in morpheme-final position as it is in

morpheme-medial position. The following table reveals the dif-

ference between f realizations in morpheme-medial and -final

positions, again including the black informants for comparison:1'°
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Table 12. Comparison of f reilization for potential 9 in
morpheme-medial and morpheme-final positions for
Puerto Rican and black informants.

Puerto Rican

Morpheme-Medial Morpheme-Final

No. of f /Total 12/50 64/110

f 24.0 58.2

Black

No. f/Fotat 3/15 36/44

20.0 81.8

The difterence between the two environments is quite evident,

the morpheme-final position clearly favoring the incidence of

E.

This sort of obvious constraint on variability can then

be incorporattOd into Rule (19) which we posited earlier for

0 4 f. rhis rule can now he reformalized as:

(221 e 4 (f) /

In this way, we can account for the observed variability that

we find in our corpus.

4.2.4 the incidence of t. Apart from the incidence of t in

with and nothing, which we will consider in more detail below,

the occurrence of t for potential 0 in morpheme-medial and

-final positions is infrequent. Because of its low frequency,

i.e. less than 3 percent when all morpheme-medial and -final

occurrences of potential 0 are considered, we may ask if this

is, in fact, a legitimate variant that must be described as an

integral part of the dialect. Wolfram's (1969:87) study of the

0 variable for black speakers in Detroit revealed that t tends

to be conditioned by its contiguity to a nasal segment, in both

morpheme-medial and -final positions. Thus, in words like
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arithmetic and month, underlying 6 can be realized as t.

The actual occurrence of these types of environments is

restricted in our spontaneous conversation section of the inter-

view, so that our data from this style are inconclusive. How-

ever; in order to compensate for the paucity of examples with

potential 6 contiguous to a nasal in this style, the items

month and arithmetic were given as a part of the word list

reading section of the interview. Although this represents a

different style, it is instructive to look at the distribution

of variants for these two items in the reading Lists.

Table 13. Distribution of variants for potential 9 contiguous
to a nasal for Puerto Rican and black informants.

Variant Puerto Rican Black

9 26 11

4 6

13 5

0 1

The incident of t as a legitimate variant is clearly indicated

in Table 13. For the Puerto Rican group, even in, a very formal

style, t is realized in over 29 percent of all cases. This ob-

servation clearly attests to the validity of a rule that might

be represented as:

(23) 8 4 (t) /[+nas114

Now, it is important to note here that we are positing a

rule that accounts for a relatively infrequent variant when the

overall incidence of t is considered. In our discussion of the

s variant, which occurred at approximately the same frequency

level as t in our overall tabulation, we conclude that it is

not an integral part of the dialect we are describing. The dif-

ference between the infrequency of s and that of t lies in the
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fact that the overall infrequency of t is simply a function of

the failure to isolate environments that would raise its inci-

dence to a level of accountability, i.e. it must be included

in our formal description of a native speaker's competence.

But in the case of s, the delimitation of natural types of

environmental differences that might raise its incidence to

the level of accountability did not appreciably increase its

incidence. Low overall frequency, in itself, is not a valid

reason for dismissing certain types of potential variants that

may have to be described as ail integral part of a given dialect.

While we have seen that the delimitation of a contiguous

nasal may effect a rule such as 0 t, we still have not ac-_ _
counted for several examples of t for potential 0. Do we need

to extend our rule to account for two examples of teeth and

mouth as ft
h
itj and fma

o
t] respectively? A close look at the

natural types of environments that might account for this

realization does not show an appreciable increase in its in-

cidence: It is still realized in less than 5 percent of all

potential occurrences'.` It is, therefore, our cautious con-

clusion that the t variant for these items is not an integral

part of the dialect, i.e. it might be a performance error of

some type or vestigial interference since Spanish speakers may

also use t for 0. Based on this conclusion, it need not be

accounted for by the rules of the dialect, although there is a

clear-cut need for the 0 4 t rule contiguous to nasals. This

may appear to be an arbitrary statistical decision, but we

must mention that the distinction between competence and per-

formance can only be determined statistically in some cases

in which the actual speech of a spontaneous conversation pro-

vides our primary data.

Having established the effect of nasals on t realization

on the basis of our previous discussion, we can now turn to

the incidence of t in the item nothing. Of the variants that
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have been observed for this item (t, 0, 0, and f), t is the

most frequent, occurring in 47 percent of all cases (40 of 85)

for the Puerto Rican informants and in 64 percent of all cases

(29 of 45) for the black informants. Although nothing does

not have an immediately contiguous nasal in the underlying

representation that will need to he posited, i.e. :'1AGOIt:/,',

it is observed that there is a noncontiguous nasal in the

following syllable. And when we look at the phonetic reali-

zation of this item, we observe that the actual phonetic en-

vironment is a contiguous syllabic nasal. Thus, the most

frequent phonetic form for t (or the phonetic alternate P]

or [Cl) is:

(24) a. .t''nj

[na';'c I

We do not get:

c. *InatGnj

d. *[nG9Gn]

The fac,,,,t at (24a) and (24b) are, for the clear majority

of informants, th only types of the form that occur makes it

reasonable to suggethat for most speakers. Rule (23), which

changes 8 -$ t, actually operates after the nasal has,been

placed immediately contiguous to underlying 0'. This means

that the vowel centralization rule (Rule 25), which changes

I 4 a, and the subsequent rule for schwa deletion (Rule 26) in

this sort of environment must precede Rule (23): That is,

I 4 G and '; 4 0 must come before 0 4 t. Eliminating details_

irrelevant for our discussion here, the rules for vowel central-

ization and schwa deletion might be approximated as:

(25) [-stress
-tense 4 G
V

(26) +/[1con]
-nas

s

-stress I

0-rnasi
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For some reference to the sorts of environmental con-

straints that will have to he built into a more accurate state-

ment of this rule, see Bailey (1969a): 1 have here simply

followed William K. Riley's observation (personal communica-

tion) that syllabication for nasals can occur following prac-

tically all consonants in casual style, although there is con-

siderable variability in the syllabication depending on the

type of consonant.

4.2.5 The case of with. Finally, we must discuss the inci-

dence of variants for the item with, since the realization of

some of the variants in this item appears to opetate differ-

ently from those in our previous account. The following table

compares the incidence of variants for with for the Puerto

Rican and the black groups of informants:

Table 14. Distribution of variants for potential 0 in with
for Puerto Rican and black informants.

Variant Puerto Rican Black

No. of Total No. 7, of Total

t 150 59.5 62 63.9

0 64 25.4 17 17.5

_ 24 9.5 6 6.2

1 14 5.6 12 12.4

Total 252 97

The above table indicates that all the main variants that we

delimited at the beginning of our discussion for medial and

final potential 0 are realized by both groups The general

incidence, furthermore, indicates that t and 0 are the most

frequently occurring variants.

Before discussing the conditions for the incidence of t

and 0 in this item, it should be noted that there is an
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additional subvariant of t which we have not discussed pre-

viously, namely, fCl. This is observed in contexts such as:

(20 a. yl 'with you' (9:8)

b. (wIC yz;I 'with you' (10110)

The realization PI can he accounted for by a palatalization

rule when t occurs preceding a word (generally unstressed)

beginning with, and is not necessarily restricted to the

item with. We thus get:

(28) a. [b.-.)C y/ gird 'bought your shoes'

b. (bIC y3- hind] 'bit your hand'

The palatalization rule, which operates for both voiced

alveolar stops, e.g. [dIl y.] 'did you', and voiceless alveolar

stops, e.g (28), may he given as:

(29) '-voc
-cont
- [la s

L4-cor

-voc

(( -ant ]) -cons

-back

This rule, which also applies to standard English, accounts

for the examples of the subvariant RI. The affricate [C] is

rightly considered as a subvariant of t because the input of

the palatalization rule is necessarily an alveolar stop and

not a fricative, i.e. *(ma°6 yG) 'mouth you'.

4.2,5.1 Accounting for the incidence of t. In our previous

discussions of t for potential 0 in morpheme-medial and -final

positions, we have seen that the incidence of t is mainly con-

ditioned by its contiguity to a nasal. But for with, no such

environmental statement can be made. It occurs preceding a

vowel or any of the nonnasal consonants, in addition to its

occurrence when the following word begins with a nasal. How,

then, do we account for the incidence of t in with? Several

alternatives can be considered here. As a first alternative,

we may look for some sort of phonological conditioning for the

occurrence of t. Wolfram (1969:87) has suggested that one
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possible phonological explanation for the occurrence of t in

with may he the fact that, as a preposition, it tends to occur

in unstressed types of environments. For example, it is gen-

erally not assigned either 1 or 2 stress in the application of

stress ranking, as in:

4 2 1

(30) a, with my new bike

4

h. with a red cross

However, the majority of examples of potential 6 that have been

discussed previously would have to be assigned a stress ranking

of 1 or 2, as in:

(31) a. a nice tooth brush

4 1

h. in a phone booth

At first glance, then, it would appear that stress might

he the relevant conditioning environment for the t realization,

and that the rule might be written as:

(32) c 4 (0/ Lv
stress]

But before we conclude that this is the clear-cut solution

in accounting for t with we must see if there are any con-

texts in which with might he assigned a surface stress ranking

of I or 2. We notice that in several contexts, with can occur

with a stress ranking of at least 2 and possibly 1. Generally,

these contexts are due to the emphasis on with or to the occur-

rence of with in clause-final position by ellipsis or rearrange-

ment of syntactical units. Thus, we can get:

(33) You coming with us4 ?

This distribution for our informants is given in Table 15.

Even with the limited number of examples in Table 15, we

can see that the data do not confirm the observational adequacy

of Rule (32): t still occurs in approximately one-third of the

cases. On the other hand, however, when we compare Table 15
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Table li. Distribution of variants for potential 0 when with
is stressed Pnerto Rican and black informants.

Variant

0

Puerto kican

4

b

2

Black

3

3

2

with Table 16 below, we do see what appears to be a constraint

on the variability of the change from 0 to t operating more

frequently when with is unstressed than when it is stressed.

But a careful examination of the phonological conditioning

environments does not turn up an exclusive environment for the

operation of 0 4 t for with.

If our failure to discover a consistent phonological en-

vironment for the realization of t in with is an accurate

assessment of the data, what are our alternate solutions?

On the one hand, we might suggest that it is necessary to

posit two underlying lexical representations for the item

with: one that would be given with underlying "t' and one

with underlying '9 . Although we would need a rule such as

4 t as a part of the dialect we are describing, it would be

necessary to specify the two underlying representations for

with because we cannot discover any consistent phonological

environment in which this ride can apply to a single under-

lying representation of this item. Presumably, this is the

type of solution one might suggest for speakers who variably

realize an item such as either as (a
e
01 and (id]. We might

have to postulate a rule that changes a high front vowel into

a diphthong or vice versa, i.e. i 4 ae or ae i, to handle

other phonological processes; however, we probably would not

be able to isolate an exclusive phonological environment for

this change that would allow us to incorporate it into a
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previously established phonological rule. Thug, we might con-

clude that we must posit dual underlying representations to

account adequately for the speaker's cAnpeteuce in his use of

the alternate forms. Admittedly, however, such a conclusion

is not intuitively satisfactory and might be adopted only as a

last resort. Perhaps a more important reason for viewing this

solution skeptically is the variability of t and f or 0, de-

pending on the stress assignment on with. We would not gen-

erally expect phonological conditioning of this type on the

variability of items that are, in essence, entered in the lexi-

con as different units. The choice of lexical items would be

expected to vary much more according to extra-linguistic fac-

tors, such as participants, style, setting, etc. For example,

fitr) might: he expected more frequently in informal styles and

[a
e

more frequently in formal styles, but w would not ex-

pect their alternation to vary according to ph)nological en-

vironment if they were authentic lexical difftr:ences.

the alternate solution to dual lexical representations is

to represent with with a single underlying representation,

which would presumably be wIe', and then allow the application

of the e 4 t rule to be item-specific with respect to with.tp

In other words, one environment for the application of 0 4 t

is the lexical item with. In this way we can still build in

the constraint on variability depending on stress so that the

change of 9 4 t for this item can be represented as:

(34) e -+ /

1.....

::1-stressj '4!.

This rule, then, can be coalesced with Rule (23) by describing

the environmental sets disjunctively, so that we now have the

following for Rule (23):

(35) e -0 (t) /

1+nasl

.11-1.1.

[

l 1w
!

A - stress-] j
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Admittedly, the conclusion that 4 t can be conditOned

lexically is not a completely satisfying solution. But until

we have further phonological data that might lend consistency

to a:;tatement dependent exclusively on phonological environ-

ment, we mu8t settle for a less intuitively satisfying solution

to account for the descriptive facts.

4.2.5.2 Accounting for the incidence of 0. In order to con-

sider the distribution of the 0 variant for with, it is first

necessary to observe the distribution of all variants according

to whether the following environment is consonantal or non-

consonantal. The distribution of variants for the Puerto Rican

and. black informants is illustrated in the following figure and

table:

[00

75

50

25

Puerto Rican

4fr C C

Black

##-C ;NC

Figure 4. Distribution of variants for potential 0 in
with in nonconsonantal and consonantal en-
vironments for Puerto Rican and black
informants.
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Table 16. Distribution of variants for potential 0 in with
in nonconsonantal and consonantal environments
for Puerto Rican and black informants.

Variant Puerto Rican Black

t

0

c)
..._

I
.._

Total

#e, <

No. 7 No.

41.#C

%, No.

43

1

4

8

56

##-C.:

7, .

__.

No.

##C

7.

114

3

18

11

78.1

2.1

12.3

7.5

36

61

6

3

34.0

57.5

5.7

2.8

76.8

1.8

7.1

14.3

19

16

2

4

41

46.3

39.0

4.9

9.8

146 106

Several observations can be made on the basis of the above

data. To begin with, we observe that the following consonantal

environment is almost exclusively responsible for the incidence

of 0. When followed by a vowel or a pause, some segment is

generally present. It is also important to note that the main

difference is found in the incidence of t; t is the variant

that is reduced in an inverse proportion to the greater fre-

quency of 0 before consonants: that is, the sum of t and 0

is approximately the same for the two environments.

If the incidence of 0 in with is compared with the inci-

dence of 0 for other types of morpheme-final potential 0 for

other, types of morpheme-final potential 0, we find that its

frequency with with is much greater: 57.5 percent for with

followed by a consonant; 15.3 percent for other morpheme-final

items followed by a consonant. To understand the significance

of this difference, it is necessary to recall that 0 realiza-

tion for items other than with is largely due to the assimila-

tion process described in Rule (18). This assimilation process,

it was noted, is largely restricted to certain types of frica-

tives. But when we look at the incidence of 0 for, with, we
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note that it does not show these same types of restrictions.

It is observed before practically any consonant, as attested

to in the following examples:

(36) a. (wI mac)

b. (wt k
h

c. fwl hlml

d. (wt stikb.-)11

e. [w( glIzi

1. fwl belsho11

'with my' (14:5)

'with Kelly' (11:5)

'with him' (14:6)

'with stickball' (5:2)

'with girls' (44:6)

'with baseball' (44:1)

It is obvious, then, that 0 realization for with cannot

be accounted for simply by the application of our assimilation

rule. Rather, it appears to be a deletion of t after it has

been derived from underlying 8 We will see in Chapter 5

that the deletion of final t and d is a rule that will be needed

anyhow, so we can simply apply the rule now to account for 0 in

with as well as in other items. Obviously, this alveolar stop

deletion rule must he ordered after Rule (35), which changes 0

to t in with. It also appears that this deletion rule should

be ordered after the palatalization rule (Rule (29)), so that

it cannot operate on items that will end in (). If we allow

the palatalization rule to be ordered before this deletion

rule, we can account for the fact that x is the only nonvocalic

segment before which We. have no examples of deletion: out of

ll potential examples before y, none shows 0 realization. We

sec that the change from t to C before makes certain examples

of with ineligiOle for the t deletion rule.

A final point that can be made concerning 0 realization

relates to the enparison of 0 for the Puerto Rican and the

black informants. The Puerto Rican informants, as a group,

tend to show more l realization than do the black informants.

Anticipating our discussion of final t and d deletion in the

following chapter, we may note that this fits the general pat-

tern for final t deletion, which is considerably more frequent

in Puerto Rican English than it is in Black English.
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4.3 Summary of rules. Following is a list of the rules that

we have formulated as necessary in order to account for the

various realizations of underlying d , renumbered as (37) and

placed in the proper order insofar as is known. (Each rules

original numbering is indicated in parentheses after its title.)

Some of the rules do not relate directly to the derivations from

underlying e , but they are included here because they account

for certain processes necessary to understand the rules per-

taining directly to 0. In most cases the reasons for particular

orderings have been discussed in the preceding sections; in a

few cases, however, there are no formal motivations for select-

ing the ordering of the rules that have emerged on the basis

of our discussion, so that the order may he arbitrary.
1

(37) a. Voiceless -voe ~ -vac
+coat

assimilation +cunt
-vd

(10) oant 4 (( -voice 1)/
aant

8c:or

_Ns trid
?`COr

ystridi

b. Regressive
fricative
assimilation
(18)

cant
e 4 ( 'acor )/

Nistrid

c. Progressive
sibilant u-0 +strid])/ +strid
assimilation i-cor .

(13)

d. Vowel -stress
reduction -tense
(25) [

4 C

V

-voc

+tont
-vd

aant
A r +cur

....) strid

[-str+ant

idJ,
-cur

e. Schwa

deletion (0) /

r+cons] [

:nas -stres
t+nas1

(26)
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I. Morpheme-
final. stop

(35)

g. Morpheme-
initial
stop
(2)

0 4 (0 /

+cons
-vac

+cor
+ant
-strid

4

h. Palatali-
zation

(29)

Alveolar
stop

deletion*

j. Labia-dental
fricative
(22)

-VOC
-cont

4
-nas

-backj
+c or

-vac

-cont
-nas

+cor
+ant

9 /

k. Geminate con- C -4 0 /

sonant re-
duction
(14)

Ifnasl

L.

A -stress J

((-cont] ((fsim rel]))/

7(11 (B cons]

-vac 1
([-an r. -conS

A#

an identical C

In this summary, (i) is simply an approximation of
Rule (39), which will be discussed in detail in
Chapter 5.

Now, it is noted that some of the rules in the above set

are common to bath standard English and various nonstandard

dialects, while others are peculiar to nonstandard dialects

such as PRE. For example, the assimilation rules (a, b, and

c) are common to nonstandard and standard dialects of English,

but the stop realizations and labia-dental fricative realiza-

tions fon underlying e (f, g, and j) are unique to certain

nonstandard varieties. In this sense, this variable seems to

be quite like other nonstandard variables that show both shared

and unique aspects when compared with standard English.
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It should further be noted that some independent linguistic

constraints on variability have been incorporated for rules re-

lating directly to the derivation of phonetic realizations from

underlying 8'. Although we have isolated some constraints

that are to be incorporated in an adequate descriptive account,

it should be observed that this variable does not reveal an

extensive ordering of constraints. In fact, only one variable

rule shows as many as two hierarchical orders. This cannot be

attributed to our lack of detail in searching for valid lin-

guistic constraints; rather, it appears to be an indication

that there is a limited amount of hierarchical ordering in the

constraints on variability. Unlike other variables that may

reveal a fairly extensive natural hierarchy of constraints,

e.g. final consonant clusters, this variable shows only a

limited hierarchy.

NOTES

1. There is some question as to the feature of t that is actu-
ally stigmatized. According to Bailey (personal communi-
cation), it is the place, not the manner of articulation,
that is the stigmatized aspect. Thus, according to Bailey,
a gingival stop would be stigmatized, but a dental stop
would not be.

2. Labov et al. (1968) have built the feature of voicing into
this rule as a variable constraint that raises the relative
frequency of rule application. But they do not state
whether this variable constraint is to be applied if only
the first part of the rule (in actuality, the first of two
rules) is chosen. According to the empirical data pre-
sented by the authors, however, it is clear that this con-
straint can only operate when both options of the rule have
been chosen. They observe:

...we find that Negro speakers use a great many
affricates for (th), (th-2), but that the pre-
vailing form for (dh) is the stop, (dh-3).
(Labov et al. 1968:96)
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Without explicitly establishing the convention that a vari-
able constraint can apply only to the last option in a
coalesced rule output involving two or more optional out-
puts, an adequate account of variability can he achieved
only by keeping the rules separate.

3. Labov et al. (1968), do not say where or how the nondis-
tinctive features have been previously introduced. Gen-
erally, they have been placed in very low-level phono-
logical rules, but Stanley (1967:394) has suggested that
there is good reason to include these nondistinctive pre-
dictions in the morpheme structure sequence rules.

4. See Wheeler (1971) for some of the theoretical short-
comings of this convention.

5. This convention change was suggested by William K. Riley
in personal communication.

6. When we say that s falls into the range of "chance occur-
rence", we are referring to a statistical rather than a
structural fact. Performance errors may occur randomly
in terms of their frequency, but they are structured in
terms of the types of "slips" that may occur.

7. The transcriptions here and elsewhere are meant to be only
broadly phonetic. Finer phonetic detail is not typically
included.

8 In actuality, the same type of assimilation operates for
the voiced counterpart of 0 in casual speech, so that we
have sentences like:

(yu bri zest fl laef] 'You breathe zest for Life'

[yu bri vcri 'You breathe very heavily'

[Siz smu 'aZa w7,bor ta
e
pl 'She's a smooth Zsa Zsa

Gabor type'

These appear to he quite acceptable in an allegro style of
standard English. This means that the rule would specify
those features common to d and 0.

9. Apparently there are some standard English speakers for
whom the appropriate assimilation here is [fill. Fdr these
speakers, the progressive assimilation rule is stated more
generally.

10. it is interesting to note that for (16b) there is a vocalic
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shift that is conditioned on the basis of the existence
of a voiceless segment following the n in ninth. When
there is a voiceless consonant forming a cluster with n,
there is a centralizing tendency in the vowel nucleus,
but when there is no voiceless consonant, it does'not
centralize, thus, we get:

e
n stril 'ninth story'

but .

mna n 'nine stories'

This phenomenon indicates that the assimilation and de-
letion rules must follow the rule for centrall7ation.

11. Although the convention we are suggesting here is initi-
ated in order to incorporate a variable constraint, the
same convention might allow certain types of rule col-
lapsing presently prohibited in a more traditional inter-
pretation of generative phonology, i.e. a theory that does
not formally admit the incorporation of variable constraints.

12 This feature specification assumes that both [0] and [f]
are (-strid), but this is a matter that is still not re-
so,lved. Chomsky and Halle (1968:177) consider [f] to be
[+strid], but their description of stridency, i.e. "a
rougher surface, a faster rate of flOw, and an angle of
incidence closer to ninety degrees will all contribute to
greater stridency", seems to unite rather than distinguish
[0] and [f]. At any rate, this is not crucial to our dis-
cussion, since we could simply state the rule as:

[-vd

if we decide that [f] is [+strid]. Wheeler (1971:100) has
recently suggested that the feature [strident] can be dis-
pensed with altogether, its functions having been taken
over by [distributed] and [delayed release].

-voc
+cont
+ant

(
[-tor
+strid

#4k

'13. Bailey (personal communication) notes that the incidence
of f for 0 is actually related to syllabication rather
than to morpheme position, For example, he notes that
ether could have f but ethereal could not. If this is
true, and it appears to be a'reasonable hypothesis, then
the designations morpheme-medial and -final are approxi-
mative of a more strictly phonologically conditioned
phenomenon.

14. Following the suggestion made by Bach (1966), the absence
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of the to indicate placement in terms of environment
is an abbreviation Or an "either after or before" re-
lationship. Thus, /(+nasall is an abbreviation for:

(

(+nasal]
(+nasal))

If a rule changing a preceding nasal segment to a
nasal vowel has taken place, i.e. Vl+nasal) -4 V, the fre-
quency of rule application is greatly reduced. For an
elaboration of nasal consonant deletion in English, see
Bailey (1973a). It doubtful if Bailey's interpreta-
tion would allow for a surface nasal consonant to ever
occur in month, but my data would indicate that it can.
Bailey also suggests that the t in nothing may he inter-
preted as a generalization of a rule that changes under-
lying voiced fricatives to stops before syllabic nasals,
e.g. seven and eleven.

15. Some instances of t may be due to the type of vestigial
interference that we suggested to account for the oc-
casional occurrence of s, since t may also be an inter-
ference variant for morpheme-final 0 among Spanish speak-
ers learning English.

16 The application of the rule is, of course, more general,
extending to at least r and 1 in addition to the nasals.
Within the feature specifications for English set up by
Chomsky and Halle (1968:176-77), it would appear that the
inclusion of r and 1 in this type of rule would have to
be handled by setting up the environments disjunctively.
But if one Introduced the feature [syllabic), which Bailey
and Milner (Chomsky and Halle 1968:354) see as a necessary
feature specification, the rule could be stated in a much
more general fashion. For example, assuming that 1, r,
and the nasals have been given the feature (+syllarAc)
under special circumstances such as those we are talking
about here, the rule might be stated more generally as:

tcons i

[-
stress-stress] [ +syll]

This sort of evidence appears to be strong support for
the introduction of the feature (+syllabic).

17. Bailey's (1969a) interpretation is that syllabic nasals
are permitted only after homorganic syllable-final ob-
struents.

18. We must note, of course, that in some varieties, we get
(w1(1) instead of [wie]. In terms of the variants, this
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would simply be included as the standard variant 0. To

account for this variant, the input for the rule changes
would have to be generalized to include /.4." and :AY'. We

will only deal with 0 , with the understanding that for
some varieties, the rule will have to be altered slightly,
e.g.' d for d .

19. Technically speaking, Rule (35) should not include with
::lace this exception is to be noted in the lexicon: that

is, the lexical entry for with will simply specify that
Rule (35) applies to it in the appropriate environment.

20. The assimilation rule may, of course, still operate on
instances of with in which 0 is not changed to t. If the
assimilation rule is ordered before e then it will
account for instances of 0 before fricatives, the t
deletion rule accounting for other examples of 0. If,

on the other hand, 0 4 t is ordered before assimilation,
the assimilation process operates only on those instances
of underlying :0 that have not undergone the 0 t change.
The former order is chosen here, although our data furnish
no overwhelming argument for doing so.
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The th variable discussed in the preceding chapter is one of

the most socially diagnostic variables operating in American

society. In initial position, it is part of a variable that

apparently cuts across all regional and ethnic varieties of

English in its social significance. In some positions, we see

that the interference variant from Spanish-influenced English

and the English variant of the surrounding black community are

in competition: Black English calls for tf) (varying with the

standard English variant [O]) and Spanish-influenced English

calls for [s]. It is obvious that the Black English realiza-

tion is favored for all speakers, even those with restricted

black contacts. Those with more direct black contacts, of

course, are influenced to a significantly greater extent than

are those with restricted contacts.

Now, we turn our attention to a variable, namely, syl-

lable-final d and t, that operates in a somewhat different

way. In syllable-final position, when preceded by a vowel or

constricted r, underlying or t may be realized in PRE

in several different forms. For underlying t and 0 are

the main non-d realizations; for t , 0 is the main non-t

realization. Previous studies of social dialects have indi-

cated that this variable Jo not restricted to our population;

rather, it has broader significance than the group we are

studying here. It has been noted in studies of Spanish-

influenced English and Black English.
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One of the characteristic features of Puerto Rican Spanish

is the deletion of d in syllable-final position. Thus, in

words like verdad 'truth' and *dad 'city', the final d may

be deleted, giving (ba.dAl and [siudAl respectively. Because

of this phonological pattern in Puerto Rican Spanish, this

process might be predictable in Spanish-influenced English for

this community. Xa and Herasimchuk (1968) have tabulated this

variable in the speech of a Puerto Rican community in Jersey

City and have found that d and t deletion is characteristic to

some extent. Their brief discussion cannot, however, be com-

pared with our analysis here for several reasons. In the first

place, they do not make any environmental distinctions in tabu-

lating variability. As will he seen, an accurate assessment

of variability for this feature is dependent on the distinction

of several different environments. Their failure to distin-

guish environments such as the effect of a following consonant

or vowel allows them to come to the conclusion that "PRE

speakers most usually give some phonetic marker for final /ti

or /d!" (Ma and Herasimchuk 1968:740). We will see that this

statement does not necessarily hold when various environmental

constraints are examined.

Ma and Herasimchuk have also combined variants of these

variables in such a way that it is impossible to get a valid

picture of how the various phonetic realizations operate with

respect to underlying .t or d . For example, they consider

the glottal stop P] as a variant for either t or d, but do

not separate the two potential underlying sources from each

other. This procedure can be quite misleading, since in the

case of underlying t , glottal stop may be a standard variant:,

while in the case of underlying d , it is quite clearly a

nonstandard variant. To consider glottals derived from either

t or d as one variant does not allow for an accurate social

differentiation. Glottal realizations may operate quite dif-

ferently for these two underlying sources.
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Furthermore, one may question the perceptual reliability

of their categories of variants. They have set up three vari-

ants for t and d: (1) ft) or unrcleased ft'l; (2) glottal

stop P]; (3) no phonetic realization at all. Previous studies

have established that we can expect reliability in perceiving

impressionistically the differences among t, d, and 0, but

the perception of the difference between glottal stop and un-

released [CI] cannot be expected to show such a high degree of

reliability. To separate glottal stop and unreleased

into two different variants would appear to reduce the reli-

ability of perception considerably.

Lab,.?v et al. (1968), Wolfram (1969), and Fasold (1972)

have all looked at the phonological processes that operate on

d deletion in Black English. Labov et al. (1968) have con-

sidered postvocalic d and t deletion to be a part of the same

rule that deletes d and t following consonants. No detailed

frequency study, however, is made of the deletion of post-

vocalic d. Wolfram (1969) has restricted his study to cases

of postvocalic d that do not have any grammatical function,

e.g. bad but not showed. His analysis has isolated several

types of constraints on the variability of d, including fol-

lowing vowel or nonvowel and stress. Fasold (1972) deals

exclusively with d as a grammatical marker and finds that

some of the same general constraints isolated by Wolfram for

nongrammaCical d are operating on d when it is a grammatical

marker. The various constraints isolated by Wolfram and

Fasold will be examined in some detail later, and the rules

needed to handle these variable constraints will be discussed

in that context.

5.1 The variants. As suggested above, we can identify three

relevant variants for underlying -d: and two for underlying
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t The variants for d and the various submembers of those

variants are given below:

Variant Phonetic Realization Examples

Idll IhU:d1 'hood'

[hU:d on] 'hood on'

(C' 1 [-] rt-11 [hU:t1] [hU:"]

(1111:';r7 ) 'hood'

0 (hU: brk) 'hood back'

This differentiation of variants essentially follows that of

Wolfram (1969:95).

[1 should be noted that the tabulation of d includes both

d that is a morphophonemic representation of the grammatical

suffix -ed, i.e. following vowels as in prayed, and d that is

part of the stem of a word. The grammatical function of d

includes its usage as a past tense marker, e.g. He cried for a

long time; as a derived adjective, e.g. He's a colored kid;

and as a participle, e.g. He was tried for murder.

The variants for t are as follows:

Variant Phonetic Realization Examples

t ]t) tt-1 th&l 'hat'

0 0; lengthened follow-
ing consonant [la) 'hat'

Unlike d, t can only be used as part of a word stem following a

vowel; for t tbPro is no undevlying analogue to the grammatical

function of postvocalic d.

The tabulations of d and t were made for each informant by

counting the first 20 potential occurrences of tufIectional d

followed by a nonvowel and the first 15 followed by a vowel.

The same procedure was carried out for the noninflectional

function of d and t. In addition to the variants for d identi-

fied above, we also have an occasional instance of [d] for d

intervocalically. This phonetic realization is obviously a

matter of Puerto Rican Spanish influence because of the
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tricativization of voiced stops postvocalieally in Spanish.

Ibis phonetic realization is not indicated here in any of our

tabulations of d for twi reasons. First, initial tabulation

indicates that its incidence is so low that it clearly fits

into the category of vestigial interference as we have defined

the concept previously. Furthermore, there is considerable

difficulty in consistently perceiving the difference between

lenis [t4] and tricativized [g] when transcribing from a tape

recorder, thus prohibiting a reliable tabulation of [4].

5.2 The incidence of 0 for underlying :d, . Previous studies

of the 0 realization for d indicate that there are several

different types of environments that may affect the realiza-

tion of 0. Some of these are general types of environments

that have been seen to affect variability for a number of

features; others appear to be more specific in their appli-

cation.

One of the most commonly noted influences on variability

is the presence or absence of a vowel following a segment.

Studies of variability in Black English by Wolfram (1969) and

Fasold (1972) have revealed that this is one of the major con-

straints on d deletion. Both have indicated that a vocalic

environment inhibits the incidence of 0. In Table 17, we pre-

sent the figures for d deletion based on whether the following

segment is vocalic or nonvocalic. The nonvocalic environment

includes both a following consonant of some type and a pause.

For the sake of this table, we will combine the d and t vari-

ants for d under the category of presence, so that we only have

a binary classification into presence and absence. Figures are

given for the 29 Puerto Rican informants, based on the extracted

examples we described above.
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Table 17. Frequency of 0 realization for potential d in
vocalic and nonvocalic environments for Puerto
Rican informants.

V 4# -V

No. del./Total 10/340 427/737

7/, del. 20.6 57.9

The difference between 0 realizations for the two environments

is quite clear-cut: a following nonvowel favors the operation

of d deletion. This constraint is the same as that identified

by both Wolfram (1969:99) and Fasold (1972:41) for the dele-

tion of d in Black English.

Another factor that previous studies have shown to affect

the variability is stress. The general principle that has been

observed is that occurrence in an unstressed syllable favors

the deletion of segments, whereas occurrence in a stressed syl-

lable inhibits deletion. This has been observed for a number

of different variables and has specifically been described for

d deletion by both Wolfram (1969) and Fasold (1972). The

relative frequency of d deletion in stressed and unstressed

syllables can be observed in Table 18. Since we have already

noted the importance of a following vocalic or nonvocalic en-

vironment, it is appropriate to consider the effect of stress

in terms of these environments. There are two main types of

environments that we have classified as unstressed in our

tabulations: (1) d that occurs in an unstressed syllable of

a polysyllabic word, such as treated, stupid, or record;

(2) that occurs in an unstressed modal. The latter is illus-

trated in sentences such as I don't think he should go and

John would g6 if he weren't so tired. Stressed environment

refers to any instance of potential d that occurs in a stressed

syllable of a word such as betrayed, head, or showed.
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Table 18. Effect of stress on the frequency of 0 realization
for potential d for Puerto Rican informants.

#,A! #0-V---
Stressed Ur.:;tressed Stressed Unstressed

No. del./Total 54/293 16/47 245/481 182/256

del. 13.4 34.0 50.9 71.1

Two observations can be made on the basis of Table 18.

First, as we might expect, we observe that stress does affect

tho deletion of d, the occurrence of d in an unstressed syl-

lable favoring deletion more than its occurrence in a stressed

syllable. But it is also noted that stress does not have the

same effect on variability that a following vowel or nonvowel

may have. When the crucial cross-products, i.e. ##V,

Unstressed and iM-V, Stressed, are compared, it is apparent

that the following vowel or nonvowel is the first otder con-

straint and stress or nonstress the second order.

Up to this point, we have not separated those instances

of d that are inflectional from those that are inherent :rt

of the lexical item. Previous tabulations of phonological

variability have shown that the grammatical function of a

segment tends to inhibit deletion (see, for example, the dis-

cussion of Labov et al. (1968) or Wolfram (1969) concerning

bimorphemic and monomorphemic consonant clusters) when com-

pared with the same segment occurring as an inherent part of

the word. Ma and Herasimchuk (1968) mention this difference

but do not carry out any tabulations on the effect of gram-

matical versus nongrammatical functions of d.

In Table 19, the deletion of grammatical d versus non-

grammatical d is tabulated. Since we have already established

the effects of a following vowel /nonvowel and a stressed/un-

stressed syllable on the deletion of d, we will consider
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grammatical/nongrammatical functions of d in terms of these

previously distinguished environments. Only those cases of

grammatLea1 d following a vowel or r are considered. This

means that all morphophonemic realizations of the -ed suffix

as -Id (phonetically [Idj, NI, or [id]) following an alve-

olar stop are not included. Furthermore, instances in which

-id forms have been assimilated to a d or a t that is part of

the stem (as in stard for started) will be considered later in

our discussion.

Table 19. Effect of grammatical marking on the frequency of A reali-
zation for-pJtential d for Puerto Rican informants.

40V

Stressed Unstressed Stressed Unstressed
Gram. tiongram. Gram. Nongram. Gram. Nongram. Gram. Nongram.

'No. del./Total. 6/15 46/258 5/19 11/26 14/34 231/347 40/54 142/202
del, 17.1 16.6 26.3 19.3 41.2 56.6 74.1 70.3

Table 19 indicates that variability is affected on the

basis of whether or not d is a grammatical marker. But it does

not appear that this is'a major constraint. In fact, the com-

parison of the cross-products indicates that it is a third

order constraint, being ordered after the effect of the follow-

ing vowel and stress. In only one case is there a slight dis-

crepancy in cross-products ( ##-V, Unstressed, Grammatical

Marker and 0-V, Unstressed, Nongrammatical Marker); we

will have more to say about the possible reason for this slight

discrepancy below.

One final constraint on d deletion, namely, the differ-

entiation of grammatical d on the basis of its various func-

tions, can be examined here. Fasold (1972) suggests that the

nonpast functions of d (derived adjective or past participle)

tend to favor d deletion more than its function as a past

tense marker. In Table 20, the tabulations are given on the

basis of this breakdown. Since the only cross-products
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fable 20. Effect of gral,matical function .111 the frequency of 0 Teali-
.eation for potential d for Puerto Rican informants.

00. V
........

,;tressed Unstressed Stressed Unstressed

Vast Nonlast Past Nonpast Past Nonpast Past Nonpast

No. del, /total 6/11 0/4 3/11 2/8 9/26 5/8 6/10 32/44

del. 19.4 0.0 27.3 25.0 34.6 62.5 60.0 72.7

rota' Past Del. /Total 7 Del. Total Nonpast Del./Total 1, Del.

24/78 30.8 39/64 60.9

applicable to this categorization are for grammatical d, only

those figures are given for this category, broken down in terms

of the previously cited constraints.

Because of the limited numbers of examples in some cate-

gories, it is somewhat difficult to find the ordered progression

of numbers that is typical of other constraints. Nonetheless,

when we look at the categories in which there are sufficient

examples, it appears that there is a significant difference,

particularly if we look at the total numbers of examples com-

bining the various categories. One word of caution, however,

should be given before concluding that it is quite clear-cut.

In the # i/-V, Unstressed, Nonpast environment, we note that

32 of 44 examples indicate d deletion. But included in this

number are 23 examples of the derived adjective colored, all

of which indicate deletion. The elimination of this one item,

which may be a lexical difference rather than a phonological

deletion, would make the differences between the two gram-

matical categories much less clear-cut.

The way in which we have set up Table 20 indicates that

we consider the constraint of grammatical category to be the

fourth order constraint, ordered after following vowel/non-

vowel, stressed/unstressed, and grammatical/nongrammatical.

Because of the limited numbers of examples in some categories

and the logical impossibility of some vital cross-products,

it is difficult to arrive at a clear-cut decision concerning
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the ordering of constraints here. Fasold (1972:47) in his

analysis of constraints on d deletion in Black English, has

euggested that the grammatical function of d is ordered before

stress. However, his total number of grammatical examples of

A is actually less than the total we have analyzed here, so

that some of his important categories for determining the

ordering of constraints are only sparsely populated: On the

basis of our comparison of data here, we may cautiously sug-

gest that grammatical category is to be ordered as the fourth

order constraint.

The hierarchical ordering of the four constraints that

we have isolated so far is illustrated in Figure 5, using the

figures derived in Tables 17-20.

Following the conventions we have used for incorporating

the hierarchical ordering of constraints into a grammar of PRE

phonology that formally admits variability, we can summarize

our conclusions concerning the effect of various constraints

on d deletion by the following rule:

V

(38) d 4 (0) / I-# ##A -V

LB -stress

This rule indicates that the first order constraint is

whether the underlying 'd is followed by vowel/nonvowel;

second order, whether the preceding vowel is stressed/un-

stressed; third order,-whether it follows an internal/non-

internal word boundary; fourth order, whether it functions

as a past/nonpast marker. Implicit in the use of the capital

Greek prescripts is the fluctuation of the plus or minus values.

The value that is given in the formalization of the constraint

favors the operation of the rule, while the opposite value

inhibits it. Thus, for example, if the value of the following

vowel is -, as stated in the rule (# #A-V), the deletion rule

is favored, but if it is +, then it is inhibited As with the

(i; -PAST)
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+Past d

6/31 19.4%
+Gram d

6/35 17.1%

+Stress -Past d

54/293 18.4% 0/4 0,0%

-Gram d

00+4,
48/258 18.67

70/340 20,6' +Past d

3/11 27.3%
4-Gram d

!;/19 26.3%.

-Stress
-Past d

16/47 _54.07,
2/8 25.0%

-Gram d

11/28 39.3'4

+Past d

+Gram d
9/26 34.6%

+Stress 14/34 41.21,
-Past d

245/481 50.97
5/8 62.5%

-Gram d

231/347 66.6%

44-V
+Past

^6/10

d

427/737 57.9'/,
60.0%

4-Gram d

40/54 74.1'',
-Past d

-Stress 32/44 72.77
182/256 71.1'5

-Gram d

142/202 70.37

Figure .
Hierarchical ordering of four constraints on d deletion

for Puerto Rican informants.
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other variable rules states, the relation of variable con-

straints in terms of favoring and inhibiting( deletion should

be read following the principle of geometric ordering: that

is, the relative frequency of constraints should be read as

follows:

A B
....

Constraint Rank

4.r
-V -Stress -0 (Does not apply) >

-V -Stress +0 - Past >

-V -Stress +0 + Past >

-V +Stress -4 (Does not apply) >

-V +Stress -1-# - Past >

-V +Stress -4- + Past >

+V -Stress ..i (Does not apply) >

+V -Stress -i,-T - Past >

+V -Stress -i4 + Past >

+V +Stress ..: (Does not apply) >

+V +Stress -i-, - Past >

+V +Stress 4-° + Past

The incidence of deletion is greatest when all the values are

identical to those given in the formalization, and least when

all the opposite values obtain.

5.3 The incidence of 0 for underlying t . Up to this point,

we have only looked at 0 realization with respect to 'cr. But

it can also be noted that there is some deletion of underlying

t in words such as [1,,] 'cat', [rabll 'rabbit', and trael

'right', The frequency for t deletion is given in Table 21.

The figures are broken down on the basis of whethe- the follow-

ing environment is vocalic or nonvocalic, since we previously

observed the importance of this distinction for d deletion.
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Table 21. Frequency of 0 realization for potential t when
followed by a vowel or a nonvowel for Puerto
Rican informants.

No. del./Total

del.

ifr #-V

49/459 219/617

10.7 35.5

The above table plainly indicates a constraint on t deletion

that is quite identical to that which we observed for d dele-

tion, namely, that a following nonvowel favors deletion greatly

over a following vowel.

Since there are obvious similarities in terms of the out-

put of phonological realizations for d and t, we may ask what

the relation of these two types of processes is, and how t

deletion may fit into the constraints we already established

for d. Of the four constraints we have already icsolated for

d, only the following vowel/nonvowel and the stressed/un-

stressed syllable can be investigated for t since postvocalic

t cannot have any grammatical function. It is, however, pos-

sible that there is a constraint based on whether the under-

lying alveolar is L. or t.e. The figures for these three

potential constraints are given in Table 22.

Several observations can be made on the basis of Table 22.

First, the way we have set up the table indicates that the

first order constraint for alveolar stop deletion is the fol-

lowing environment. An examination of the cross-products fur-

ther indicates that the second order constraint is whether the

underlying form is t. or A comparison of the figures

clearly indicates that d favors the operation of the deletion

rule over t. The influence of stress does not show up for t

as clearly as it does for d, but this may be due to the fact

that there are relatively few examples of t in unstressed

environments: If stess is a constraint on t deletion as it is
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Table 22. Frequency of 0 realization for potential t and
poteutial d in stressed and unstressed environ-
ments for Puerto RLeaa itifonllaats,

-V

Stressed Unstressed Stressed Unstressed

No. del./total 4OP445 3/15 54/293 16/47

del. 10.3 20.0 18.4 34.0

stressed Unstressed Stressed Unstressed

N'. det.h.)tal 16/44 204/573 245/481. 182/256

del. )6.4 33.6 50.9 71.1

for d, we would clearly expect that it is a minor one. It is

obviously ordered after the following vowel/nonvowel and the

voiceless/voiced constraints.

The generalization of the deletion rule to include t as

well as d means that we will have to revise Rule (38). The

effect of whether the underlying source is L or "d also

will have to be incorporated into the variable constraints.

Our rule is now stated as:

(39)

-voc

+ant

+cur

-nas
[11

-4 (0) /
r'-stress

[B +voice ## A -V
E - PAST

It should be noted that because of the way we have writ-

ten Rule (39) it only handles the case of alveolar deletion

following a vowel for constricted r). Some treatments of

alveolar deletion have incorporated it as part of a more gen-

eral rule, including d that is part of a consonant cluster as

well as d that follows a vowel. This is what Labov (1969:748)

has June, as indicated in the following rule:
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L,d (0)/ P(- V)

Although consonant cluster.reduction is an integral part

of PRE tsee Wolfram 1921:3O6-60), we have chosen to keep the

two rules separate hero. In part, this is duo to the fact

that consonant cluster reduction can affect all final stops

in which the members of the cluster share the feature of

voicing (Wolfram 1969:31). Ihis means that clusters such as

sp, Id, st, sk, etc., can he acc.)unted for by a general con-

sonant cluster reduction rule. The way Labov (1969) has set

up the rules, clusters involving t and d are accounted for in

the same rule as t and d following vowels:' he needs another

rule to account for the reduction of clusters such as sk, sp,

etc. By setting up the L and d deletion rule following vowels

separately, the consonant cluster rule can operate more gen-

erally. Another motivating factor in setting up the rule

differently is found in the different orders of constraints.

The ordering of constraints for t and d deletion following a

vowel appears to he somewhat different Cram the ordering of

constraints for consonant cluster reduction. We could, of

course, set up a disjunctive rule to handle this discrepancy,

but this is not a great deal more economical when we consider

the additional rule that is still needed to handle other

types of consonant cluster reduction. Until we have addi-

tional motivation, then, we will keep these two rules apart.

It should also be noted that we have chosen to represent

the 0 realizations for t and d as deletion processes rather

than as assimilation and subsequent degemination. Bailey

(1969b) considers standard English to assimilate t and d to

following labials and velars, e.g. righk kite, goob bye.

The fact that we get deletion before vowels and pauses as

well as consonants, however, cautions us against this
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interpretation for PRE'. Although it might still be possible

to write the rule as involving assimilation, if we followed

Bach and Harms (1972) "crazy rules", this solution does not

seem very satisfying. In particular, deletion preceding a

pause seems t3 militate against interpreting it as assimi-

lation in PRE. Furthermore, the generality of 0 realization

before any consonant appears to be more characteristic of

deletion than of assimilation.

5.4 Che comparison of d and t deletion in Puerto Rican and

Black Fetish. In the course of our previous discussion, we

have mentioned the fact that d and t deletion has been des-_

cribud for Black English in several different geographical

locations, including Washington, D.C., Detroit, and New York

City. On this basis, we may conclude that a certain amount

of this deletion is an integral part of, Black English. Since

the surrounding black community is the main source of non-

Puerto Rican contact, it is therefore important to compare d

and t deletion for these two populations in order to see if

we can attribute this process in PRE to linguistic assimila-

tion to the surrounding community. In Table 23 we compare

the tabulations of d deletion for the Puerto Rican and the

black informants in our corpus. In this table, we have

broken down the figures on the basis of only three environ-

mental categories: following vowel/nonvowel, stressed/un-

stressed syllable, and grammatical/nongrammatical function

of J.

Where there are suffictent numbers of examples to allow

comparison, it in obvious that d deletion is much more fre-

quent in Puerto Rican English than it is in Black English.

If we collapse, the distinction between grammatical and non-

grammatical functions of d, because of the paucity of examples

of grammatical d in some of the above categories, we find that
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table 13. C.,waris ,11 ,1 0 Ovlti..n 1.t- Puvrt Rican and black inf..rritants.

St

.

f.%tst r, s Ned

N.ifilt (,r.111.

s sod

s.,110"artl.

L'ilstrvssed

6r,tra. Noodram,.

..3/2.,r3 V14 11/29 14fl'.. 231/44; 4)/54 142/202deLitic..11
1..1 19.') 26.) 19.3 74.1 NJ

Black

N dot ./roca 1 )/14 10/93 1/2 4/22 14/31 62/183 3/10 35/69

del. 10,3 30),0 18.2 42.4 )1.9 30,0 50.7

there is a clear-cut difference in the degree of deletion for

the two groups for all environments. This combination of cate-

gories is given in Table 24.

Table 24, comparison of d deletion combining grammatical and
nongrammatical functions of d for Puerto Rican and
black informants.

Stressed Unstressed

##-V

Stressed Unstressed

Puerto Rican

No. del./Total 54/293 16/47 245/481. 182/256

del. 18.4 34.0 50.9 71.1

Black

No. del. /Total 11/107 5/24 76/216 38/79

del, 10.3 20.8 35.2 48.1

Table 24 leaves little doubt that d deletion is consider-

ably mire frequent in the speech of Puerto Ricans than of blacks.

If Puerto Ricans have the deletion rule much more frequently

than blacks, we may ask whether this rule can be attributed

simply to the influence of the surrounding linguistic community.

In the previous discussion of morpheme -final we observed that

the assimilation variant is found to a significantly lesser de-

gree in the Puerto Rican community. It the realization of f for
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underlying 0 is a typical case of assimilation, and it appears

to be so, then d deletion cannot be attributed simply to assimi-

lation from the surrounding black community.

At this point we .rust tern to the possible influence of

Puerto Rican Spanish that is carried over in the speech of

second generation Puerto Ricans. As we have mentioned pre-

viously, one of the characteristic features of Puerto Rican.

Spanish is the deletion of underlying d in syllable-final

position. (As in English, this is not a categorical process,

but a variable one.) There are, then, two possible sources

for d deletion: the surrounding black community and Puerto

Rican Spanish. We can hypothesize that it is the convergence

of these sources, rather than one source alone, that accounts

for the higher incidence of deletion among Puerto Ricans than

blacks.

The possible convergence .of sources for d deletion can be

examined further by isolating the Puerto Rican informants who

have extensive black contacts from those who have restricted

black contacts. Table 25 gives the breakdown of deletion on

the basis of three groups: blacks (n); Puerto Ricans with

extensive black contacts (PR /BL); and Puerto Ricans with

restricted black contacts (PR). The figures are broken down

on the basis of the following environment and the stress of the

preceding vowel, as was done in Table 24.

The figures in Table 25 indicate that, with one exception,

the incidence of deletion is greatest for the PR/BL's, next

greatest for the PR's, and least for the BL's. The one excep-

tion, 'V in an unstressed syllable, is found in the cate-

gory wick the smallest number of examples, which probably ac-

counts for the discrepancy. We may hypothesize that the fig-

ures for the PR /BI, group are due to the fact that these speakers

are reinforcing the process of deletion that they may assimilate

on the basis of their close contacts with blacks with a process

that might be attributable to Spanish influence.
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Table 25. Comparison of d deletion for BL, PR/BL, and
PR informants.

BL

Stressed

?i=A'

Unstressed

#-V

Stressed Unstressed

No. del./Total 11/107 5/24 76/216 38/79

del. 10.3 20.8 35.2 48.1

PR/BL

No. del./Total 17/64 3/14 54/95 59/75

7, del. 26.5 21.4 56.8 78.7

PR

No. delifotal 37/229 13/33 191/386 123/181

7: del. 16.2 39.4 49.5 68.0

In the preceding discussion, we have restricted ourselves

to the comparison of d deletion for the Puerto Rican and the

black groups. But we can also look at these groups with re-

spect to t deletion. ,In Table 26 the figures'for t deletion

are given for the black group and the two Puerto Rican groups

delimited above. hue to the small number of examples in un-

stressed syllables, we will break down the environments only

on the basis of whether the following segment is vowel or non-

vowel.

Several observations can be made on the basis of Table 26.

First, both Puerto Rican groups reveal a higher frequency of t

deletion than does the black group. Just as for d, there is

some explanation for this higher frequency when we look at

possible influence from Spanish. Word-final t in Spanish is a

relatively rare occurrence, so that we might expect a Spanish

speaker to realize 0 for t in word-final or syllable-final

position. however, when we compare the two Puerto Rican groups,
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Table 26. Comparison of t deletion
PR informants.

for BL, PR/BL, and

BL

-

No. del./Total I2/184 53 /255

dot. 6,5 20.8

PR/BL

No. del./Total 19/98 40/119

.7' del. 19.4 33.6

PR

No. del./total 30/362 180/498

del. 8.3 16.1

we find that the PR/BL group does not exceed the PR group in

both categories. Unlike the case of d, this does not seem to

be due to the limited number of examples, since both groups

appear to have sufficient numbers of examples for a clear-cut

pattern to emerge. If the difference between the two Puerto

Rican groups in other instances is the result of the influence

of Black English on the PR/BL's, then the fact that postvocalic

t deletion is a relatively restricted phenomenon in Black Eng-

lish may account for the Lack of differentiation in the fre-

quencies of PR and PR/EL groups in this instance.

5.5 -id absence. Until_ now, the only mention we have made of

the morphophonemic realization -id for the -ed suffix has been

in connection with the rule that deletes the final d, so that

we have items like [rt
I*
di] and [citil for raided and cheated

respectively. The absence of d in these instances has been

tabulated along with other examples of potential d in un-

stressed syllables. But it is also noted that there are in-

stances in which the entire morphophonemic form appears to be
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absent. Fasold (19/2:4l) has noted the some typo of absence in

both Black English and standard English. These instances are

accounted for by several types of phonological processes.

to state it briefly, r,,,;.)12 (1 );2) has suggested that in-

stead of a simple phonological process that deletes the entire

-4d form, there is a series of phonological processes that ac-

counts for this phenomenon. Some instances of absence pre-

ceding a vowel, e.g. precede it and invade it for preceded it

and invaded it respectively, can be attributed to the d dele-

tion described previously and the subsequent assimilation of

the remaining vowel 1 Co the following vowel. Fasold further

suggests that for cases in which base-final t or d is preceded

by a consonant, e.g. expect, bust, -Id absence may result from

the fact that these items are interpreted as ending only in the

first member of the cluster. If this is the case, the -id

forms are absent because of the morphophonemic restriction of

-id to base forms ending in t or d. Other cases, Fasold argues,

are accounted for by deletion of the vowel and subsequent de-

gemination or assimilation of the remaining d. When vowel

deletion takes place, the base-final t or d is contiguous to

the remaining d. If the base ends in t, an assimilation of t

to d may take place (giving [held] for hated and [t h rid] for

treated), and if d is contiguous to a d, degemination may take

place (giving (rE
I

d] for raided). The particular rules through

which Fasold eventually arrives at -Id absence in the surface

realization will not concern us here; thus, we will make no

attempt to summarize Fasold's specific rules and rule order-

ings What is of interest here is the fact that through a

series of phonological rules, it is possible to account for the

resultant loss of a syllable in the surface realization.

The first type of process Fasold mentions, i.e. the as-

similation of a vowel after d deletion that places 4 contiguous

to another vowel., is not found in our corpus. Since Fasold
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mentions that this occurs relatively infrequently, we cannot

be sure if this absence is accidental or significant. The

second reason for -4d absence, i.e. the interpretation of a

base-final cluster as containing only the first member, is

documented by ouly two examples:

(40) a. Like I used to he the war counselor...
so it all depend on what happened in the
first place. (35:14)

b. ...they could have arres' me.- (11:10)

Fasold notes that absence of this type is also to be expected

quite infrequently, and our data support this observation for

PRE.

Although there are a number of different contexts in which

deletion of the vowel and subsequent assimilation or degemin-

ation of the remaining d, the third.type of process (or, more

correctly, processes) occurs, there is one context in which

surface syllable reduction is quite common, namely, when the

verb is followed immediately by a gerundive nominal. Specif-

ically, this involves one verb, start, in sentences such as:

(41) a. He star(d) talking to my mother.

b. He star(d) coming every day.

There are actually three types of realizations that can

be observed in the monosyllabic realization of this form:

star (or phonetically [sta:1), start, or stard. In Table 27,

we have separated the frequency of syllable loss for the BL,

PR/BL, and PR informants into two main categories: (1) in-

stances in which start is monosyllabic, i.e. [sta(r)],

[sta(r)t1, or [st_a(r)d]; (2) instances in which it is bisyl-

labic, i.e. [sta(r)t {l or [stars[.

There is an obvious difference in the realizations of

started as monosyllabic or blsyllabic, particularly when we

compare the informants with the BL informants. The difference

in the realizations between these groups is quite significant
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l'abh.. 27. Comparison of monosyllabic and hisyllabic reali-
zations of started in gerundive nominal con-
structins f.or RI,, PR/BL, and Ph informants.

Monys.y112tii..e. id sy I. lahie :. Nanosv 1 Lillie

hi. 20 11 1).`4.. '')

PR/ iih .'4 4 30.0

PR 4b 2/.0

(Chi square p - .00!). Although there are too few examples for

the PR/RI, informants to come to clear-cut conclusions, the fre'-

quency ,if monosyllabic forms falls between the two groups, as

we might expect.

We may hyp,th si2e that the relative infrequency of the

monosyllabic realisations of started is due to the difference

in the tendency to reduce syllables as observed in Spanish and

English. [here is a well-known tendency in English, an accent-

Limed language, to reduce the vowels in unstressed syllables

and, in some instances, to completely elide entirQ syllables

in unstressed environments. In Spanish, a syl lable -timed

language, v,wels in unstressed syllables do not reduce as they

do in English, and the tendency to elide complete svilablesis

much weaker. ibis tendency, then, may be the reason that there

is a signiiicant difference between the incidences of monosyl-

labic realizatims of started when the black informants are

clrapared with t he hiert ) can inf,)rmants . To verity this

hyp,,thesis t ur eomplete satisfaction, h-)wever, we would

need t, e rapare time incidence of m losyl labic realisations for

started in standard rhglish and in other nInstandard varieties

English.

concludin4 inn discussion of -id here, we must

merit: ,n two type's of -4d presence where it is not nrrmally

expected in standard English. First, we 'observe siveral
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instances in which -40 is realied as a suffix On a base ending

in I. or d when the eorrespondin standard English constructiong

does toot distinguish between past and present tense forms of

the verb. he thus have:

t 42) a. ...and it hurted. 122:21

b. [ gotted a thirty -five. (44:3)

This type of -ed f,rm is obviously an analogical formation on

unmarked past tense \erh:-,, ending in L or d, and is not unique

PRE. Se'..eral instances of this analogical formation are

found for the 51, informants as well, e.g. they betted on him

(1,::'); if als, tan be observed in various nonstandard white

dialects (and, perhaps, iu some standard dialects as well).

The oter typo of -Id formation has not, to my knowledge,

been observLd in ,ther nonstandard dialects of English. This

is the doable or ple,na8tic marking if the -ed suffix, as in:

(43) a. right there it eudeded. (29:3)

...t-o see what they wanteded to do. (22:5)

e. ...he commandeded the seventy-three. (43:6)7

This pleonastic -ed marking appears t he a type of structural

hypercorrection that occurs JS a compensition for the EnglIsIi

tendency to elide svIlahlos. On the what?, this type of hyper -

correction is quite infrequent, although there is one speaker
s.

in our corpus I Informant 29) who has pleonastic -ed. raaeking on

five out ot seven potential instances of -ed, as illustrated

in the following examples:

(44) a. ...and so they starteded running and
favlor's friend got shot. (29:2)

...and they starteded running. (29:2)

c. ...and they wantcdcd t attack them. (29:3)

d. ...right there it endeded. (29:3)

e. ...they wanteded to fight for Leemen Village
territory. (29:-))

Although this type of hypercorreetion may he expected infrequently
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t or s mu PRI 5iidk't s uHdt uequency at LS,1C by this

inI .) r,nan t appears t hc quiteti lltncsuti 1 And !1,1.,' idi Os ync ra tic

of 1 tou oniIerlviuz d . In the above dis-

cussion, we have dealt Ink' wi Eh various aspects of underlying

d and t deletion. But we observed at the outset that it

is also p )ssible rca Ii c d as L. Phonetically, this may

he in unreleased iii' loss alveolar 1, a glottal stop L1,

it a co-articulated glottal and unreleased alveolar stop [9t1].

This feature, slmetimes referred to as devaicinit, should not he

confused with the lack (f voicing through Ole voiced stops in

standard English (sometimes represented as [ d 1). Perceptually,
r,

these two Lypcs I devoicing appear to be quite distinct. Pre-

vious studies of dev)icing, done exclusively on Black English

(Wolfram 1)69 and Fasold 1972), have indicated that it is a

process that applies to many more consonants than just d; in

fact, it is true of all voiced obstruents to some extent. The

realization of t )1- d in word-final position has also been

meationed as a possible interference variant from Spanish be-

cause of the lack of contrast between d and t in word-final

otsition i Spanish. As an interference variant, however, it

does not appear to acetic very extensively for most speakers,

All 'Table. 2S, we have tabulated the frequencies,of t, i,e.

ft A, ,P1, at, ('t. 1, realization for underlying d . The per-

centazes of t realization are calculated in relation to the

fatal number of t and d realizatirils. Cases of 0 realization

treated prectously are nut considered in this table. Pwo en-

vironments are distinguished, vocalic and nonvocalic. It

should he noted that our definition oi fallowing vocalic en-

vironment is quite rigid, so that any slight pause be

potential d and a following vowel is classified as nonvocalic.

We will see that this careful discrimination of pause follow-

i.ng potential d is of particular importance because of the
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effect of the constraint, of pause on the incidence of t. ('he

cacec;ory t includes WI, [ I, and [ phonetically; d in-

etudes (3 , (di, and 3 1.

Table 26. Frequency of I realization for potential d in
vocalic and oonvocalic environments for Puerto
Rican informants.

40-V

t 9 134

No. d 261 176

3.3 43,2

Table 28 indicates quite clearly that t realization of

underlying d Ls a phonological process that is largel.y con-

filled to nonvocalic environments. En fact, the incidence of

t. in vocalic environments is so limited that we may ask if the

few instances that we have are a legitimate part of the dialect

or some type of "speaker error", Typically, d is realized as

a flapped alveolar (d] in intervocalic position. The low in-

cidence of t preceding a vowel converges with the observation

of d devoicing in both Wolfram (1969:99) and Pasold (1972:55).

Although both of these studies mention the low incidence of t

in vocalic environments, Fasold nonetheless considers that

these rare instances should still be accounted for in the gram-

mar of black English. Fasold, in fact, regards it as important

evidence for ordering the constraints on variability as he does,

a matter which we will return to in more detail later.

One of the variable constraints mentioned in previous

studies of devoicing is stress. It has been suggested (Wolfram

1969:102) that unstressed syllables favor the devoicing rule.

In Table 29, we present frequencies of t realization based on

the distinction between stressed and unstressed environments,

Since we have already noted that t for d is almost categorically
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absent preceding a vowel, we will only give the incidence of t

far d in nanvocaIie environments.

Table 29. Frequency of t realization for potential d in
stressed and unstressed environments for Puerto
Rican informants.

Stressed

No. t. 94

N. d 1.42

39,8

Unstressed

40

34

54.1

file observation of the influence of stress reported in previous

studies of devoicing is confirmed in PRE. The realization of

t for d is favired in unstressed environments and inhibited in

stressed ones.

Another factor that has been observed to influence the

relative frequency of t in nonvocatic environments is the dis-

tinction between underlying d followed by a consonant and

that followed by a pause of some type. Pause is seen to favor

the incidence of t (Wolfram 1969:101). In Table 30, the effect

of tiiis constraint is considered. Terminal pause and non-

terminal pause (any hesitation following potential d) are not

distinguished in our tabulations. tabulations are broken down

into stressed and unstressed environments on the basis of our

previously determined constraint.

['here is an obvious effect on L realization based on the

distinction between a following pause and a following consonant,

but the ordering of the constraints is somewhat unclear. The

implied order in Table 30 is that stress is hierarchically

ranked hefore the following pause, but the two crucial cross-

products for this decision, i.e. Stressed, and Unstressed,

,="C, are so close that there is no significant difference.

The difference between Stressed, and Unstressed,
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is significant, but since these are not the crucial cross-

products to compare when detC,rmining the ordering of constraints,

ally decision about ordering will have to bc somewhat arbitrary.

Cable 30. Frequency )f t realization for potential d in four
environments fur Puerto Rican informants.

Stressed Unstressed

No. t 37 57 10 30

No. cl Si) 92 14 20

t 42.5 38.3 41.7 60.0

In Wolfram's (1969:101) study of constraints on t for d,

the possibility following voicing has also been investigated,

but has been found to be of no consequence. A similar tabula-

tion for these data in stressed syllables also reveals that it

is of no significance. In fact, t realization is slightly

more frequent when followed by a voiced consonant than when

followed by a voiceless one.) This, however, is contrary to

Fasold's (1972) findings for devoicing in Washington working-

class black speech. Our impression, then, is that if voicing

is a constraint on L fur d, it is a very minor one.

At this point, we can summarize the constraints that we

have established in terms of a variable rule for devoicing,

formalized as:

(45) d -4 t/

[ A -stress]

V

B - segment)

Several points need to be noted in our formalization of

Rule (45). in the first place, we have written the rule so

that it operates only in nonvocalic environments. This means

that we are assuming that the phonological process is pro-

hibited from operating before a vowel, i.e. an immediately

following vowel without any intermittent pause. The rare cases
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of t before vowels whieh we mentioned earlier are dismissed as

pertotmance factors or some type. this decision is a statistical

one, i,ased on the ['act that t. for d preceding a vowel occurs in

less than 5 percent of a11 cases. if we were to account for

these infrequent instances in our formal statement, the dis-

tinction between foilowing vowel/nonvowel would obviously be the

first irder constraint.

fhe hierarchy of constraints formalized here is quite dif-

ferent trom the one suggest ed by Fasold (1972:47) for Black

English. Fasold suggests that the first order constraint is

voicing /voicelessness, the second order constraint is the

absence/presence of a vowel, and the third order constraint is

the presence /absence of a pause. lie does not mention the pos-

sible constraint of stress, presumably because there are too

-few examples in his data for him to make his calculations so

detailed. Although his suggested hierarchy of constraints

would, on the surface, appear to be radically different from

the one suggested here, some of this is due to his interpre-

tation of the distinction between a following vowel/nonvowel

as a genuine constraint on variability. Once he concludes that

vowel/nonvowel is a legitimate constraint, he unites the voicing

of the following vowel (since in English all vowels are voiced)

and the voicing of the following consonants together as the

most inhibiting factor on d devoicing, whereas the lack of

voicing is the factor that favors it most. If Fasold were to

interpret the following vowel as categorically prohibiting de-

voicing, his constraints would be rearranged considerably and

would not conflict seriously with the ones suggested here.

So far, we have nut discussed the relation of the devoic-

ing rule (Rule (45)) to the deletion rule (Rule (39)) outlined

previously. Labov et al. (L968), in their treatment of these

relations, consider the output of the devoicing rule applied

to d to be a segment that, merges with L. The t, d deletion
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rule then operates OR the output of the devoicing rule. This

is, of course, based on the assumption that the output of d

devoiaing is identical to that 51. J. Fas.sid (1972:50-53),

however, raises the question of whether the phonetic outputs

from underlying d and t are identical. He notes that two

of the phonetic realizations of postvocalic, syllable-final

t and d are identical, namely, the unreleased stop HI

and the glottal t' I; the third variant, the co-articulated

glottal and unreleased stop rt71, however, appears to be

unique to the phonetic realization of underlying d If we

assume that Fasold is correct in his phonetic impressions, we

can raise the question of why this devoicing is unique to

d : is it a phonetic vestige of the underlying voiced seg-

ment, ,Jr is it due to some phonological environment that may

characterize d but not t ? It has been pointed out in

Wolfram (1970) that the lengthening of vowels that is char-

acteristic before voiced segments in English is still retained,

when underlying 'LI. is devoiced, giving phonetic items like:

(4b) a. I 'mad'

b. [ga:9t-I 'God'

This phonetic realization, noted for Black English, is also

characteristic of the PRE phonetic realizations of PCI.°

Now, if this is the case, then it may be that the co-articulated

glottal and unreleased stop is a function of length and cannot

occur before underlying t.H. If we specify the ('2t-j realiza-

tion as a function of preceding length, we can account for the

realization of the unique variant for underlying .

Although the preceding discussion may appear to open up

the door for allowing d 4 t and t 4 0 as the logical relation

of the two processes, we must_ not forget the different fre-

quency distributions for the deletion of t and d. If we first

change d to t, then we have difficulty accounting for the clear-

cut preference for the deletion of underlying d' over :t.' (see
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ruble 22). We could revise our constraints so that preceding

vowel length is an important constraint on the deletion of t

in order to ,ustity L.1!),)V t al. (1968) orig-

inally suggested, but this solution seems to he somewhat ad

hoc. Despite the apparent reasonableness of the step-wise

gradation of devoicing from voicing through total deletion,

we must conclude with Faso1d that "dvvoicing and deletion are

linguistically separate phenomena" (Easold 1972:53)1.°

5,7 flie comparison of I for underlying d in Puerto Rican

and Black English. We have previously mentioned that t for

underlying d is a characteristic of both Puerto Rican and

Black English. In fact, the variants that are initially set

forth for our analysis of t for underlying d in PRE are pre-

cisely the ones that both Wolfram (1969) and Easold (1972)

have identified tor Black English. It ;et remains, then, to

compare the incidence of t for underlying d among the Puerto

Rican and black informants. [his is done in Table 31 in which

figures are given for stressed and unstressed syllables and

for following consonant or pause.

As indicated in Table 31, the same general effect of en-

vironments is observed for the two groups. the major differ-

ence between ti,e groups is found in the frequency: the black

informants generally realize t more frequently than do the

Puerto Ricans. Although we note that t is somewhat more fre-

quent in black English than it is in Puerto Rican English, we

may recall that 0 realizations are more frequent in Puerto

Rican English. We may then ask how the groups contrast when

they are comoared in terms of the total frequency of non-d,

i.e. t or 0, realizations. the figures for the two non-d

realizations are given in Table 32. Figures are given only

for stressed and unstressed environments preceding a non-

vocalic environment.
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y V-
i'oble 31. Comparison of t ralizaLion for potential d in

folir flivironmnts for Puerto Rican and black
into rmant s

Stressed Unstressed

Puerto Rican

No. tr i3 i7 10 30

Na. d -)0 82 14 20

t 39.8 41.1) 41.7 60.0

Black

N. f. 2n 41 11 16

No. d 39 34 7

t 40.0 54.7 61,1 69.6

LabIe 32. Comparison of total non-d realizations in stressed
and unstressed environments for Puerto Rican and
black informants.

Stressed

Total

Nan-d d

Unstressed

Total
Nan-d

Puerto Rican

No. 243 90 335 481 182 41, 222 256

50.9 18.7 69.6 71.1 15.6 86.7

Black

No. 76 67 143 216 38 27 65 79

d 35.2 31.0 66.2 48.1 34.2 82.3

Cable 32 indicates that the two groups do not differ signifi-

cantly in terms of the total non-d realizations. However, they

do differ in the types of realizations: Puerto Rican English

shows the 0 realization significantly more frequently (Chi
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square p .001) than does Black English, whereas Black Eng-

lish realizes t m)re frequontly.

HYAtk, rasa itok at he ihcidens'e of t realization

for the hi,, PR/Rh, and PR informants. We hypothesize that

PR/8h informants will use t more frequently than do the PR

informants. Table 33, which compares the three grcur.,, allows

is to test our hypothesis. The realizations are ccmipared in

stressed and unstressed syllables and following consonant or

pause.

fahle 33. Comparison of t realization for potential d in four
environments for Rh, PR/BL, and PR informants.

BL
_.....

Stressed

##C

Unstressed

No. l 26 41 11 16

No. d 39 34 7 7

'. t 40.0 54.7 61.1 69.6

PORL

No. t 6 15 5 6

No. d 8 9 3 2

t. 42.9 62.5 62.5 75.0

1)R.

N. t 27 42 5 24

No. d 42 73 11 18

t 39.1 36.5 31.3 57.1

Despite the few examples in some of the categories de-

limited in Table 33, our hypothesis is confirmed: PR/BL in-

formants do rea1ize t more frequently than do PR informants.

In fact, the figures for the PR/BL group exceed (hut not to

any degree of statistical significance/ Lice frequer,ry of t

realization observed in the black group. IA> thus conclude
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that t realization is a feature that shows assimilation to

Black English. For Puerto Ricans, one o( the linguistic ef-

fects of extensive contacts with Black English speakers is the

increased frequency of t.

5.8 Summary. in the preceding' discussion, we have seen that

alveolar stop deletion following vowels and d devoicing are an

integral part of PRE. Unlike the case of e, which we discussed

in Chaptei Four, these processes cannot be accounted for solely

On the basis of assimilation to the surrounding Black-English-

speaking community. Rather, there appears to be a convergence

of a Black English phonological process and a process that

might be attributed to the influence of it.ilerto Rican Spanish.

Our conclusion that it is the combination of these sources that

accounts for alveolar deletion is based on the frequency dis-

tribution. If deletion were due simply to Puerto Rican Spanish

interference phenomena, we would not expect the high frequency

Level of occurrence, since straightforward interference for

these informants tends to he very low, so low that we previously

labeled it vestigial interference. On the other hand, if it

were due simply to assimilation to the black community, we

would not expect both those Puerto Ricans with extensive black

contacts and those with restricted black contacts to exceed

the frequency of occurrence found among Black English speakers.

But both groups have considerably more alveolar stop deletion

than the black group. We therefore conclude that the phono-

logical processes in Black English and Puerto Rican Spanish

are converging to account for the incidence of deletion.

The process of d devoicing may also he due, in part, to

converging processes, but it appears to be more sensitive to

assimilation to the black community than is deletion. This

conclusion is again based on the frequency levels: the fre-

quency levels for this feature indicate that Puerto Ricans
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with extensive black contacts may have a higher incidence of

devoicing than do speakers from the surrounding Black English

coovwlity, 1:)ot that Puert, Ricans with restricted black con-

tacts typically have a lower incidence than is found in Black

English.

There are two rules that are needed to formally account

for deletion and devoicing in PRE:

(47) --voc
-cont
Pant

4-cor

-nas

(48) -v

)nt

n L

-1-C or

-nas

-' (0) / [}-stress

(f-vd1) / r

0# A -V
[ B +voice

E - PAST

V r-v
A -stress B -segment

Both of these rules have a number of variable constraints

on their occurrence, demonstrating the regular patterning of

variability in PRE that matches variability studies in other

settings. Although it may be tempting to suggest that de-

letion operates on t after d has been devoiced to t, the evi-

dence does not support this conclusion. Linguistically these

tw) rules are quite independent, and we suggest that deletion

should he ordered before devoicing.

NOTES

1. What is transcribed here as a voiced stop often fades into
voicelessness [0d4 I. This is to be clearly differentiated
from the variants of t.

2. The wav in which Fasold (1972) uses the evidence from his
application of statistical tests to support his claims
aboot the validity of his constraints on variability can
be quite misleading. He applies the Chi square test of
statistical significance (which is, in itself, a very weak
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statistical calculation) for each major constraint he iso-
'Ites for d without reference to the intersection of other

straints. For example, he applies Chi square to the
,ry i:it-tense use of d, as opposed to other gram-

Loctions of d, without breakdown into other con-
striinto, he has isolated, such as the distinction between
d in vocalic and nonvocalic environments. Therefore,
when he concludes that the distinction between past and
other grannatical functions of d is significant, we cannot
be sure if this is a function of intersecting constraints
that he has not isolated, e.g. the fact that one grammatical
category may represent more instances in which it is fol-
lowed by a vowel. Curiously, his summary of the different
intersecting constraints neither gives the raw figures nor
applies any statistical test of significance (there is no
way of retrieving them from the other tables). It is in
this summary table that the breakdown of raw figures and
the application of statistical tests are most essential in
assessi4 the validity of the conclusions he draws from
the data.

3. by using the symbol to refer to the absence of something,
V, Labor has made it possible to regularize the con-

ventions so that plus (+) always favors and minus (-)
always inhibits the incidence of rule application. Fasold
(1972) has suggested that the use of to indicate the ab-
sence of something is preferable to simply + or - because
technically it is the absence or presence of environments
rather than the plus or minus values that affects vari-
ability.

4. In our tabulation of stressed and unstressed environments
for t, we counted only the incidence of t in unstressed
syllables or polysyllabic words. It is suspected that if
we had taken uns tressed syllables in terms of the context
of phrasal stress, our figures might be more convincing.

5. It is possible that there are some special cases in which
an assimilation process may be operating. For example,
with the item Let me, we get [1.mmil in the majority of
cases. if we do interpret this as assimilation, it ap-
pears that this type of assimilation is quite lexically
restricted.

h. For a comprehensive summary of the rules involved, see
Fasold (1972:99-114).

7. Although it might be suspected that these forms are cases
of verb + ed and the pronoun it (which could have the same
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phanetiL tcaliatiunl, the hroader context of these utter-
ances Is not indicate that this is the case.

Al h w, have u.,1 ule spec I fie tabulations of the di f-

ferent phonetic realixatians of the variant, it appears
that rt .1 is considerably more frequent among Black Eng-
lish speakers than it is amung Puerta Rican English
speakers.

5
9. Such a decision w,uld have to be based on the assumption

that this sart at ahanetic detail is available aL this
stage in the pholf.,1)gic,C rules. In most analyses, this
is information kit would mie in lower level rules than
the ones we are discussin are, and hence would not be
available as environmental nditioning.

1U. the imp'rtant principle that emerges from these relations
is that variable frequencies may provide important evi-
dence for "feeding" relationships and rule ordering. This
will be dist.ussed in detail in a future paper.



6 NEGATION

After looking exclusively at phonological aspects of PRE in

the previous two chapters, we turn our attention to a gram-

matical aspect of PRE. Our study of negation in this chapter

will allow us to compare and extend some of the general prin-

ciples that have emerged in our study of phonological variables.

Like other nonstandard varieties of English, the treatment of

negation in PRE is, in many respects, identical to its treat-

ment in standard English. It is beyond the scope of this study

to give a description of negation that would largely duplicate

or summarize other descriptions of standard Englishna,gationl

In this chapter, we will deal only with those aspects of PRE

that differ from standard English; standard English will be

used only as a point jf reference for the discussion of nega-

tion in PEE. Two main areas will he covered; (1) the use of

certain negative particles; (2) the use of negatives with

indefinites.

6.1 Negative particles. Ide will here concern ourselves with

sentential negation when the negative particle stands alone

or is attached to auxiliaries or the copula. (Its attachment

to indefinites and adverbs will be discussed in Section 6.2.)

The various morphophonemic realizations of the negative par-

ticle are discussed ..rider the alternant forms.

6.1.1. The use of no. In the overwhelming number of cases that
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we have in our corpus, the particle not and its morphophonemic

alternates occur with auxiliaries and copulas, the same way

that they do in standard English. 'Thus, the following type of

construction is commonplace:

(49) a. They won't be able to win. (5:3)

b, The cats can't get in the coop. (10:2)

c. Why don't yOu give those pants a break. (14:5)

d. He's not nuts. (28:8)

But there are several cases that depart from the standard

English expectations in ways that are quite predictable from

the use of the Spanish particle no. We have:

(50) a. He no have to pay nobody money. (27:10)

h. You no smell no nasty air. (44:5)

c. It no gonna get you nowhere. (I1:12)

d. I n) used to it. (22:11)

The uses illustrated in (50) can, of course, be related to the

Spanish particle no, in Spanish sentences like:

(51) a. No va a is casa. is not going to the
house'.

b. No esta aquf. 'He is not here'.

Several aspects of this apparent influence from Spanish

must he mentioned. In the first place, the use of the par-

ticle no for sentential negation is quite rare in PRE. There

are only 10 examples of this type in the entire corpus, repre-

senting less than 2 percent of all potential occurrences.

Furthermore, only 5 of the 29 informants actually use the form,

and even among these informants, it is used very infrequently.

In fact, none of the speakers who uses it does so in more than

percent of all potential occurrences.

It is further observed that 6 of the 10 occurrences appear

where don't might be used in standard English. This stands to

reason when we observe that don't in some nonstandard dialects

can be realized as n1 and even [ouj because of the operation
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of phonological processes that reduce it (see Labov et al.

1968:251). This makes phonetic realizations of don't And no

very close. the difficulty we faced in determining which form

occurred for a number of cases in allegro speech is perhaps the

best testimony of how close these can be

There are also three examples of no used in a negativized

copula, as in (50c) and (50d). In these cases, it is inter-

esting to note that there is no surface realization of the

copula. Also conspicuous by its absence is the change of

linear order that might have been predicted from Spanish be-

cause the particle no is always preauxiliary. But there are

no cases like:

(52) a. *110 no can do it.

h. *He no is here.

Sentences like (52) are quite common negative patterns in the

first stages of English acquisition by Spanish speakers, but

they are not present at all in our corpus.

Although there are no examples of no for didn't, there are

two cases in which not is used in a way that reflects this

',..Spanish influence, as in:

(53) He not even missed one guy. (22:8).

The infrequent use of the particle no in a way that re-

veals Spanish influence indicates that it cannot be described

as a characteristic of PRE. Even speakers who have it use it

so seldom that it can hardly be considered an integral part of

the varieties of PRE that we are dealing with here. The major-

ity of cases in which it is used reflects a relatively unobtru-

sive use of no (for don't) because of phonetic similarity. We

conclude, then, that the occasional uses of no are matters of

vestigial interference that parallel the vestigial interference

pattern we have already cited in our description of phonological

variables.
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6.1.2 the use of ain't, Ain't in PIll". may have several differ-

ent functions, and is used in a way quite similar to its uses

in other nonstandard varieties of English, both white and

black.

t.

am )

6.1,2,1 Ain' for are
/

...

+ not. In the first place, ain't
is 1

may correspond to standard English
am

are + not. This standard
is

English negative construction may he alternately realized as

ram
(1) Cull copula and full negative: are

is

r' m`m

copula and full nogative: 're + not; or (3) full copula and

+ not; (2) contracted

contracted negative:
(aren't)
isn't

We may get:

(54) a. I ain't, a greedy guy. (9:10)

h. You ain't gonna do nothing to that
problem. (14:4)

c. They know he ain't gonna beat him up. (9:4)

Although one might have the initial impression that ain't

occurs almost categorically as a correspondent for the three

alternative standard English.types, its actual frequency is

less than 50 percent of all potential occurrences, i.e. where

one of the three types of standard English alternates may occur.

But, as we shall see, there is considerable variety in the

realization of the nonstigmatized alternatives.

In the first place, the full forms (am not, are not, and

is not) are relatively rare in standard English and are used

mostly for negative emphasis. in our corpus, the full forms

are also quite infrequent; in fact, there are only three full

negative + full copula forms that occur, and these seem to be

used emphatically, as in:
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t55) the winter is nLit like here. (23:3)

this leaves the standard forms 'm /'re /'s + not and aren't/

isn't as the candidates for alternation with nonstandard ain't:

The alternation among these three types is shown in the follow-

ing table:

Table 34. Frequency of ain't usage for Puerto Rican informants.,

No, of Total

'm/'re /'s + not 56 45.2

aren't/isn't 5 4.0

ain't 63 50.8

Total 124

It should he obvious from the above table that the alterna-

tives for our Puerto Rican informants are primarily 'm /'re /'s +

not and ain't. In fact, the incidence of aren't/isn't is so

small that we can hardly consider it an integral part of the

dialect of most speakers. Aren't does not occur at all in the

corpus, so the conclusion about its status is self-evident.

Although isn't accounts for all five occurrences of this type,

one speaker is respOnsible for three of these. Based on other

criteria, e.g. the fact that he has the second lowest frequency

of multiple negation of all the informants, we can suggest that

this speaker is not entirely representative of the nonstandard

dialect(s) present in our corpus. We cautiously conclude that

the rare occurrences of isn't are due to dialect importation

from standard English. On the other hand however, fluctuation

between 'm /'re /'s + not and ain't is inherently variable in the

dialect(s) of our informants.

Having established the inherent variability of 'm /'re /'s +

not and ain't, we can now turn to possible constraints on the

occurrence of these forms. For example, is there any constraint

that might take the fluctuation between 'm /'re /'s + not and ain't
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in the following sentence out of the realm of "random option-

ality", i.e. the absence of constraints on the relative fre-

qaency Jt Iccurrence!

(5o) No, I'm not gettin' off this car; we ain't
doin' nothinl, we just sitEinl down. (26:8)

One way in which we can break the variants down is accord-

ing to the copula form to which not is attached, i.e. am, are,

or is:

Table 35. Frequency of ain't usage for contracted copula +
not for Puerto Rican informants.

am are is

No 'Wire Is i- not 23 24 14

No. ain't 7 28 28

ain't 23.3 53.8 66.7

The most striking difference shown In the above table is

that between am and are/is (Chi square is p < .01), although

there is also a minor frequency difference between are and is.

In attempting to account for the most significant frequency

difference, we must refer to our observation that ain't is

used predominantly as a correspondent of standard English

aren't and isn't. In current standard English, am + not does

not have a parallel negative construction: that is, *amn't

does not occur. We would expect less use of ain't where

standard English has no corresponding contraction because of

its predominant correspondence for negative contractions.

Another possible constraint that has been investigated

with reference to the relative frequency of ain't is the in-

fluence of multiple negation: that is, when the negative con-

cord rule has applied to a sentence, does this favor the oc-

currence of ain't? We may hypothesize that a sentence like:

(37) That man ain't nowhere in sight. (11:9)
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in which the negative concord rule has applied, is more likely

to contain ain't than is ono in which the negative concord

rule clnnq Apply, e.g. fle'snotjj(lnow. lire following

table summarizes the relationship between multiple negation

and ain't iii the data, dividing the structures on the basis of

the contrast of am, are, and is, as suggested above;

Table 3u. Frequency of ain't usage in multiple and nonmultiple
negative clauses for Puerto Rican informants.

Multikle Negative Clauses Nonmultipte Negative Clauses

No. ain't/focal '7' ain't No. ain't/Total 7, ain't

am 3/7 42.9 4/23 17.4

are 29/24 83.3 8/18 44.4

is lb/21 76.2 L2/33 36.4

total 39/32 75.0 24/74 12.4

The effect of multiple negation is to increase the likeli-

hood of ain't occurrence. In tact, this constraint has a

str)nger influence than whether or not the form to which the

negative is attached is am; We thus conclude that the con-

straint of multiple negation is first order and that +am is

second order. We may suggest the following hierarchical order-

ing fir the constraints given in Table 36.

Formalizing the hierarchy of constraints into a rough

am
approximation of the rule by which we derive ain't from are

is.

+ not, we may get:

(58) ('am

flare

ris

4 cy / not X A[+Neg)

where +Neg and not are members of the same
clause
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this rule summarizes the geometrical ordering given in Figure 6:

the Iirst order constraint is whether ain't occurs is the con-

text M. multiple negation; the second .,rder constraint, whether

it is plus or minus underlying

straint, whether it is plus or

SIN

ARE; and the third

minus underlying

-am

order con-

IS.

+a re

20/24 83.3%

-are
36/45

+am

80.0%

'39/52

-MN

75.0' 16/21 76.2%

3/7

-am

42.9Z
+are

8/18 44.4%

-are
20/51

frim

39.2;

24/74

Figure

32,4:'

6. Hierarchical ordering

12/33 36.4%

4/23 17.4%

of three constraints on ain't
occurrence for Puerto Rican informants.

6.1.2.2 Ain't for have not. As in other nonstandard English

dialects, ain't can also he used in PRE as a correspondent for

standard English have + not.

(59) I ain't been to no fight vet. (11:11)

But there also appears to be inherent fluctuation between this for
- -

and have n-A; in tact of all potential occurrences ar

realized by have + not.

(60) I haven't met their family. (18:8)

Most of our PRE speakers must be characterized as having this sort

of riation inherent in their dialect.

Although we have too few potential occurrences of have + not

to do an analysis of the contextual constraints on the frequency c

ain't, which might parallel the analysis we did for arell + not, u

is J
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might predict that the constraint of multiple negation would

have a similar effect, i.e. raising the incidence of ain't.

hut, on the ether hand, we would not expect person/number to

be relevant to the variability of have + not and ain't, since

there is no structural motivation of the type we presented

earlier for am on which to base such a prediction.

6.1.2,3 Ain't: with got. Ain't can also occur as a negativized

auxiliary form with pt as a main verb. We thus get:

(61) a. He ain't got no good education. (21:15)

h. He ain't got no clothes, wear no
clothes. (42:2)

As we might suspect, this form also fluctuates with a less

stigmatized variant, lint instead of alternating with have + not

or{am} + not, the predominant variation in this case is be-
is

tween ain't and do + not, because of the status of got as a

main verb. We get:

(62) a. If you don't got nothing to do in the
summer, you go to it. (22:11)

b. I.don't got no time to play. (14:2)

Of the 13 examples of the Neg + got construction, 8 of them

occur with don't and 5 with ain't.

6.1.2.4 Ain't for didn't. In addition to the previously men-

tioned uses of ain't, it is also observed that there are oc-

casional uses of ain't as a correspondent of standard English

didn't. We thus have:

(63) a. I ain't do this, I ain't do that. (18:5)

b. Taylor, he ain't jump, he was
carried down. (29:2)

This type of correspondence, when tabulated for the entire

Puerto Rican sample, accounts for only 5 percent of all po-

tential occurrences. What is more important, however, is the
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ta(A, that only o iniormants account for all occurrences of

ain't for didn't, and for these informants, it is used in 13

percent of all pitential occurrences.

)

I

Labov et at. (19U81 observe that the use of ain't for

tandard English didn't is one aspect of ain't usage in which
......,----

Mack En.; fish difters from white norwLandard speech. IL is

therefore instructive to note that of the 6 speakers who ac-

count f,)1- all .1cct'retiL:cs of ain't for didn't, 4 have exten-

sive black contacts. We conclude that. ain't for standard Eng-

lish didn't is a correspondent that is largely restricted to

those speakers who have direct contacts with blacks. It is

virtually nonexistent in the speech of Puerto Ricans with re-

stricted Mack covaactS.

6.1.3 Pleonastic tense marking with didn't. In negative

sentences containing the auxiliary didn't, tense may be marked

pleonastically in one variety of PRE: that is, tense may be

marked both in the negativiled auxiliary and in the main vertA

We get:

(64) a. I didn't did it. (27:8)

5. I didn't meant to say it that way. (11:5)

c. We didn't never called it a game. (20:2)

this type of pleonastic tense marking is found for a sig-

nificarit minority of the Puerto Rican informants (8 of 27 in-

formants who have five or more potential occurrences of past

tense negatives with didn't). Like other features which we

have discussed, pleonastic tense marking is not categorical;

it varies with the standard English forms of tense marking,

as in:

(65) a. I didn't even give him carfare to their
home. (27:12)

5. they didn't have what they usually have.
(30: 3)
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ihe relative frequency of pleonastic tense marking for

those speakers who use it ranges from 18 to 53 percent, but

generally the standard English tense-marking convention appears

to be more frequent than its nonstandard counterpart. (For

those speakers who have at least one instance of pleonastic

tense marking, 20 of the 5b potential occurrences (36 percent

are realized with the double marking.)

In attempting to account for the occurrence of pleonastic

tense marking, we apparently cannot turn to other nonstandard

dialects of English, as we have done for some of our other

features. In particular, there is no apparent influence from

Mack English to account for this phenomenon. Although [ahoy

cc al. (lin8:2-)9) and Fasold (personal communication) report

that there is an occasional occurrence of this sort of form,

bath seem to think that it is a type of performance error

rather than an integral pattern of the dialect. There are,

furthermore, no instances of this type of construction by the

black informants in our corpus and no correlation between its

usage and the extent of black contacts on the part of the

Puerto Rican informants. We can apparently, then, rule out

the influence of surrounding nonstandard dialects to account

for this phenomenon,

On the other hand, there is no direct influence from

Spanish that might account for this pleonastic tense marking,

since tense marking of this sort does not occur in Spanish,

But the lack of isomorphic correspondence does not necessarily

exclude indirect influence, e.g. hypercorrection, to account

for these constructions. To begin with, we must note that in

English, if there are no other auxiliaries, i.e. modal, have,

be, in the verb phrase to which not can he attached, then do

must be present. But in Spanish, there is no parallel require-

ment, so that we have:
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06) A No hiza nada. 'He didn't do anything'.

b. El muchacho no vino. The boy didn't come'.

We see that in English. the tenqe is marked in the auxiliary

in negative verb phrases, whereas in Spanish, since no aux-

iliary is required with negatives, it is marked in the verb.

this difference leads us La account for pleonastic tense

marking by hypothesizing that there are several stages of

interference that the Spanish speaker may go through in learn-

ing English. In the first stage, the Spanish speaker attempt-

ing to speak English might simply substitute the Spanish nega-

tive tar the negativized past tense auxiliary, producing:

(67) He no eat the food.

for standard English 'He didn't eat the food'. it is important

to note that the use of no for didn't leaves the sentences un-

marked for tense. This seems to be a pidginized stage of

language learning with respect to tense and negation.

Thus, a second stage might be hypothesized, in which the

verb might take the tense marking in compensation for the fact

that it is not attached to a negativized auxiliary. Realizing

that there is no tense marking, a speaker might simply place

the tense marker on the verb by analogy with the Spanish tense-

marking scheme. This would result in:

(98) lie no ate the food.

Finally, with the acquisition of the standard English

didn't, the tense may still he retained on the verb, since the

attachment of the negative to a tense-carrying auxiliary is not

found in Spanish. This, then, gives us:

(69) He didn't ate the food.

In a sense, this sort of pleonastic tense marking is simply a

type of hypercorrection, in which a false analogy results in

the placement of a form where it is not required by the rules

of the language.
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Although the stages described above might give a reason-

able explanation for the occurrence of pleonastic tense marking

in PRE, the tact remains that this formation cannot simply be

dismissed as language interference, and hence outside the scope

of an adequate description of PRE. This Lettuce must be de-

scribed as an integral part of the tense system for one variety

- of PRE. Furthermore, it must also he pointed out that this is

a new rule that cannot he derived simply by reference to the

rules of English and Spanish. Phis rule, that copies the tense

on the auxiliary and the verb, may be given roughly as:

(70) X + PAST] do NOf (+ VERB] Y

1 2 4 5 6 -0

1 0 3+2 4 5+2 6

As written above, the rule can operate only when nut is

present in the sentence. This restriction is based on the fact

that we have not found any instances of pleonastic tense marking

among the affirmative counterparts. We do not have:

(71) a. *le did came yesterday.

b. *Did he came yesterday?

Because there is so Little potential for occurrences of the

above type in our corpus, it is difficult at this point to de-

termine whether or not the absence of sentences like (71) is

meaningful. At any rate, if these sentences were found (the

second one seeming more likely than the first), it would be a

relatively simple matter to adjust the tense-copying rule to-

ward greater generality. Our suspici is that the more general

rule is probably the more correct form for some speakers.

Before concluding our discussion of pleonastic tense mark-

ing. it is important to note that "irregular verbs" constitute

the , Hority of verb forms involved in this construction. In

these past tense is formed by some internal change, e.g.

sin, sang; come, came, as opposed to the simple addition of

the -ed suffix, e.g. work, worked; pull, pulled. The distribution
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of pleonastic tense marking on the basis,of verb form is shown

in the following table:

- _

Table 37. Frequency of pleonastic tense marking in irregular
and reOlar verbs for Puerto Rican informants.

Irregular Verbs Regular Verbs

Realized pleonastic tense 17 3

Potential occurrences 38 19.

pleonastic 44.7 15.8

The above distribution indicates that irregular verbs

favor pleonastic tense marking. floes this mean, then, that the

rule that accounts for pleonastic tense marking should include

a constraint based on whether the verb form is irregular or

regular, i.e, must we'specify this constraint in Rule (70) by

VERB
? Before assuming that this is what is needed,

A IRREGULAR

we may look for some possible phonological explanation for this

difference.

The past tense of regular verbs is generally formed the

addition of some morphophonemic alternate of -ed. In the case

of words ending in a consonant other than t or d, this results

in clusters, as in verbs like [most] messed, [kold] called, or

fbmpt1 bumped. When we have a resultant cluster, such as st,

ld, pt, etc., the cluster is eligible for the phonological pro-

cess of consonant cluster reduction, so that the actual pho-

netic forms for messed, called, and bumped are [mcs], [k,"11, and

[b: -mp] respectively. This process, which has been described

in detail for Black English by babov et al. (1968), Wolfram

(1969), and Fasold (1972), is also found in PRE, presumably as

a convergent feature that might be predicted from the influence

of Puerto Rican Spanish and Black English. There is formal

motivation for consonant cluster reduction irrespective of our
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observation about verb forms On the other hand, phonological

processes such as cluster reduction do not affect strong verbs,

since they are not formed by the addition of a suffix that can

sometimes result in a consonant cluster.

We may therefore question whether the difference between

the frequencies of pleonastic tense marking for irregular and

regular verbs is a function of the cluster reduction rule

(which operates on the grammatical marker of regular verbs but

not of irregular ones?, or whether it is a constraint that must

be described as inherent in the tense-copying rule. The dif-

ference of 30 percent between the two frequencies would cer-

tainly be in range that could be accounted for by this phono-

logical rule. We thus conclude that the tense-copying rule

should be written without reference to the constraint [A

IRREGULAR]. rhe difference in the Frequencies will be accounted

for when the lower level phonological rule operates on the out-

put of this rule.

6.2 Negatives with indeterminates In discussing the use of

negatives with indeterminates, it is necessary to start out by

noting that tirc are some aspects of the rules needed for PRE

that are shared with all standard and nonstandard dialects of

English, some that are shared with other nonstandard varieties

of English, and some that may be unique to PRE.

6.2.1 Rules for negative sentences with indeterminates. The

"negative attraction" rule, first formulated by Klima (1964:

274), is applicable to PRE, as welt as to standard and other

nonstandard dialects of English: This rule can be summarized

roughly by saying that the negative is obligatorily attracted

to the first indefinite if it precedes the vet*. This ac-

counts for sentences of the following type:
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(72) a. Nibody does his work.

b. Nobody was hit by anybody anywhereY

white not- pi;rwitting sentences like:

(73) a. *Anybody doesn't do his work.

b. *Anybody was hit by nobody anywhere.

As Klima points out, the negative attraction rule operates not

only with any of the morphophonemic alternates of not but also

with adverbs that are "inherently" negative, such as scarcely

and hardly.

(74) a. Hardly anybody came.

h. Scarcely anything happened.

There are two ways of specifying this type of attraction

rule, depending on where the negative is originally placed in

a sentence. One May choose to place the negative at the be-

ginning of the sentence (see Fasold and Wolfram 1970:71 and

McKay 1969) and specify the conditions under which the negative

must obligatorily be attached to the indefinite, i.e. the first

preverbal indefinite. On the other hand, one may choose, as

Labov (1970 :66) has done, to attach the negative obligatorily

to the preverbal indefinite by moving the negative from its

preverbal position (determined by a prior rule) to the in-

definite. Labov (1970:67) specifies this as:

(7i) Indef - X - Neg

1 2 3 4

1+3 2

When the indefinite occurs following the verb, the nega-

tive attraction rule may or may not apply. The negative may

he realized as the negative particle with the auxiliary (or

copula) as'in:

(76) He didn't buy anything.

or it may be attracted to the postverbal indefinite, as in:

(77) He bought nothing.
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fhe latter is an example oi rt rule option more associated

with IiLorac. than with c la 1 standard English usage.

Al. Fasold and wolfram (1910:73)

have suggested that this rule is not a part of some nonstandard

dialects, particularly Rtack English:

rule the type:

(18) Nog -

1

X -

,r

Indef

3 0

that is, there is no

where X does not contain Indot

Whether or not such a rule can he found to operate for Puerto

Rican English or, for that matter, for Black English will he

distussed in more detail later.

Whereas both of the aloive rules show how negatives operate

with indefinites in standard English, another rule is needed to

account tor the well-known nrnstandard English phenomenon of

"double" or "multiple" negation, in which one underlying nega-

tive can be realized at two or more places in the surface

structure. thus we have

fifl a He didn't do nothing to nobody.

He didn't have no friends.

c. He don't never come no 119ru.

fhese types of sentences arc the result of a rule that

c9pies the preverbal negative on any indefinite following the

verb, and has been described simply as:

(8J) Neg - X Indef

1 2 3 4

1 2 1+3

What takes place is a copying of the negative (called

negative c..)nc9rd by !Ahoy et al. 1968) on as many postverbal

indefinites as there are in a sentence. This rule can be

extended to include all indefinites within the surface sen-

tence as in:
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S I Ve ain't had [I) iiii& a ho,it nonv If us
pu I t i ll )1i I :11

As 1 1 I I 411,.; 1111 1 plc

.t,.) IL il , i I 1..1s c.tctl,e red I ha t !his type 01 icgiL I ion i.s

I he resit! t )1 ii ri&i LI I VII IV LyI Li V V , and i s LLt he dist in -

ishod It ytt d f: id i Si L sentences express ing propos i Lions

that. contain m,)re than ,tne negative".-

Chus, a standard English sentence such as:

(2) Et: didn't .1) n..)thing; he was always husv at
job lr anither,

, ; LhV r 1 tilt t ill 11 Ii und e r 1 vi ncga tives, whi ic a non-

,indr rd 14 VII ein. e kind) As

(1') He didn't d n.lt.hing because he was so lazy.

is the redlt,tAti UI ,o iii V 'IlL nudcrlying Iwgative,

Ilia difference hetwceu He didn't do nothinv in iht two

sentences can IV seen in the 1,dlowing simplified P-markers:'-

NP VP

NEC

N VPP

NEG

iIL .) +-PA S mit l+th I rig

NP VP

NEt;

I f-d ) +-PAS odu I 4-L It
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AI t liough we do not ii it t a ahi 1 i 1. of nonstandard

speakers t use propos I is containing more t ha n one under-

1 yi uL, ni t i n rostandat d dialect reveals the cate-

gorica I its of multiple negation with indefinites (see below),

sentences 1 i k .82) nt:iv oot .4rammat I ca 1 hot (1972h 816)

maintains that this Lvp it sentence is '!..!,rnnili.Cal for non-

standard dialects: a Black English speaker, for example, would

c Intrast the construe ti iii He klidn' 1 do nothing, in sentences

02) and 03) by plac I ig e,:tpha Lie stress ui a thi 116, as the

standard English speaker is apt La di. However, in their COM-

prchclisivi: description of Black English, Labov eL al. (1968)

it &'idetai that 3,Tould :4upport this con ten tion,- Suitt

r , Eli r,va' s (.1969) hetriL study And ;,1c1K;iy s (1969:73)

s C it a havk., n .t rev ea led any evidence I ia L wou Ed

support the CatiLeiltion thaL sentence (82) is graunatical in

3nstandard raises Lho possibility, then,

I. hi I rAuit ip Ic legi I. i,)n ii ic i ni tra i at that blocks this

semantically possible pl'op1Siti Li fr..,m being grannatical.

It is interesting Li note, iii this regard, Rivero's

1') 'r).) discussion ot surface constraints in Spanish that pro-

hibit certain types of semantically logical negative propo-

Si t ions from icing grammatical. For example, a sentence such

as t ti era.p re n 3 canta Ili doc sn' t always no t s i ng , wit lie

s eman t i c a l l y log i cal i s king ramma Li ca I because of a sur face

structure constraint. that 1 ina Is the tither of no particles

La the ntimber o f S-n-)des i n the surface s rift Lure In the

53r710 sense, we suggest that multiple negation may be a con-

straint that prohibi Ls negative lode f ni tes from reflecting

tw) underlying negatives wi thin the same clause.

6.2.2 ILe extenl at mul t iphe negation. Although multiple ne-

gation is a well-kn.-A.1n characteristic of mist, it not all, non-

standard English varlet Les , the extent to which the negative
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iolft it) rule applies may vin.. Shuy, Wolfram, and Riley (1967

111:221 and !Ahoy et al. (1)68:267) reveal it to he quite vari-

able !.,r it. wIrking-clas; ipoakcis. dl the .,ther hand,

tad iv et al. (1968:276) eonclude chat it Ls a categorical rule

for Mack-English-speaking preadNleeeots and teen-agers.

Woltram 11969:111) indkiates that it is categorical for some

it the preadolescent and teen-age blacks in Detroit.

in Figure 7, the distribution of the frequency of multiple

negation is indicated for PEE informants. Only Informants with

five or more potential occurrences are included in the tabu-

itioa, since frequencies based on fewer examples are not use-

1u1. lhe 131111131 Loll includes negative sentences with a post-

vu rho indetinite or with the adverb ever when occurring with

a negatiyi4ed auxiliavy. Practically, this means that for the

indefinite pronouns and determiners, all negative sentences in

which Any might be the standard English correspondent are

countedil But. It excludes sontiJnes in which any is not a

potential surface structure alternative, as in:

(S!) a. He's nothing like that.

h. He was nothing.

since there is no negativized auxiliary in the surface struc-

ture. These types it structures will be discussed in detail

in Section 6.2.2.2.

for the Adverb ever/never, it excludes sentences in which

there is n.) surface stricture realization of negation else-

wherv, e.g. )n the Auxiliary or in an inherent negative such

as hardly, eliminating sentences like:

(85) a. lie never comes.

b. He'll. never do it.

And, finally, following Labov et al. (1968:278), it ex-

cludes indefinites outside the clause, whore the negative may

di incorporated appositionalty into either, anyhow, or any-

thing-, in such sentences as:
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(8b) a. Your mother ain't_ good looking,
either. (23:10)

h. 1k' don't get a se nd try, or
anything. (9:1)

As We will see, these structures meet special conditions for

fluctuation that skew or view of how the negative concord rule

applies.

No. of Informants

17

15

10

C)

MN

2 2
1

11-1 1 l 1

90-11)0 80-8) 70-79 60-60 50-59 40-49

Figure 7. Frequency of multiple negation for
Puerto Rican informants.

fhe above figure plainly indicates that most of the speakers

definitely Lend toward the categorical or nearly categorical

usage of multiple negation. Of the 17 speakers in the 90-100

percent range, 12 use multiple negation categorically. Of the

27 speakers tabulated, 22 have more than 79 percent multiple

negation, and only one of the speakers falls below 50 percent.

It is instructive to compare the extent of multiple ne-

gation among our PRE informants with figures from one of Lahov

et al.'s (1968:276) black peer groups (the Jets, in single

int. rview style for comparability); from the white nonstandard

group Labov et al. (1968:276) studied (Inwood); from Shuy,

Wolfram, and Riley's study of a white group in Detroit (1967

111:22); and from Wolfram's (1969:157) black lower-working-

class informants from Detroit. This comparison is made in

Table 38.
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1. t I iS ompa r i son t ntutriple mega t ion in t ro t and New

a-1,. I 1 ac k and white
oi man L .

rt ki can

t kf,trtcn t NYC)

1s lack

Jet s (NYC)

i t

t 1.1 r `cic )

Wli t.k'

hetr

6/.4

97.9

7, .8

97.8

,

Iii 3

if Cat. MN users /'Cota1

No, of In forman S

12/27

11/11

4/12

7/10

2/8

No data

n Lc ins .4 both Lhe relative frequency multiple ne-

gation and the number of speakers who use multiple nega ton

tl.L; r i 1 1 y , the PRE speakers fall between the white nun-

tanclar,1 3;r.,ups and the black groups. The frequency of mul-

tiply t Lou fir the Puerto Ricans is actually higher than

for the Hack -1wer-class group in the Detroit study, but this

gr includes adults and both ma les and females. In terms of

the yin iL comparable r.mp, the black informants in this study,.

111.11. tip le ne.0 t ion tar the Puerto Ricans does not reveal the

saract extent ,4 application,

la di scuss ing multiple negation, we have considered our

Puerto Rican informant s .,n1...; as a gr itp We can, however,

hyp itliesize that Puerto Ricans with extensive black contacts

wilt use 7:1111 tiple nega Lion more frequently than will those with

restricted Flack c Lac ts , because oaf its categorical usage in

Mack Eng I hreakki,wn according to these groups is indi-

cated in fable 39. In add ton to the relative frequency of
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multiple negation, the number of informants who use It cate-

gorically is given for each of the groups. Only informants

who have dt. [L.,:lst five potential examples of multiple negatives

arc included in our consideration of caaegaricality.

Table 39, Comparison of multiple negation for Rh, PR/111,,
and PR informants.

No. of Cat, MN Users/Total

NJ. MN/Total MN No, at Informants

BL [31/13=4 97.8 7/10

PR/Rh o1/o5 90.9 5/b

PR 2t3/256 83.2 7/21

Fable 39 con firma our hypothesis concerning Puerto Ricans

with extensive black contacts. Five of the six informants in

this classification reveal multiple negation categorically, and

there is no significant difference between the frequencies of

multiple negation for this group and for the black group. On

the other hand, only 7 of the 21 Puerto Ricans with limited

hlack contacts use multiple negation categorically. Further-

more, the relative frequency for this group tends to match the

frequency with which multiple negation is found in Labov et

al.'s (1968) nonstandard white group. We conclude, then, that

Puerto Ricans with extensive black contacts will use multiple

negation to approximately the saMe extent as it is used in

Black English, i.e. categorically, while Puerto Ricans with

restricted black contacts will realize multiple negation to

approximately the same extent as it is realized in white non-

standard dialects in New York City.

0.2.2.1 Sentence-modifying indefinites. At this point, let

us return to the categories that we have eliminated from our

tabulation of multiple negation because they meet special
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t t.,r Previ.us studies by ',ahoy et al.

vio-i; ) and W if ram {, 1969: t ) for Black English indicate

t h a t i ndet ini les that ate app ti ona 1 t.i the negativi4ed

clause, as in On) above, sh,w less multiple negation than do

indefinites within the nogattyied clause. When this dis-

tinction is made, we find the following distribution:

fable :41. Frequency it multiple negation in main clau,,
modifying clause for Puerto Rican informants.

N. MN/Total MN

Main clause 266/298 89.3

fying c lau.4e 14/2t 60.9

fhe difference in frequencies confirms the constraint on

multiple negation affected by the structural distinction of

" clause integral" versus "clause modifying" for PRE as a non-

standard English variety. ['jr categorical users of multiple

negation, this is a variable subcategory of the negative con-

cord rule, as ',ahoy et al. (1968:278) have suggested fur black

English; for variable users of multiple negation, this is a

constraint on variability.

.2,2.2 MItirale negation with copula. The second type of

structure that we have eliminated Crom our tabulation is sen-

tences in which the negative element is attached to a post-

verbal indefinite but not to the auxiliary. We suggested

earlier that there may be no rate in :;o[11c, nonstandard dia 'ects

(particularly Black English) that allows for sentences lik.:

(8 7) a. ilo Nought nothing.

h. *lie picked up nothing from school.

Por our PRE inf.Irmants, there are only three such occurrences

(fess than 2 percent) with the main verb, and two of these, are

hv the :'le speaker who has less than 50 percent multiple negation.
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Dies this mean, their, that there is no rule like Rule (88),

in which the negative can optionally he transported to a post-

verhal indefinite trom its position on an auxiliary or a copula,

i.e. the tense carrier:

Before concluding that there is no optionality of this

type for the PRE speaker, we must look at what happens to the

negative in certain typei; af constructions. First, we must

n,te what: hapju with indefinites in negative sentences with

a eopola that could vtentially be multiply negativized. We .

observe:

(88) a. There's no Italians. (32:10)

k. they're no good. (19:2)

Phis type t ,u,aurrence fluctuates with multiple negatives

like:

(89) a. There ain't no leader. (31:7)

b. You ain't nothing. (28:10)

this sort of fluctuation is quite frequent, as can be seen

in the foilowing table. Because the absence of multiple nega-

tion is observed so frequently with existential there (or, for

some speakers, it), the table is broken down on the basis of

existential there, e.g. There's no Italians or It's no Italians,

versus other subjects, e.g. they're no good.

Table 41. Frequency of multiple negatives with copula and
indefinite for Puerto Rican informants.

No. MN/Total 'A MN

Existential there/it 19/36 52.8

Other subjects 7/12 58.3

Total 26/48 54.2

The sort of variation indicated in (88) and (89) is ob-

viously inherent within PRE, as it is within other nonstandard

dialects of English. Speakers who show categorical multiple
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negation elsewhere consistently reveal fluctuation in sentences

like (88) and (89). In this respect, this fluctuation may' dif-

t,r trom sentences Eike (8;), which might be considered impor-

tations frsa standard English because of their very limited

occurrence.

Several options may be suggested in an attempt to account

for this variatnul. As a first alternative, we may suggest

that kale (Sal) is peculiar to verb phrases containing a copula.

But if tae choose this option, it would mean that a sentence

like (90) would he gnunmatical:

(90) *it's like that no more.

Our ink.lination, however, is to suggest that if (87) is ungram-

matical tor ncnstandard speakers, then (90) is also ungrammatical.

the limited evidence that we have in our corpus would seem to

contirm this, for we geL sentences Like (91), but not like (90).

(91) It'ain't like that no more. (5:7)

Another possible alternative may be related to copula con-

traction. We may hypothesize that if copula contraction (or,

for sotle speakers, deletion) has taken place preceding an in-

definite, then multiple negation may become variable: that is,

a speaker may inherently alternate between sentences like (92)

and (93) :

(92) a. He's not no good at all

b. He's not nothing.

(93) a. He's no good at all

b. Ho's nothing.

IC this were the case, then the phonological process of con-

traction (or deletion) would he a surface constraint that allows

multiple negation to he variable for speakers who may use it

categorically tn other types of environments. The contraction

of the copula mAy inhibit the categorical operation of multiple

negation because it eliminates the possibility of the negative

particle's attaching itself to the copula, e.g. *It'sn't here;
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instead, the particle must stand alone, e.g. It's not here.

This phonological process may then allow the negative particle

to ,,ptio:tIty he deleted. It i.s really copula contraction as

it affects negative contraction that results in the variability.

if this is the correct analysis, we would expect that in

the past tense, where copula does not normally contract (and is

therefor eligible for negative contraction), multiple negation

would he categorical fur speakers who use it variably in non-

past forms. Thus, (94) would he ungrammatical, but (95) gram-

Matical

(9'0 krhere was nothing we could do.

(9-0 there wasn't n)Lhing we could do.

[here are ugly six past tense occurrences of copula with

negative indefinites in our corpus, and three of them are multi-

ply negated, so that the evidence at this point does not confirm

this solution, tf this were confirmed by further evidence, it

would he an attractive alternative, however, since we would

expect the same principle to hold for contractable modals

occurring with the postauxiliary adverb never, making both (96)

and (97) grammatical for categorical users of multiple negation.

(96) He'll never make it.

(97) He won't never make it

McKay (1969) indicates that only 97 is grammatical for

Black English, but says nothing about present tense copula, so

it is difficult to determine if she admits the fluctuation we

have observed for both Puerto Rican and Black English in the

much more frequently occurring nonpast copula forms. A third

alternative may he related to what we can call the "contiguity

condition". Through the application of the negative concord

rule and the placement of the negative on the copula, it is

observed that two negatives are immediatelY contiguous. When

this is the case, we may suggest that there is an optional rule

that may delete the first negative, specified roughly as:
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(98) X Cop :4.6 NEC f Inlet

3

lt the fluctuation is specitied through an optional rule such

as (98), it accounts for the)ungrammaticatity of (90) for some

speakers, while allowing fluctuation between (88) and (89) and

between (92) and (93) , which our data indicate to be variable.

of course, this rule operates on the output of the negative

concord rule and the rule that places the negative to the right

the copula. Although at first glance, this may not appear

to be Lb mIst attractive alternative, when we investigate

multiple neatives with the preverb never/ever, we find that

the contiguity condition may have greater applicability than

(ust to the

r4 -o

o.2.2.3 Multiple negation with hardly and never. In addition

to the fluctuation we observe with copulas, we note that there

is c)nsidorable fluctuation of multiple negatives with the

negative adverbs hardly and never. Most characteristically

there is variation between do+NEG+[NEGj adverb and just [ +NEG]

adverb. For example, we get:

(99) a. We don't never go in front of them. (21:4)

b. I don't hardly go with them. (22:10)

OM a. never go with them no more

b. We hardly play with that. (35:1)

The following frequency distribution is observed for two

negative adverbs:

Table 42. Frequency of do+NEG with negative proverbs
fur Puerto Rican informants.

hardly

never

do +NEC +NEG Prev./Tota1

10/19

13/52

MN

52.6

25.0
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ltke that nte,1 above, is an integral
part t PRE, as it is other nonstandard dialects of English.

! ir h L

be4in '.with, we must i to th.tl whvit the adverb occurs in
the P-lit,u101iary posi i_'n i plc neg.it i in may not take
place. Chris sentences line 101) ..tre gramma at ica 1 but those

i ke ( 102) would not he:17

1011 a. /le never did L
D. lie never w.+nld

102 1 a. <ilc never di du nine .

h. *He never w..intt

ltr.:, 1 terna t ive spcciri;inE; this restriction may,
be re la Led o in vement ot the ..-1Iverb to a pis taux i 1 Lary po-

sition. If a prmillati,n such as (103) takes place, the nega-

t v lie attached t o the aux I. iary'.

hay e.

1.03) X Adv CENSE [ -EVE R B

be

2 3 5 4

3 2

Does multiple gal or i L.i; take place when Rule

(103) has been applied': f this were the case, then there would
he i» v.iri,ati,in between (104) and ( 10 5)

( 19:4 ) a r d s never harm Inc (22:10)

b. You couldn't hardly compare. (32:8)

(11'0 a. Ile thought he would never make it. (10:4)

P. 1 could hardly breathe, pain me so hard,
boy. (20:7)

F'ir speakers whir use mul iple negation categorical ly in
Jther than thin vAriable context described here, tour out of

eight examples are realized is multiple negatives. Although

this is ',nil:: a limited number or examples as the basis for our
c mnc lnsi on, the evidence t,u do have does not conf irm the
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ic.11 ope FALL . ,) L. ma IWO t L31- adverbs that

hi' ;.' ta nod to a in,stauNi ti ry pt)s ILLW. And when moda Is

t t :to r,t. t tjw prtC ph r 1St' .11Hc., red,

it, is quite clear it.)r both Puerto Ri,an and Black English)

that multiple negation does R,'t appear categorically, for

there is clear evidence that sentenLes like ( 106) Iry gram-

matical in hoth Puerto Rican and Black English

il0i0 a. He'll never dc it.

h. He'd never if lie could,

C.nntraccability with the preceding nail phrase definitely

f,uid impede multiple negati-in, and may have to he built_

iht ) the description as a c)nslraint on multiple negation.

Hit as wc suggested in liscussion of copula and postverbal

indefinites in negative sentences, it does not appear Lo be

tier sole reason for specifying the oplionaliLy of multiple

negati:m for speakers who otherwise have categorical applica-

ti.ri the negative concord rule. When the type of option-

ality that we have here is compared with that discussed for

cupola sentences with postverhal indefinites, we again note

that the negatives here meet the contiguity condition that we

discussed for copnla, The presence of adverbs to which the

negative has been attached or in which the negative is in-

herent and the placement of the negative on the auxiliary re-

sult in ifiricdiately contiguous negatives. Thus, we can sug-

gest that the contiguity condition has more general application

than was spvcificd in Rule CM). Excluding irrelevant details,

this can be ',iven as:

(1.7)

1

Terse M

(have

be

1/4

2

NEI.; [+NEG 4-little Lernanqte

5
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This rule must, course, operate on the output of the

negative concord rule. Since this rule operates after the

negative concord role has applied and cannot remove the nega-

tive that has been attached to or is inherent in the indeter-

minate, it rightly disallows sentences like (108) for speakers

who use multiple negation categorically in other contexts:

(108) a. .;;You don't ever do it.

b. *He wouldn't ever do

Furthermore, the rule must be ordered so as to apply only after

the adverb has been moved to a postauxiliary position, since

the negatives cannot be contiguous otherwise. The contiguity

condition accounts for the grammaticality of sentences like

(88) and (100), while prohibiting sentences like (87).

The grammars of speakers who have multiple negation, but

for whom (87) may be grammatical, might be characterized by

inserting X between the two negatives: if X is null, we may

expect the frequency of negative deletion to be increased.

One will note that such a formulation for nonstandard speakers

differs from its formulation for standard Engljsh speakers,

i.e. a "negative transportation" rule. But sine we need the

negative concord rule and the rule for the contiguity con-

dition anyhow, it is more economical to expand the latter rule

than to introduce a negative transportation rule like (78).

6.2.3 Preverbal indefinites. Although the frequency of multi-

ple negation for some Puerto Rican English speakers may more

closely match its frequency in Black English than in other non-

standard dialects, there are other aspects of multiple negation

in Puerto Rican English that differ from those of slack English.

One characteristic of Black English is multiple negation in-

volving an auxiliary and a preverbal indefinite. Thus, we may

get:
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(109) a. Nobody didn't do it.

b. Nobody couldn't come.

which are equivalent to standard English:

(110) a. Nobody did it.

b. Nobody could come.

This type of multiple negation.is found in studies of

Black English as repotted by Labov et al.- (1968), Wolfram

(1969), and McKay (1969). its occurrence in Black English is

quite variable, the frequency among pre-adolescents being in

the 25 to SC percent range. It is also reported that this

sort of multiple negation is found in one variety of white

nonstandard speech (Labov t al. 1968:273), but it is appar-

ently not found in tLe speech of the white nonstandard groups

that Labov et al. (1968 :277) studied in New York and is not

charac'_eristic of most northern white nonstandard speech

In the entire corpus, there are only two occurrences of

multiple negation involving a preverbal indefinite and a

negarivized auxiliary (representing less than. 7 percent of the

total occurrences), and both of these are used by the same

speaker:

(111) a. Nothing couldn't hurt him, nothing. (19:14)

b. Nothing couldn't hurt him. (19:16)

Surprisingly, this speaker does not have extensive con-

tacts with blacks, judging on the basis of both our objective

data and our subjectiv,2 impressions. His speech on the whole

tends to show more Spanish traits than most of the other

Puerto Ricans in the corpus, but this particular construction

does not appear to he attributable to Spanish influence, since

sentences like:

(112) a. *Nadie no lo hate, 'Nobody doesn't do it'.

b. *Nadie no puede venir. 'Nobody can't come'.

are generally also ungrammatical in Spanish. Whatever the

explanation may be for the uses by this one speaker (see
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Kiparsky 19h8:1q2 tt. for apossible explanation in terms of

rule simplification relatecito acquisition), it is clear that

this type of structure cannOt'be described as an integral part

of multiple negation in'PRE for most speakers.

Related to the negation of a preverbal indefinite and a

negativized auxiliary is what Labov et al, (1968:283) have

called "negative inversion", in which the auxiliary and the

negativi4ed indefinite are reversed in declarative sentences,

producing:

0113) a. Didn't nobody do it.

h. Couldn't nobody come.

itmis feature, quite typical of Black English and of some

southern white varieties, is totally absent in our corpus.

Although more potential examples than the 37 that we have

might produce the occasional use of such a structure among

some of our informants with extensive black contacts, it is

clear that it is not a feature that has become an integral

part of PRE.

In part, the conclusion that there are no instances of

negative inversion in our corpus is due to the interpretation

of copula with indefinites as the result of a process ocher

than negative inversion for PRE speakers. We do have some

examples of ain't or isn't preceding the indefinite, as in:

(114) a. Ain't no leaders, ain't nobodies gonna
take after us. (31:7)

h. Isn't none of 'em where I live. (26:3)

c. When you die, you die, ain't no way
to come back. (18:10)

Labov et at. (1968:285 ff.) suggest that for Black Eng-

lish, there are two alternative analyses for (114): one can

interpret it either as a matter of deletion of existential

there or it, or as a case of negative inversion, as in sen-

tences like (113). Labov et al.'s choice of the latter option
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is largely due to the fact that other structures are not limited

to copula, but occur with modals and do auxiliary (Labov et aL.

(1968:285-80). Without this evidence, there is weak motivation

for considering it a matter of negative inversion. Further-

more, speakers who have this structure show its variation with

it or there. For example, quite close to sentence (114a),

Informant 31 produced:

(115) There ain't no leader. (31:7)

Similarly, Informant 18 produced the following sentence:

(116) He kept saying, ain't no gold, ain't no gold,
overytime he said there ain't no gold, the
guy used to smack him. (18:4)

We thus conclude that there is a simple rule, like (117), that

operates to delete it/there after prior rules have combined

ciauses and inserted a dummy subject2:4

(117) It/There Cop NEG Indef X

1 2 3 4 4

0 2 3 4

Finally, it has been observed that Black English may trans-

fer a negativized preverbal auxiliary across clauses, so that

sentences like:

(118) a. It wasn't no girls couldn't go with us.

b. it ain't no cat can't get in no coop.

are equivalent to standard English:

(119) a. hcre weren't any girls who could go
with us.

h. There are no cats that can get in any coop.

As might he expected from our previous observations about

auxiliaries and preverbal indefinites in negative sentences,

this form is not found among our PRE speakers.

6.3 A special use of hardly in PRE. Although most instances

of hardly and never follow the patterns observed in other
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nonstandard dialects, both white and black, there are several

instances of hardly in PRE that depart rather radically from

these patterns. Observe the following examples:

(120) a, Hardly everything's Puerto Rican.... (22:10)

b. Hardly everyone was in prison.... (20:4)

c. I only came in when it was hardly,
ending. (3L:4)

d. ...and his leg hardly broke. (22:7)

In attempting to account for these examples, we must first

look at more context, particularly for the first two examples.

Just on the basis of the above sentences we do not know whether

hardly everything means that the majority or that only a few

of the speaker's acquaintances are Puerto Rican. If the latter

is the case, it might mean that the negative attraction rule

with preverbal indefinites might have to be modified in order

to accommodate this construction. Ilut more context plainly

indicates that the former meaning is intended:

(121) FW: Are there mostly Puerto Ricans where
you live?

IN: Yep. Hardly everything's Puerto Rican,
only a couple Italian people, that's
all. (22:10)

When wider context is examined for the second example, we find

that 'many' rather than 'few' is the intended meaning:

(122) Hardly everybody was in prison and Coop ran
almost freed us; everybody was caught. (20:4)

In attempting to account for the uses of hardly we have

encountered above, it is informative to look at several Spanish

sentences:

(123) a. Casi ninguno vino. 'Hardly anyone came'.

b. Casi nada estA terminado. 'Hardly anything
is finished'.

c. Casi todo el mundo vino. 'Almost everyone
came'.

d. Ca;i todo estA terminado. 'Almost every-
thing is finished'.
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It is important to observe that cast can occur In both

affirmative and negative sentences in Spanish; in negative

sentences it is translated ns hardly and in affirmative sen-

tences as almost. Casi is inherently neither affirmative nor

negative in Spanish. What we may predict from this pattern

is a use of hardly that might be semantically analogous to its

use in Spanish. this means that the inherent negativity of

hardly may not necessarily characterize some speakers' use of

it. If [ +NEG] is removed from the 1.?xical characterization of

hardly, it functions much like the adverb almost, which is

inherently unmarked either affirmatively or negatively. By

the simple removal of [4-NEG] in the lexical representation of

one variety of PRE (spoken by it minority of informants) we can

account for, what appear 11,:) be some rather radical departures

tr..4 other nonstandard English varieties.

6.4 Summary. In our preceding discussion of negation in PRE,

we have seen that there is a great deal of overlap between the

treatment of negation in PRE and its treatment in other non-

standard dialects. Multiple negation is a phenomenon that is

widespread in PRE, as it is in other nonstandard dialects, and

for some speakers (particularly those with extensive black

cont:..ts), negative concord is a categorical rule. The cate-

goricality of this rule, of course, is specific to certain

types of environments, excluding sentence-modifying negatives

and certain negative constructions meeting what we have called

the contiguity condition. Negative particles also tend to

parallel their usage in other nonstandard dialects, particularly

the uses of ain't.

Although there may he influence from Black English with

respect to the extent of multiple negation, some features of

negation unique in a northern setting to Black English do not

seem to be assimilated to the extent that we have seen for
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phonological features ot BlaCk English. This suggests a dif-

feteue between the assimilation processes of graminnt. cal and

phJeAogical features, a mattur whiCa we shall take ep in more

detail in the next chapter.

Finally, we have seen that there are several aspects of

negation in PRE that may be unique to this dialect: In part,

this is due to aspects of vestigial interference in grammar

that parallel similar phenomena in phonology. But we have

also seen, at least in one case (viz. pleonastic tense mark-

ing), that some independent development may have taken place

in PRE.

NOTES

1. For such studies, one can refer Co Klima's (1964) compre-
hensive study of standard English negation and to the
report of Stockwell, Schachter, and Partee (1968), which
includes negation as one of the major area3 covered in the
UCLA syntax project.

2. for those speakers who have the copula deletion rule, we
can also get 0 for these contracted forms, so that we have
We not gonna do it.

3. One might argue that the difference between am and are/is
is simply a function of the fact that there are fewer
potential occurrences of ain't in the context of multiple
negation. Two facts militate against this, however. In
the first place, the discrepancy still obtains for non-
multiple negation contexts, where there is a more repre-
sentative number of potential occurrences. Secondly, the
frequencies in the multiple negation context are in the
direction we would predict, despite the fact that there
are only seven potential occurrences. Other studies
(Labov et al. 1968, Fasold 1972) have revealed that con-
straints on frequency can be .stablished from'a surpris-
ingly small number of occurrences.

4. For those Puerto Rican English speakers who use ain't for
didn't, an ambiguity arises that is not encounccred by
Black English speakers who use ain't for didn't, namely,
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whether ain't in a sentence such as He ain't called a cab
is equivalent to 'lie hasn't called a cab' or 'lie didn't
call a cab'. Only the former interpretation is possible
for Black English speakers'.

5. It is essential here to note that the term hypercorrection
has been used by sociolinguists in two senses, which we
refer to here as "structural hypercorrection" and "fre-
quency hypercorrection". Structural hypercorrection has
been used to refer to the extension of the use of forms,
based on an unfamiliarity with the structural restrictions
that cover their usage. Thus, when Black English speakers
use -Z on nouthird person forms because of their unfamil-
iarity with the .standard English rule governing third
person singular usage, we have an instance of structural
hypercorrection. In the case of frequency hypercorrection,
the structural placement may be correct, but the relative
frequency exceeds the expected norms due to stylistic con-
straints on formality. This is the type of hypercorrection
',ahoy (19b6) referred to Olen he described the higher fre-
quency of r usage by lower- middle -class speakers in New
York City when compared with middle-class speakers in the
more formal styles of speech.

6. The reason that this total does not match the total. po-
tential occurrences given previously, i.e. 56, is that
some verb forms involve both the addition of a suffix and
an internal change, e.g. leave, left, causing them to be
classified in both categories the way we have tabulated
them here.

7. For a description of this phenomenon in PRE, see Wolfram
(1971:356-60).

3. Indeterminate is used here to cover indefinite determiners,
nouns, and certain adverbs such as never.

9. A more technically accurate account of the rules for nega-
tive sentences with indetorminates has recently appeared
in Labov (1972b). The summary here is intended to be only
approximative.

10. This rule must, of course, apply after the passive trans-
formation has taken place.

11. Although there is no actual grammatical limit to the in-
stances of multiple negation within a surface sentence,
in my study of Black English in Detroit (Wolfram 1969) and
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in this corpus, I have found no instances of more than
tour surface negatives for one underlying negative.
McKay (1969) also finds a stylistic limitation to four
negatives in her corpus. For qualifications to this
statement, see Labov (l472b).

12. For a recent discussion of standard English sentences that
contain more than one negative in their underlying struc-
ture, see Baker (1970).

13. One can introduce the negative piesententially or in the
verb phrase, and various arguments have been advanced for
choosing each alternative. 1 have chosen the latter here,
but will not go into detail about this since it is not
essential to our discussion.

14. For example, a sentence such as 1 couldn't net goj I
hadda go, recently heard from a Black English speaker at
a basketball game, reveals two underlying negatives.

15. In Labov's (1972h:816) more recent repo.rt of negation, hp
does include an example to demonstrate the grammaticality
of two or more tiderlying negatives with indefinites.

16. McKay goes somewhat further in her generalization, stating
that "there is no evidence that the meaning of a sentence
can be changed by negating more than one constituent, nor
is there any expectation of finding such evidence" (McKay
1969:73). This observation, however, does not seem sup-
portable in light of data of the sort mentioned in Note 14
above. The uoselvation appears to be restricted to the
negation of indefinites.

17. In the tabulation of multiple negation reported in Wolfram
(1969:159-61), the generic use of the article a in negative
sentences is counted as a potential multiple negative.
Although the distinction between specific and generic
articles may be technically correct, there are too many
ambiguous examples to make this dichotomy meaningful for
a tabulation of this sort. We have therefore counted no
examples of determiner a as instances of potential multiple
nega tion.

18. Labov et al. (1968:278) include anymore in this list but
give no examples, so it is unclear how they define its
sentence-modifying use. If their definition refers to
sentence-final uses such as He doesn't come to our house
anymore, our data here reveal that 31 out of 37 cases of
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sentence-final any/nomore are realized by multiple negation.
This frequency (84 percent multiple negation) is much more
lik the indefinites discussed below.

19. Sentences in which the auxiliary is realized in the surface
structure follow-Mg the adverb appear to have an emphatic
meaning. McKay attributes this to the addition of EMPHATIC
to the auxiliary. If the EMPHATIC has been added to the
auxiliary, then Rule (I03) is blocked (see McKay 1969:80).

20. We are, of course, referring to the sentences on (102) as
the realizations of one underlying negative. Sentences
such as 102 can be grammatical if they are the realizations
of more than one underlying negative.

21. Fur more details concerning the conditions for such a rule,
see McKay (1969:79 ff.).

22. The contracted modal 'd or Ill can, of course, be deleted
by a low-level phonological rule.

23. the only instances of this type of multiple negation found
among the white community in Detroit (Shuy, Wolfram, and
Riley 1967) come from Appalachian in-migrants.

24. Roth it and there are listed here as dummy subjects since
the informts fluctuate between their usage, as in
It ain't no games around here (31:1) and There ain't no
leader (31:7).
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that when there are two different variants that may correspond

to a standard English form, one from Spanish - influenced English

and one from slack English, thi occurrence of the interference

variant is usually quite rare.

In phonology, we have seen that the interference variant

(s) for standard English morpheme-final e is limited to oc-

ca8ional realizations by a minority of informants. In gram-

mar, the use of no for negativized auxiliary constructions,

e.g. don't, didn't, is classified as a matter of vestigial

interference. These two examples are only tokens of a number

of other cases that might be classified as vestigial inter-

ference. For example, first generation Spanish immigrants

learning English will often have difficulty producing and dis-

criminating between vowel sounds su..h as and e. Given the

word pair bet and bat and asked to produce then and determine

if there is any difference in their pronunciations, only I of

our 29 Puerto Rican informants pronounced them identically

(although he did perceive a difference between them). Only 2

of the informants were unable to perceive any difference be-

tween the two words (although they did pronounce them differ-

ently). It is quite clear that the second generation inform-

ants, despite the fact that their first language is Puerto

Rican Spanish, reveal neither the types nor the extent of in-

terference variants that their first generation parents do.

In our characterization of vestigial interference, two

basic criteria have been used. First, we have applied the

criterion of limited usage with reference to the "proportion

of informants" who realize a particular interference variant.

For example, in the preceding paragraph, we have referred to

the fact that only 3 of the 29 informants gave responses to the

contrast that might he influenced from the phonological

system of Puerto Rican Spanish. But we have also used the

criterion of frequency in terms of the "proportion of
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occurrences" of an interference form. this ficquency level is

based on our calculations of actual occurrences of a form in

relation to its potential occurrences. Theoretically, of

course, the two criteria need not go hand in hand. the theo-

retically possible com!dnations of informant and occurrence

proportions can be illustrated as

informant Proportion Occurrence Proportion

Majority Significant

.:ajority Nonsignificant

Minority Significant

Minority Nonsignificant

it is the last category, minority informant proportion and

nonsignificant occurrence proportion, that usually characterizes

vestigial interference, although we have several instances of

minority informant proportion but significant occurrence pro-

portion. For straightforward interference, we do not typically

have examples of majority informant proportion and either sig7

nificant or nonsignificant occurrence proportion.

In our definition of vestigial interference on the basis

quantitative measurement, it should he noted that we have used

an arbitrary cutoff point. For example, if a particular inter-

ference item is actualized in less than 5 percent of all the

cases in which it could legitimately"he realized, then we con-

sider it to be a matter of vestigial interference. And if less

than one-fourth of all informants realize a particular inter-

ference variant, then we classify it as vestigial interference.

Despite the arbitrary nature of our cutoff point, we have main-

tained that it may have important implications for our formal

representation of PRE. When there is a minority of informants

who evidence a significant proportion of interference forms,

it seems quite evident that we have to formally represent these

forms in terms of a variety of PRE. But in the case of non-

significant occurrencc proportion for a minority of informants,
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we have questioned whether we neec: to describe the form as an

integral part oc PRE.

At this point, we would caution that the notion of quanti-

tative significance, as we have used it in the preceding para-

graphs, should nut be confused with social significance. It may

well be the case that very infrequent occurrences of a particu-

lar form are sufficient to socially mark an individual. In

fact, there seems to he some indication that vestigial inter-

ference phenomena may be sufficient for identifying the Spanish

background of our Puerto Rican informants to outside listeners.

In terms of language change, vestigial interference is

apparently the last stage in the process of linguistic assimi-

lation. the next stage is the categorical absence of the

interference variant, fully completing the process of assimi-

lation-. When we-look at the process of change from our view-

point of language variability, we may hypothesize that lin-

guistic assimilation in second language acquisition recapitulates

the processes found in other types of language change. For ex-

ample, if we adopt a model of language change that includes

variability in an integral way (Bailey 1973f)), we may hypothesize

that there are several different stages through which the change

will go. The beginning point is the categorical usage of an'

interference variant and the end point is the categorical adop-

tion of the corresponding variant in the second language. In

between these two points there is variability in the use of

the interference and correspondence variants. The variable

stages, we may hypothesize, will show some of the same environ-

mental constraints that have been isolated in studies of

"inherently variable" speech behavior.

The first stage, as we have mentioned above, is the cate-

gorical occurrence of the interference variant. In the next

stage, we may have categorical interference in some environ-

ments but variable behavior in others. For example, standard
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English 6 and the s interference variant for standard English

6 may be variable in word-initial position, e.g. sink -- think,

while s may be categorical in word-final positions.

In the next stage, we have variability in a number of

(tf not all) environments. If we follow the reasoning of

Bailey (1973b) and Bickerton (1971), we may expect that higher

frequencies will occur in those environments in which vari-

ability first occurred. Thus, if 0 and s fluctuate in both

word-initial and -final positions, we may expect that 0 will

be more frequent in word-initial than in word-final position,

since variation first took placein word-initial position.

Following a stage of "maximum variability", some en-

vironments will categorically adopt the new variant, while

other environments will continue to indicate variability.

Again, those environments in which variability is first initi-

ated will Lead the way and become the first to categorically

adopt the new variant. In our example, we would expect this

to be e in word-initial position.

Finally, there is categorical adoption of the new variant

in all environments as the process of assimilation is com-

pleted. Before the process is completed, however, we may

expect occasional lapses. If our hypothesis of how the change

takes place is correct, we would expect these lapses to be

environmentally restricted. This is, in fact, what we observe

when we look at the behavior of 0 and s. It is only in word-

final position that we observe this vestigial interference.

It is this observation, in fact, that leads us to reconstruct

the various stages of acquisition the way we do.

in this sectian, we have talked about vestigial inter-

fercnce .-only as it relates to one particular language style.

Presumably, we would expect '.0at there may be considerable

variation in the extent of interference. For example, we may

find that interference levels shift, depending on the formality
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of the style; the more informal the ..tyle, the higher the in-

cidence of interference. Or we may find that the level of

interference on the part of an.)ther interlocutor may effect

interference. If we were to extend our investigation of inter-

ference over a complete range of topics, styles, and inter-

locutors, we may find that our classification of vestigial

interference is stylistically confined: that is, it may be

that vestigial interference is found in one style but that

other styles may show a significant level of interference.

If empirical data indicate that this, in fact, is the case,

it would be apparent that our grammar of these speakers would

have to be revised to formally incorporate some of the features

that we have questioned on the basis of our current data re-

vealing vestigial interference.

7.2 Convergent processes. Our discussion of vestigial inter-

ference in the above section refers only to variants found in

Spanish-influenced English that have no parallel processes in

the surrounding Black-English-speaking community. But there

are also variants in Spanish-influenced English that may par-

allel the variants that would be predicted from the surrounding

black community (but not standard English), as we have illus-

trated in our discussion of syllable-final

There are actually two kinds of Puerto Rican Spanish in-

fluence that may result in parallel processes betwe:n Black

English and Puerto Rican English. In the first type, there is

a correspondence in the morpheme structure sequence rules, but

Spanish and Black English both have identical processes oper-

ating on underlying forms. This is the case for /& deletion,

which we have discussed in Chapter Five. Both Black English

and Puerto Rican Spanish have words ending in as part of

their morpheme structure sequence rules, but there is a de-

letion rule operating in both lanvage varieties.
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The seeond type of convergence involvs differences in

molphome structure sequences. A different morpheme structure

sequence for Puerto Rican Spanish may result in interference

that parallels the output of a Black English rule. For ex-

ample, the absence of word-final consonant clusters in Spanish

results in the a65ence of final members of consonant clusters

in the English many Puerto Ricans -- the result of inter-

ference. Words Like test, ground, and wild may be produced

as ICS', ,roan', and wit.' respectively. In Black English,

there is clear evidence for underlying word-final clusters

(see Wolfram 1970), but there is a phonological operation

that deletes the final member of the cluster. This results

in an output for Black English speakers analogous to that

caused by interference in Spanish-influenced English, though

for different reasons.

In our original consideration of convergent processes in

Chapter Five, we discussed only the first type. For a con-

vergent process of this sort, we observe that PRE speakers as

a group reveal a greater incidence of the 0 variant for A

than is found in Black English. With straightforward assimi-

lation variants, as we will see in Section 7.3, the group

shows a reduced frequency when compared with the surrounding

Black-English-speaking community. Although the Puerto Rican

group as a whole may show a greater frequency of a convergent

variant than does the Black-English-speaking group, it is ob-

served that Puerto Ricans with extensive black cow.acts show

a greater frequency of convergent processes than do Puerto

RiCans with restricted black contacts. We have hypothesized

previously that the higher figures for the PR/BL group may be

due to the fact that these speakers are reinforcing the process

of d deletion, that may have assimilated on the bas is of their

close contacts with blacks, with the more general convergence

of these processes predictable from Spanish influence.
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The frequency distributions for the convergent processes

described in 'the preceding paragraph appear to be much more

typical when similar surface realizations result from identical

processes operating on similar types of morpheme structure

sequence than when similar realizations result from different

morpheme structure sequence rules. [his can be illustrated by

looking at examples of the two types of processes. In Table 43,

the 0 for syllable-final. underlying d represents the first

type, and the reduction of word-final consonant clusters repre-

sents the second type. For d , we can simply adapt one of our

previous tabulations, and for the consonant cluster reduction,

we can adapt Shiels' (1972:217) tabulations. Only two main

environments are looked at for hoth tabulations.

Table 43. Comparison of two types of converges: _ processes in
vocalic and nonvocalic environments for BL, PR/BL,
and PR informants.

BL

0 fur d Word-Final Cluster Reduction

;LL:v ##-V ON Ofr-V

No./Total 16/131 114/295 120/222 296/329

7 del. 12.3 38.6 54.1 90.0

PR/Bh

No./Total 20/78 113/1-iu 65/133 160/181

i.. del. 23.6 66.5 48.9 88.4

PR

No./Total 50/262 314/567 253/561 631/739

del. 19.1 55.4 45.1 85.4

Although the actual environmental effects on variability are

much more detailed than those given above, Table 43 is suf-

ficient to demonstrate the difference we are talking about.

For the realization of d as 0, Puerto Ricans with both
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extensive and restricted black contacts exceed the frequency

levels of the black group. But in the case of consonant

cluster reduction, neither group of Puerto Rican informants

exceeds the frequency levels of the black group. We should

mention, however, that there is no significant difference be-

tween the frequency levels of the black group and the Puerto

Rican group with extensive black contacts for consonant cluster

reduction. If those two phonological features are truly in-

dicative of the two basic types of processes resulting in con-

vergence, then it is essential to distinguish between them in

order to account for the observed differences in the frequency

distribution. it is apparent that surface realizations re-

sulting fr.)m similar underlying forms and derivations are more

supportive of convergence than are similar surface realizations

arrived at through different processes. Convergent processes

of the second type show frequency levels more aligned with

assimilation variants than with those involving the first type

of convergence. We may hypothesize that differences involving

morpheme structure sequence rules are more obtrusive cases of

interference and, therefore, would tend to be avoided by a

group of speakers desiring to restrict their interference.

Before concluding our discussion of convergent processes,

it should be noted that the various groups of speakers indi-

cate parallelism in the types of environmental constraints on

variability. the types of linguistic environments and the

ordering of constraints appear to be identical for the Black-

English-spcaking group, the Puerto Ricans with restricted black

contacts.

In attempting to account for this similarity, several

alternative explanations can be offered. First, we may suggest

that the parallelism is obsenied because of the universality

of constraint effect and ordering. We may anticipate our dis-

cussion of variability in Section 7.6 by noting that this
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explanation may account for the identity in effect predict-

ability, but it is not certain if it can account for the simi-

larity in the hierarchical ordering. If hierarchical order is

unmarked, then it possible that our general theory can

account for it, but if it is a marked order, then it is im-

probable that it can be accounted for on this basis alone.

Another explanation may be that there is convergence be-

tween the two language sources, not only in terms of the pro-

cesses but also in terms of the hierarchical ordering of con-

straints. This means, for example, that toe ordering of con-

straints for syllable-final AL deletion Puerto Rican

Spanish matches that in Black English. Even though we have

not calculated the constraint orders for Puerto Rican Spanish

d' deletion, this explanation is improbable because of the

difference in potential environments observed for the two

language sources. For example, it is impossible to replicate

for Puerto Rican Spanish the grammatical-marking function of

syllable-final (1:: found in English.

The third explanation is that there is a general assimi-

lation of Black English constraint orders by the Puerto Rican

groups. The processes are convergent, but the constraint

orders on variability are different. The ordering may assimi-

late while the processes converge. If assimilation of con-

straint orders is taking place in accordance with the Black

English model, it would appear that Black English is a dominant

source for the particular process and that the Puerto Rican

Spanish process plays a supportive role.

One may question, at this point, whether the order of

constraints adopted in an emerging language variety must al-

ways directly reflect the order found in one of the source

languages: that is, if environment X is a first order con-

straint, environment Y second order, and environment third

order 1.n L1, and environment Z is a first order constraint,
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environment Y second order, and environment X third order in

Ll, must the order of the variety that results when LI and L2

come into contact dirccAly rvilvct either LI or L2? Although

we would expect this direct reflection in most instances, it

does not appear that we can theoretically so limit our expecta-

tion. We can anticipate our discussi :a of new rule emergence

in Section 7.5 here by suggesting that there may be an analog

with variable constraints. Constraint orders that emerge from

LI and L2 contact may result in an order different from either

source. For example, a compromise between Li, in which X is a

first order constraint, and L2, in which X is a third order

constraint, may be reached by making it a second order con-

straint w'ien the two languages come into contact. While we

have no empirical data to support this type of restructuing

at present, we would not want to theoretically exclude the

emergence of new constraints when languages come into contact

(but see the discussion of marking on p. 220).

7.3 Assimilation variants. In addition to the interference

variants that are predictable on the basis of Spanish influence

and the convergent processes of Spanish-influenced English and

Black English (vis-a-vis standard English), there are also

variants that can be reasonably accounted for only in terms of

assimilation to Black English? Our description of [f} as a

surface realization of & is an example of such a case. The

variant f is not predicted on the basis of Spanish influence;

nor is it predicted on the basis of standard English. In ac-

counting for this variant, we must turn to the surrounding

black community, the main source of English outside the con-

text of the Spanish neighborhood. Other examples of this type

of straightforward assimilation might be found in the monoph-

thongization of certain vowel glides, e.g. ay in time, try,

and ride; in certain types of negatives, e.g. Didn't nobody do it
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as a <kelt., ;five sentence; and in curtain verb uses, e.g. the

use of hal-irual be as in Sometime he be busy and sometime he

don't (see Wolfram L',;l:252-37b). It is noted that, at least

with phonological features, the assimilation variants can be

found among Puerto Ricans with both extended and restricted

black contacts. The differences between the two groups are

essentially quantitative: that is, we observe a certain

amount of black influence in the phonology of both groups, but

one group simply shows a higher frequency of the assimilated

variants.

The black influence on both groups of Puerto Rican tec-

agers may be due to the fact that it is virtually impossible

for a Puerto Rican teen-ager in Harlem to avoid some contact

with blacks, despite the fact that he may not include them

in his peer group. It may be that this restricted contact is

insufficient for the assimilation of Black English features to

a limited extent. But even if the Puerto Ricans with restricted

black contacts do not assimilate phonological features from the

sporadic contact they have with blacks, it is quite reasonable

to suggest that some assimilation may be acquired indirectly:

that is, Puerto Rican adolescents with restricted black con-

tacts may he assimilating phonological features of Black Eng-

lish from Puerto Ricans with more extensive black contacts than

themselves.

The frequency levels of assimilation variants show both

similarities to and differences from other types of variants.

The PRE group as a whole shows a frequency level considerably

greater than straightforward interference. Type I convergence,

i.e. identical surface realizations resulting from similar

underlying units and derivations, appears to reveal somewhat

greater relative frequency levels, but Type II convergence,

i.e. identical surface realizations resulting from different

underlying units and derivations,' shows a somewhat parallel
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type of trequeney distribution. the comparison of the two types

of convergent processes with straightforward assimilation can be

ohserved by comparing Table 41 with the frequency levels of an

assimilation variant. In table 44, two assimilation variants,

the monophthongization of ay glides in certain types of en-

vironments and the (f] realization for 9 in morpheme-final

position, are compared with the convergence variants from

Table 43. Although we have not specifically discussed the

former assimilation variant in this study, our earlier investi-

gation (Wolfram 197I) includes a fairly extensive analysis of

this variable. In Black English, there are a number of en-

vironments in which the upgliding offset of diphthongs can be

reduced or deleted, so that we have a centralized glide or a

monophthong. Words like time, try, and ride may be realized

as ita;m1, [tra:1, and Era:di respectively. Although this

realization is quite comMon in some southern varieties of white

English, it is not typically used in white dialects spoken in

northern contexts such as New York City. There are a number of

different environments in which the rionupgliding variant may be

realized, but our table only includes the incidence of the

variants in word-final position, the environment in which the

a variant is most likely to occur. The tabulations for the

convergent features are taken from Table 43. For d' deletion,

we have included only the tabulations for a following nonvowel,

and for word-final cluster, we have included only the tabula-

tions for a following vowel. These environments are chosen

since they are the most socially diagnostic.

The two examples of assimilation in Table 44 indicate

similar frequency distributions. In both cases, there is a

nonsignificant difference between the frequency levels of the

blacks and the Puerto Ricans with extensive black contacts,

but the Puerto Ricans with restricted black contacts reveal a

reduced frequency by comparison. This is quite unlike Type I
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Table 44. Comparison of convergent and assimilation variants
for BL, PR/BL, and PR informants.

CONVERGENCE

Type I - 0 for d

BL

114/295

38.6

PR/BL PR

314/567

55.4

113/170

66.5

No. /Total

del.

Typo II - Word-final
luster reduction

No./Total 120/222 65/133 253/561

del. 54.1 48.9 45.1

ASSIMILATION

f for 6

No./Total 36/44 20/23 53/97

f

a for av

81.8 87.0 54.6

No./Total 190/247 104/148 261/657

a 76.9 70.3 39.7

convergence, where bath Puerto Rican groups significantly exceed

the frequency level of the black group. In all cases, however,

a higher frequency level is realized by the Puerto Ricans with

extensive black contacts. This general tendency is indicative

of the persistent differences that arise between the two groups

of Puerto Rican speakers.

Although our comparison of assimilation and convergent

features here is quite specific to PRE, it is quite likely that

similar language contact situations would reveal analogous pat-

terns. This demonstrates the necessity of looking at the inter-

action of quantitative and qualitative dimensions of languages

in contact. The different frequency distributions can be
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accounted for only by looking at the structural relations that

can exist between the languages.

7.4 Grammatical and phonological assimilation. In the pre-

ceding section, we have limited our discussion of assimilation

phenomena primarily to phonological assimilation. It should

not, however, be assumed that grammatical and phonological

variants will necessarily assimilate in exactly the same ways.

In fact, there is some evidence that there is quite a basic

difference in assimilation when separated on the basis of

phonology and grammar. We have seen that, to some extent, the

influence of Black English phonological features is common to

Puerto Ricans with both extended and restricted black contacts,

the differences between groups being quantitative. We thus see

that a feature like the [f] realization of morpheme-final /70/7

is an integral part of most varieties of PRE. On the other

hand, our examination of negative constructions in Chapter Six

seems to indicate that the same is not true for grammatical

features. Those aspects of negation unique in New York City

to Black English appear to be much more restricted to Puerto

Ricans with extensive black contacts, if they are to be found

at all,

The basic difference between the two types of features

can he illustrated by contrasting a Black English grammatical

feature with one of the phonological features we have pre-

viously discussed. One grammatical feature that is considered

unique to Black English is the use of "distributive be". This

particular grammatical feature has been described by a number

of Linguists who vary slightly in their analysis, but who

generally agree that it refers to a repeated occurrence of

some type (see Fasold 1969a:746). The distributive function

of be is illustrated in sentences such as:
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(124) a. He don't usually be home.

b. Sometimes he be at home; I know he do.

In Cable :45, the distribution of distributive be is given

for nine informants: three informants each representing Black

English speakers, Puerto Ricans with kpacnsive black contacts,

and Puerto Ricans with restricted black contacts. These in-

formants, chosen on the basis of nonlinguistic criteria (see

Wolfram 1971:252-376 for the criteria used to select them),

represent typical informants in each of the cultural cate-

gories. For these same informants, we have tabulated the in-

cidence of a for ay as a representation of a phonological

assimilation.

Table 43. Comparison of grammatical and phonological assimi-
lation for selected BL, PR/BL, and PR informants.

BL PR/BL PR

GRAMMATICAL ASSIMILATION

Distributive be

No./Total 20/53 7/46 0/33

be 37.7 15.2 0.0

PHONOLOGICAL ASSIMILATION

It for ay

No./Total 191/277 122/262 59/318

a 69.0 46.6 18.6

If these two features are typical of how grammatical and

phonological features assimilate, then we see quite an apparent

difference. Phonological features appear to be much more sus-

ceptible to assimilation than are grammatical ones. The main

differences in phonological assimilation, as indicated by the

Puerto Rican groups, is one of quantity, but there appears to

be a qualitative difference in grammatical assimilation.
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Distribative be is categorically ahsent in the speech of Puerto

Rican informants with restricted black contacts. Apparently,

it is only through direct: peer contact that extensive gram-

matical assimilation takes place.

Another essential aspect of grammatical and phonological

assimilation re'ates to the way it which these features are

assimilated. ;.;Mere both gOmmatical and phonological processes

are assimilated in the speech of Puerto Ricans (mainly of

Puerto Ricans with extensive black con tacts), the grammatical

processes are assimilated as grammatical processes and the

phonological processes as phonological ones. At first glance,

this might appear to be a trivial observation, but a closer

examination 0( some of the features that might be interpreted

to result from either a grammatical or a phonological process

indicates that this is a significant discovery. For example,

suffixal Z absence in Z1, e.g. cent for cents; in Z2, e.g.

boy hat for boy's hat; and in Z3, e.g. He run for He runs,

may ho the result of either a phonological or a grammatical

process (see Wolfram 1971 for a description of suffixal Z).

Likewise, certain types of suffixal D absence in DI, e.g.

The man walk out _yesterday; in D2, e.g. He was mess up; and

in D3, e.g. The mess-up man, may be the result of either a

phonological or a grammatical process. Fasold (1971) clearly

demonstrat,s the potential ambiguity .of various surface reali-

zations and the criteria for determining whether these reali-

zations are the result of phonological of grammatical processes.

He specifically mentions characteristics that help determine

whether the absence of a particular surface form is the result

of phonological or grammatical rules; these characteristics

can be summarized as follows:

I. If the absence is accounted fur syntactically, it

is expected that the operations in the phonological

component will have no influence on the output, but if
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it is the result or phom.dogical deletion rules, the

deletion should be heavily influenced by phonological

characteristics.

2. -Irregular forms will he affected in grammatical

deletion.

3. Hypercorrection will be evident if the absence

of a surfac'e form is due to the tack of underlying units

in the syntactic component. If, however, surface absence

is due to the deletion of a low-level phonological rule,

hypercorrection will not be expected.

4. Graimmtical sensitivity will he more evident in

cases in which surface absence is due to grammatical

rules, whereas surface absence that is the result of

phonological rules will evidence phonological sensi-

tivity: that is, grammatical variability will likely

reveal. sensitivity to grammatical environment and

phonological variability to phonological environment.

5. Phonological deletion of segments that function

as grammatical markers will reveal analogous deletion

of segments that are not grammatical markers, whereas

grammatical deletion will not.

Applying Fasold's principles to suffixal Z and D absence

in Black English, it has been concluded that Z absence in

Black English is the resAlt of a grammatical process and D

absence the result of a phonological process. Suffixal Z

absence affects all morphophonemic realizations of underlying

Z, e.g. /z/, /s/, /1z/, whereas D absence is primarily re-

stricted to certain phonological shapes of D. Fur41ermore,

irregular past tense verbs are not affected by the phono-

logical process effecting D, e.g. 12 - went; regular past

tense formation that results in clusters subsequently reduced

by a word-final consonant cluster reduction rule is affected.

Postulating that there is no underlying Z3 morpheme, it is
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found that Z hypercorrect ion, e.g. I goes, Cuy goes, ete.,

is ,.)l'served to a considerable extent. in formal situations by

so:.;: speakers f Black English. Li is further noted that suf-

fixal I) is very sensitive lo A number .q phonological con-

straints, e.g. following vowel or nouvowel, slop .4- stop cluster

AS pposed LO slip 1- cLuitinuant cluster, etc., whereas suf-

fixal Z i8 sensitive to grac,iilatical constraints, e.g. whether

it is Z1, Zl, or Zi. And, finally, suffixal D deletion shows

a cleat' analog to phonological processes that operate on

identical segments not functioning as grammatical markers,

e.g. mist reveals deletion of the final t as in missed, where-

as suffixal Z does not reveal the same close parallelism.

ALtlfmgh some of Fasold's criteria for determining phono-

logical aad granaatical processes are not completely relevant

to the study of D and Z morphemes in PRE, we come to the same

conclusion concerning suffixal D and Z deletion: D deletion

is primarily the result of a phonological process, whereas Z

deletion is the result of a grammatical process. For example,

as observed in PRE, D deletion shows the sensitivity to phono-

logical constraints on variabitity that we expect of phonologi-

cal processes, whereas Z deletion does not. And there is a

clear parallelism in the deletion of grammatical- and nongram-

matical-marking d and t, whereas Z does not show nearly the

same tendency. The observation that suffixal Z abse,,ce is the

result of a grammatical process is particularly significant

when we realize that Z deletion in Puerto Rican Spanish may he

the result of a phonological process in which syllable-final,

s may be deleted (see a and Herasimchuk 1968). At some stages

in the acquisition of English by Spanish speakers, it is pos-

sible that suffixal D deletion may be due to grammatical rules,

but it is quite clear that it i the result of a phonological

process in the PRE we are studying here.

To .:ay that grammatical and phonological processes in
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Black English will be assimilated as grammatical and phono-

logical processes respectively in PRE does not, however,

necessarily imply that the same general grammatical and phono-

logical processes will be involved, although we would suspect

that this would be the case in most instances. We are simply

claiming that the same general level of the language component

is responsible for the derivation of surface Corms. For ex-

ample, some speakers of PRE with restricted black contacts

show ARE copula absence, e.g. You nice, They nice, as an in-

tegral part of their dialect, while showing little or no inci-

dence of IS deletion, e.g. He nice (see Wolfram 1971:314-26).

For these spakers, it seems reasonable to hypothesize that

ARE deleti)a nay be related to the r- lessness that is quite

iypical of both black and white speein in New York City. In

the first stage, r is reduced to a schwa-like quality, and in

the second stage, the phonetic vestige of r is eliminated.

rhis phonological process is somewhat different from the gen-

eral rules fur copula deletion including IS and ARE that Labov

(1969) has pustulated, but like his account of copula deletion.

for Black English, it originates in the phonological component

of PRE.

At this point, we can only hypothesize as to why phono-

logical features are more subject to widespread assimilation

by Puerto Ricans tan are grammatical ones. One possible

reason may relate to the nature of the linguistic levels in-

volved. For one, the units of phonology are a relatively small,

closed set of items that occur, for the most part, with quite

high frequency. The restrictions of the inventory and the

relatively high frequency with which the units occur may make

phonological items more susceptible to assimilation through

indirect means or restricted contact. Or we may suggest that

the more superficial the level of language involved, the more

susceptible it is to borrowing. Since phonological rules
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operate on a such more superficial level of language than do

grammatical rules, they are more susceptible to borrowing.

One might also hypothesize that the difference in the

assimilation of phonological and grammatical phenomena is due

to sociocultural reasons. Previons studies of socially diag-

nostic linguistic variables (Wolfram 1969) indicate that gram-

maiical variables differentiate social groups more sharply

than do phonological ones: that is, various social groups are

more definitively marked on the basis of grammatical features.

Given the fact that Puerto Ricans with restricted black con-

tacts often negatively view Linguistic assimilation from

blacks (see Section 2.5.5), it may be suggested that the

relative obtrusiveness of grammatical features makes them

less susceptible to borrowing than the less obtrusive phono-

logical ones. Linguistic and sociocultural explanations for

the difference in assimilation phenomena are, of course, nut

mutually exclusive. It is quite possible that they reinforce

each other.

7.5 The emergence of new rules. Thus far in our discussion,

we have allowed only for rules in PRE that are the direct re-

sult of either some aspect of Spanish influence or assimilation

to the English of the surrounding community. Theoretically,

then, only those realizations that are predictable on the basis

of Puerto Rican Spanish or the surrounding dialects of English,

e.g. Black English of the immediately contiguous community,

standard English of the classroom, etc., are recognized. This

assumes that there is an isomorphic correspondence in the rules

of PRE and the rules of the source languages or dialects. This

assumption appears to be an integral part of many models of

bilingualism, whether one essentially views the bilingual as

having one merged system, coexistent systems, or a combination

of the two in which parts of the system are merged and other
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parts coexistent. POr'e'xample, Fasold, in sumnarizing the

viewpoint of coexistent systems in bilingualism, observes:

this model, assuming completely disjoint coexistent
systems, accounts for the speaker's syntactic com-
petence as long as he produces no ungrammatical
sentences in either language which are traceable
to rules in the other (Fasold.1972:136-39).

According to this viewpoint, languages in contact will

not step outside the bounds of either of the languages. What

these traditional views disallow is the operation of rules

the.`. might not be related isomorphicalty to one of the source

languages or dialects. This is, in fact, true in the vast

majority of cases. Thus, the instances of and

multiple negation could, for the most part, be related dir-

ectly to either surrounding dialects of English or Puerto

Rican Spanish. It therefore might be compelling to conclude

that-the traditional assumption is, in fact, quite correct.

Before doing so, however, we must recall our description

of pleonastic tense marking (Section 6.1.3). In negative

sei,tences containing the auxiliary do, we have observed that .

tense may be marked pleonastically in the auxiliary and in the

main verb, giving us sentences like I didn't did it and 1 didn't

meant to say it that way. We farther see that this construction

cannot be directly related to Puerto Rican Spanish, Black Eng-

lish, or standard EngliSh. As we have mentioned earlier, there

is a plausible explanation as to how this construction arises

in the process or. language acquisition through indirect in-

fluence that reselts in rule generalization. However we wish

to explain it, we are still confronted with a rule that does

noc have a direct parallel in any of the source languages.

Thus, a view of languages in contact that accounts oily for

direct rule correspondence is inadequate.

For example, consider Fasold's (1972;138-39) model of

interference from disjoint systems. He suggests a model. in
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which a speaker may follow only the rules from one language or

the other. In terms of Spanish-English bilingualism, we can

illustrate this by a sentence such as HO no likes the cif.

In tiffs sentence, English rules are followed until the reali-

zation of the auxiliary is required for the negative. At this

point, there is a shift to the Spanish rule. If we adopt

Fasold's schematic representation, this can be illustrated as

follows:

sR
1

- sR
i-1

sR.

sR
i+1

- sR
n

eR - eR

LR,

I.

eR
j+1

- eR
n

Figure 8. Traditional bilingual interference
model: Spanish-English.

English rules are followed until the placement of the

negative on the auxiliary is required, at which point there

isatransferencetoSPardsh.ThisisrepresentedbYsR.in
the above diagram. After that point, there is once again a

return to the English rule system. Such a model, however,

does not provide for the innovation we are talking about.

In this case, we have a new rule, tiltich may be represented in

Figure 9.

In the following diagram, we can account for the inno-

vative aspects of interference found in the new rule, In ad-

dition :o the more usual. types of interference diagrammed in

Figure 8, possibilities fot innovation must be accounted for
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Figure 9. Bilingual interference model accounting
for rule innovation: Spanish-English.

in a realistic model of bilingual interference: It se: ms

reasonable to expect that the majority of these innovations

will be the result of rule generalization. Since structural

hypercorrection may be a manifestation of rule generalization

(see DeCamp 1972), it stands to reason that hypercorrection

is one of the main sources for this type of innovationl In

our diagram, the relationship between the regular English rule

and the new rule is indicated in the subscripts. The same

subscript letter is used, but the new rule is now assigned a

capital subscript, while the alternative rule remains lower

case.

When new rules result from rule generalization, it is

quite possible that interference phenomena may show certain

parallels with first language acquisition because of a uni-

versal disposition for certain types of generalization. It is

therefore interesting to note that the pleonastic tense marking

that we have described for PRE is also found in monolingual

children acquiring English'. Although we have only cited the

example of rule generalization, it is not at all certain that

rule innovations should be theoretically limited to this
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phenomenon. It is possible for new rules to be developed by

"false analogy" or as compromise Linguistic solutions to quite

divergent rules. The essential point is that we must recognize

this sort, of innovative process in our theoretical construct of

second language interference.

Since it appears that some of these new rules that arise

may be representative of transitional stages of acquisition,

we may ask what eventually happens to these types of innovations

in a developing language community. There are two options. One

is to stabilize such types of innovations so that they remain an

integral part of the speech community. This can take place, of

course, only it this community resists complete assimilation to

the language of the surrounding community. This would appear to

he the case fur a community of speakers that has developed a

unique dialect, such as the Pennsylvania Dutch in southeastern

Pennsylvania, On the other hand, innovative features may be

lost as a variety moves toward complete assimilation. At this

stage in the development of PRE, it is impossible to determine

exactly what is happening with regard to pleonastic tense.

There are, however, several factors that seem to indicate that

it will eventually be eliminated. For one, it is presently

used by a minority of informants (though at significant levels

of occurrence). Thus, is only characterizes one variety of

PRE. And whcn we look at the informants who use it, we find

that it is those informants for whom the incidence of vestigial

interference is most typically found. These informants seem

to be the followers rather than the leaders with respect to

language change. The minority proportion of informants who

use the construction and the lingering incidence of vestigial

interference in these informants' speech would therefore seem

to indicate that it will be eliminated rather than stablized

in the development of PRE. This is consonant with the tendency

toward assimilation to the surrounding English dialects by

second generation Puerto Ricans in New York City.
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7.6 Linvistic variability and variable rules. Fundamental

to our entire sociolinguistic descriptionof PRE is the study

of linguistic variability. As we have discussed in Chapter

Three, the study of linguistic variability adds an entirely

new dimension to the study of language in its social context,

On a formal level, we have observed that systematic variability

can be incorporated into our description of PRE. Following our

description of PRE from this perspective, it is appropriate to

look again at the suppositions on which the theory of variable

rules is based. Are such rules justified, and, if so, in what

form?

As we have discussed in chapter Three, a primitive sup-

position for variable rules is the notion of inherent vari-

ability. We have operated on the assumption that patterned

fluctuation cannot he dismissed arbitrarily either as code

switching across different linguistic systems or as syste-

matically irrelevant dialect borrowing. Historically, of

course, much of what we now call inherent variability may have

originated as dialect borrowing, but this fact does not miti-

gate our responsibility to account for fluctuation as an in-

trinsic part of a language system. it has sometimes been

claimed that: theoretically all fluctuating items can deter-

ministicalLy he accounted for through the provision of more

detail on linguistic and/or soctopsychological conditioning.

Although'this claim cannot be disproved logically, none of the

existing data appears to support such a position (see Sankoff

1972). The observed fluctuation in the most constant of styles

and environments cannot he ignored if we are to give an adequate

account of language system. We are further confronted with

structured sensitivity of fluctuating forms to linguistic con-

straints on variability. The integral role of variation in PRE

simply confirms what has been observed in other studies of real

language behavior.
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In the preceding paragraph, we have mentioned that in-

trinsically variable items often show a great deal of structured

sensitivity to independent linguistic constraints. This raises

the question of whether this sensitivity is a unique character-

istic of inherent variability: that is, can dialect mixture

or borrowing be distinguished from intrinsic variation on this

basis? Although it may be tempting to set ,;is up as a cri-

terion for distinguishing these two concepts on a formal lin-

guistic basis, it should be cautioned that this position may

not be justified when looked at in closer detail. If we assume

that certain aspects of constraining effects are universal

(see p. 221), then it might be quite possible for certain types

of dialect mixture to show considerable sensitivity to linguis-

tic constraints in the borrowing language. For example, sup-

pose that LI does not have any word-final consonant clusters

but that
2

does. A speaker of L
1
borrows a word from L

2
that

ends in a consonant cluster. In some instances, it is observed

that the cluster is intact, and in other instances, it is re-

duced in order to conform to the morpheme structure sequence

rules of L1. One would predict that the cluster would have a

tendency to be reduced more frequently when followed by a %/clael

than when followed by a consonant for natural phonetic reasons,

i.e. the more consonants in a sequence, the more difficult kt

is to produce the sequence. It seems apparent that such items

will reveal ordered constraints on variability. If one main-

tains that any item that reveals this type of sensitivity must

be considered as an integral part of language variety, then it

would appear that the concept of dialect mixture is completely

unjustified. Although we may wish to retain the concept of

dialect mixture on other bases, the systematic linguistic con-

straints on variability apparently cannot be useful criteria

Another premise on which variable rules are based is what

we have labeled "replicable regularity" (see Section 3.2.2).
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The regularity of constraining factors on variability supports

our contention that structured variation must be accounted for

in our representation of a speaker's language competence. The

actual frequency levels appear to he part of a speaker's per-

formance and, as such, only have heuristic value for the

establishment of constraint orders of more"or less. Recently,

Cedergren and Sankoff (1972) have attempted to extend the

notion of competence to include some of the probablistic

aspects of variable rule occurrence. They distinguish rule

?robabilities from rule frequencies, assigning the former to

competence and the latter to performance (Cedergren and Sankoff

'.972:38). Although the distinction between rule probabilities

and frequencies may extend a theory of performance, at this time

it is difficult to see why probabilities should be included as

an aspect of abstract competence. This appears to be making a

claim that is too strong in terms of a speaker's capability

in his language. The crucial aspect of the speaker's com-

petence in variable rules is, in our interpretation, the

hierarchy of constraining effects, and all other aspects ap-

pear to be part of performance. Future studies of psycho-

linguistic abilities, however, may show that this claim will

have to be modified as we ultimately attempt to account for

the capabilities of the human mind.

in the preceding chapter, the actual description of vari-

ation was based ot groups of speakers, but a comparison of the

tabulations fur individual speakers would typically reveal

parallel constraint effects: that is, if we take the con-

straints we have formalized for PRE and compare them for indi-

vidual PRE speakers (as we did for consonant clusters in

Table 4), we would find the constraints to be quite regular

from speaker to speaker. There are, however, two exceptions

to this regularity that may make the characterizatioL of the

speech represented for the social group as a whole appear to
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be more systematic than dues the speech of the individual.

In some cases, there are not sufficient examples in some of

the subcategories of the constraints to reproduce the clear-

cut effect of the constraint orders as it is represented for

the group as a whole. This type of inconsistency arises simply

from the limited number of examples available for a given in-

formant and would he remedied by 4 more adequate population of

examples. There are, however, also instances when there appear

to be sufficient examples for discovering the regularity for

individual speakers that we have represented for the group;

yet, we do not obtain the expected regularity. These cases

are somewhat more difficult to dismiss. It is important to

note that these instances are restricted to cases in which the

ratio of effect on the various crAsiraints is relatively close.

For example, suppose we have a case in which the ratio of the

geometrically ordered constraints on variability is as follows:7

87.5

.75 62.5

37.5

.25 r 12.5

X 4 (Y)/ A F1

[B F21

97.8

77.3

72.8

I 52.3

47.8

1 27.3.

22.1

2.3

Il F3

Figure 10. Theoretical hierarchical ordering of three
constraints showing different effect ratios.
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specify the cutotf paint at which individual reordering can be

expected by relying on a mathematical base for our formulation..

From a purely practical standpoint, there are difficulties

in dealing with a great numbcr If constraints, since Lhe number

of subdivisions in the geoMetric ordering is doubled every time

another constraint is introduced. This me:'ns that if we iso-

late 7 constraints, it is possible to get 256 branchings in the

hierarchy, i.e. 2, 2x2, 2x4, 2xI6, 2x32, 2x64, 2x128 = 256.

The expectation of getting sufficient examples to adequately

determine the ordering of constraints naturally diminishes as

the mum' -er of branchings proliferates. In most instances, we

find that the clear-cut effect on variability is quite high'

in the first several orders of constraints, bat that it tends

to diminish after that.

A problem of more theoretical consequence arises when all

the branchings necessary to establish hierarchical orderings

are not logically possible, either because of the features of

a specific language variety or because of meta theoretical

constraints on human language. The logical impossibility of

some categories may disallow observing cross-products crucial

for establishing the rank orders. This problem, which has

arisen at various stages in this study, has also been con-

fronted by Fasold (1972). Although we might calculate ex-

pected frequencies for hypothetical categories in order to

establish our geometric ordering, the theoretical implication

of this observation is that strict geometrical ordering may be

too strong a requirement.

In the above paragraphs, we have tried to account for

certain apparent irregularities that may arise in the ordering

of constraints for a relatively homogeneous group. It is, of

course, also necessary to recognize that structural reordering

of constraints may take place in social or temporal space. It

is quite possible, as demonstrated by Labov et al. (1968), that
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constraint reordering may be a function of regular language

change. In the case of regular reordering, however, it seems

quite passible to expect that susceptibility to imminent change

may foliJw the same sort of distribution we found for indi-

vidual variation. For example, we would expect two constraints

with effect ratios of 5 to 4 and (i to 5 to be susceptible to

imainent change, while constraints having ratios of 5 to 1 and

6 LL) 5 would not be nearly as susceptible.

One must caution, at this point, that the mathematics of

constraint reordering must not be considered apart from, al-

though it can be considered complementary to, the notion of

marking in constraint orders. If it is true, as Bailey 0973b)

suggests, that constraints are typically reordered from marked

to unmarked orders, then it is possible for constraint re-

ordering to counteract reordering changes we might predict

from a purely mathematical base': Suppose, for example, that

we have three environmental constraints in a given variable

rule: X, the first order constraint, effects a 50 percent

frequency level for the occurrence of a given form; Y, the

second order constraint, a 45 percent frequency level; and Z,

the third order constraint, a 40 percent frequency level.

If they are already in their unmarked order, the order would

not he expected to change, despite the closeness of the effect

ratios. (They may, of course, merge and reduce the number of

constraint orders.) On the ocher hand, if both X and Y are

in an unmarked order with reference to each other, but both

X and Y are in a marked order with reference to Z, then Z may

be reordered before both of them, while the order of X and Y

with respect to each other remains intact.

In the previous discussion, we have attempted to justify

a general theory of variable rules. But the justification of

a general theory of optionality does not warrant the actual

incorporation of variable rules into PRE. Our rarionale for
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this must come from the supposition that variable constraints

are language specific. In Chapter Three, we have noted that

there are two issues involved in the question of constraint

universality: "effect predictability", the particular type

of environment and the effect it will have on variation; and

"order predictability", the hierarchical arrangement of con-

straints..

In our study of PRE, we have seen that the effect of

linguistic constraints on variability tends to confirm the

effects found in other studies, such as Labov et al. (1968),

Wolfram (1969), Legum, et al. (L971), and Fasold (1972). For

example, we observe that a following consonant consistently

favors the deletion of a preceding consonant when the latter

is part of a consonant cluster. We also find that nongram-

matical markers taVor deletion when compared with grammatical

markers. Similarly, we observe that elements occurring in

unstressed syllables are more likely to be deleted or modified

than are elements found in stressed syllables. In these cases,

we may suggest that the effects of linguistic constraints on

variability are universal. Although we can hypothesize the

effect that a given environment will have on variability, it

is obvious that there are certain conditions that must be met

for the operation of these predicted effects. For example,

we stated above that we would typically expect the absence of

grammatical marking. But Cedergren (personal communication)

suggests that this should be qualified so that it applies only

to grammatical markers that are not transformationally intro-

duced': Without clear counterevidence, it is most reasonable

to claim that effect predictability is part of a general meta-

theory of optional rules.

If constraining effects are universal, then it is un-

necessary to indicate what the favoring effect is for a spe-

cific language. In ,Iur description, we have indiLated whether
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the # or - value favors the operation of a rule, but this in-

formation is apparently redundant since it can be predicted

on the basis df our metatheory. For example, it is unnecessary

to specify that [- stress) favors the application of the

syllable-final d rule; it is sufficient to state [stress)

without any explicit. plus or minus value as favoring the rule

application. The metatheory of optional rule application will

imply the value that will favor or inhibit rule application.

Whereas it is quite reasonable to suggest that constraint

effect is not language specific, the same claim cannot be made

with reference to the hierarchical ordering of various con-

straints. Ehe comparison of heterogeneous language communities

indicates different orders of constraints. If we cannot pre-

dict hierarchical orders on the basi's of our general theory,

then such information must be incorporated into our particular

grammar of a language. There may, however, be some conditions

under which we need not specify particular hierarchical orders

based on the notion of marked and unmarked orders. If we can

formulate what the unmarked orders are, then it would be suf-

ficient to allow our general theory of marking to account for

the specification of a hierarchical order, if it is unmarked.

For a specific language, we need formally state only those

constraints that follow a marked rather than an unmarked order.

At this point, there are practical problems involved in formally

following this principle since we do not have a comprehensive

catalog of unmarked hierarchical orders as a part of our meta-

theory, but this is an empirical deficiency that does not af-

Eect the theoretical validity of this positionY

7.7 Conclusion. Although the study of PRE in Harlem has suf-

ficient value in itself to warrant descriptive study, this dis-

cussion has been concerned more with general sociolinguistic

principles that emerge from the study of this language contact
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situation. /his language situation FdS allowed us to apply,

some of the recent insights of sociolinguistic variability

to a unique contact situation in which several different

sources may account for a resultant dialect. In particular,

we have seen that the application of a quantitative dimension

to the study of fluctuating speech behavior results in the

emergence of important observations concerning the relative

effect if linguistic assimilation. No doubt some of the prin-

ciples that we have focused on will have Co be revised or

abandoned on the basis of further empirical data, but we are

impressed with the convergence of our study with variable

studies conducted on other populations. Linguists who strive

fur the goals of descriptive and explanatory adequacy in cur-

rent Linguistic theory can no longer afford the luxury of

cavalierly dismissing the systematic nature of language

variation.

NOTES

1. Since we arc dealing here with a limited example, we will
eliminate the t variant in our discussion of interference,
despite the fact that it is quite a legitimate interference
variant.

2. This is not to say that the features discussed previously
are necessarily unique to Black English, since many of
them can also he found in southern white speech. However,
in a northern context such as New York city, they are
found only in black speech due to the transformation of
many southern features into class and ethnic patterns in
a northern context.

3. This does not mean that scholars of bilingualism have not
observed the occurrence of certain types of innovations.
There is ,:casional reference to it in the literature
(Weinreich 1933:4U-41), but its implications for models
of bilingual interference seem to be ignored.

4. DeCamp (1972:87) points out that hypercorrection implies
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rule generalization but that the converse is not true:
that is, rule generalization does not necessarily imply
hypercorrection. For a rejection of this position, see
Bailey (1973b).

1v four-year-old son wont through a stage of approximately
six months during which pleonastic tense marking was a very
common phenomenon. In his case, he had a more general
version of Rule (70) described in Section 6.1.3.

6. there does not appear to be any formal linguistic basis
for distinguishing these two notions. Both Fasold and 1
have maintained that certain types of hypercorrection may
help identify dialect mixture, but hypercorrection itself
is a concept that cannot be justified on a purely lin-
guistic basis; hypercorrection necessarily involves cer-
tain Jingoistic processes and certain social phenomena
(see DeCamp 1972:90).

7. We have assumed throughout this description that hierarchi-
cal effect of constraints is geometrically ordered. This
is based on our supposition that the variable constraints
operate independently. If we found that there were cer-
tain significant synergistic effects in the combination
of constraints, a geometrically ordered hierarchy would
have to be abandoned. In the absence of conflicting data,
our assumption of geometric ordering appears to be most
reasonable.

8. There are several apparent exception,:. to the principle that
change in marking always involves going from marked to un-
marked members. For example, a lower level change may go
from an unmarked to a marked member in order to accommodate
a higher level change from a marked to an unmarked member.
This exception, however, is only apparent in that it
follows the principle on a higher level. A more real ex-
ception is found in the case of language creolization, in
which maximal unmarking eventually acquires a representation
of marking.

9. Ccdergren's (personal communication) qualification is sup-
ported by data on Panamanian Spanish bhat show that ...r/ is

more often deleted when it is [+ infinitive] than when it
carries no grammatical marking. The grammatical marking of
r in this case is transformationally introduced.

10. Evidence for marking comes from the order of acquisition
by children, linguistic change, neutralizations, and
statistical universals, according Cu Bailey (19730.



APPENDIX A QUESTIONNAIRE

Cape No

INFORMANT DATA SHEET

(To he completed after the interview)
.

Name Age

Address

Grade School

Parents' Birthplace:

Father GF

GM

Mother GF

GM

Race

Occupation of head of household

Highest grade level of head of household

How long lived in New York

Other places lived

Race of peer contacts

225
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Section I: Vice Conversation

A. Games and Leisure

What kinds of games do you play around the neighborhood
(stickball, games with bottle caps, marbles, handball,
flying pigeons , etc.)?

How do you play these games (rules for the games, deciding
who's IT, etc.)?

Do you follow any of the New York sports teams? What do
you think of the Mets this year? How about the Knicks for
next year (or Joe Namath and the Jets)?

What are your favorite Ti programs? Describe a recent
program.

What is your favorite movie of all time? What happens?
(Lf you can elicit movies without trouble, ask about West
Side Story and an opinion of how life in Harlem is por-
trayed in this movie.)

Cell me about your experience here at camp. Describe a
typical day. Contrast this with the city day.

B. Peer Group

How about the guys you hang around with? In this group is
there one guy that everybody listens to? How come?

What makes for a leader in the group (tough, hip with girls,
good sounder, etc.)?

Do the guys in the group sound on each other? How does this
work? What do you sound on? Can it be true, etc.? (If
rapport is right, get some sounds.)

What makes a good sounder?

Say a new kid moves into the tenement. Is there any way he
can get into your group?

Who are some of the guys you're tight with? Name some.

Of the guys you named, are there any Negroes? Puerto Ricans
in the group? How about whites?
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Auy of th.se guys speak Spanish: How about their parents?

C. Asilirations

How ahout when ou're thr,ugh with school:
what you might do? Whot does a

Any idea of
do?

If someone came up to you and said, "Here's all the money
in the world", what would you do with it?

What is a successful man? (IC informant responds, have
him define unsuccessful, good, had, smart man.)

D. Fighting and Accidents

What kinds of things do fight usually start about on the
street?

Any rules for a fair fight? (How about if someone was
kicking somebody or hitting them with a chain or lead pipe,
what would you do?)

Ever see anybody get heat up real bad? What happened?

Do the kids around here still fight in gangs? How do these
start? (If answer negatively, pursue why gang fights have
stopped.)

Ever been in a hospital, or automobile accident? Describe.

How about a situation where you thought, "nan, this is it
I'm gonna die for sure now"? What happened?

Section II: Cultural Values

I would like you to define some things for me as you look at
them. give a sentence and you complete the sentence.
For example, if I say, "A good sounder is somebody that...,",
you might say "...always has something to come back with".

1. The leader of a group of guys is somebody that

2. A smart person is somebody that

3. A person with common sense is somebody that

4. If a guy gets a girl into trouble, he should
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5. [f you're going t get into a fight, the best weapon to
have with you is a because

. A tough dude is somebody that

7. File thing I like the best about Harlem is the fact that

S. The thing I like the least. about Harlem is the fact that

9. if you want to he hip with girls, you gotta

10. The best way to make it in this world is to

Section III: Auxiliary Probe

Sample Stimulus Sample Response

1. My cousin should do his work. I know he should.
Should what? Do his work.

2. Daryl hit his brother. I know he did.
Did what? Hit his brother.

3. He will be five next month.
Will what?

Stimulus

1. Jos6 can drive a motorcycle.

2. Marta put it down.

3. The Lady a teacher.

. If he got a walkie talkie, he be
happy.

5. He ain't see the boy.

6. John wants you to leave.

The people over at my house now.

8. You walked home.

9. Sometime Joseph he up there.

I know he will.
Be five next month.
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10. He should work harder.

11. He be here in a few minutes.

12. DAryl got a brother.

13. He will explain that to you.

l4. D'.'ight been met that girl at the
pool.

15. He could he at the country club
ROW.

lb. Every day last year he be at the
pool.

Section IV: dossessive

Now, we're going to ask you to fill in the blanks in a dif-
ferent kind of question. If I said, "This man has a hat",
you might say, "It's not the woman hat, it's the

(Note: It is very important that you say "woman hat", not
"woman's hat". The same is true for all questions in this
test. If an informant corrects you, you may begin saying
"woman's hat", etc.)

1. This girl has a bike. It's not the boy bike, it's the

2. This dog has a bone. It's not the cat hone, it's the

3. This mouse has some cheese. It's not the rat cheese,
it's the

4. Jack Johnson has a car. It's not Paul Brown car, it's

5. Derrick Black has a toy. It's not Paul Brown toy, it's

Section V: Word-Final Consonant Clusters with -ing

Now, I'll give you a different exercise, and you see if you
can make the sentences the same way I do in these examples.
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Sample Stimulus Sample Response

1. They eat.

2. They play.

3. They buy things.

Stimulus

1. They rest.

2. They ask.

3. They paste it.

4. They bust it.

5. They lift it.

6. They test it.

7. They risk a chance.

Section VI: Plurals

They eat.
They are eating.

They play.
They are playing.

They buy things.
They are buying things.

Naw, show you a picture of something. It may be something
you've seen before, or it may be something you've never seen.
Then I'11 show you a whole bunch of the same thing and ask you
what they are. (Use No. 1 as an example.)

I. This is a tree. Now here's a bunch of them. What are
they

2. This is a lun. I bet you never saw one of them before.
But if you did, these would be a bunch of

3. This is a desk. And these are

4. This is a biz. And if you had a whole bunch of them, they
would be

5. This is a fust. And these would be a bunch of

6. This is a foot. And here are two
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7. This is a box. And these are

8. This is a cent. And now there are three

9. Ellis is d PlItr. And now there Are three

Section VII: Passive fest

Sapple Stimulus

1. Yesterday somebody kicked
him.

Sample Response

1. Yesterday he was kicked.

2. Yesterday somebody followed
him.

2. Yesterday he was followed.

3. Yesterday somebody killed
him.

3. Yesterday he was killed.

4. Yesterday somebody found him. 4. Yesterday he was found.

Stimulus

1. Yesterday somebody punched him.

2. Every day somebody rob him.

3. Every day somebody grab him.

4. Right now somebody like him.

5. EN.-try day somebody cheat him.

6. Right now somebody hear him.

7. Right now somebody's shooting him.

8. Yesterday somebody was chasing him.

9. Right now somebody's scaring him.

10. Yesterday somebody was holding him.
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Section VIII:

(Use cards for

Reading Lists

informant.)

APPENDIX A

WORT) LIST

but sin chew pin

wolf west deaf pen

hot sing jello desks

woof Wes mother watch

month pass right find

sold bet kite wash

hoot past school fine

soul hat Torn clothe

vote caught Sam tooth

so side sod arithmetic

code coat sad Catholic

feel shoe boil yellow

coal mass death

MINLMAL WORD PAIR LIST

TOWS rose side sod

run ruin shoe chew

but hot mass mask

sold soul deaf death

boat vote yellow jello

sin sing time Tom

rain .. -lign pin pen

west Wes watch wash

bet bat boil ball
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1. How ton4 have you lived in Lit or the nronx?

2, Where else have you Iived in your life?

3. Where do most of your friends live, e.g. in the immediate
neighorhood? lf not, why not?

4. Where do you spend most of your time outside of school,
i.e. what streets, etc.?

Are most of the teachers at your school black, Puerto
Rican, other?

6. Are rio:;t ot the students at your school black, Puerto
Rican, other? Try to estimate: 3/4, 1/2.

7, Are the people in your neighborhood mostly black, Puerto
Rican, other?

8. If you were in trouble and needed help, who would you
talk to

9. Is he/she black, Puerto Rican, other?

10. At your church, are most of the people black, Puerto
Rican, other'?

11. Is the miuister black, Puerto Rican, other?

12. How often do you use Spanish?

13. How good is your Spanish, i.e. can you talk about any-
thing you want in Spanish?

14. How old were you when you learned Spanish, English?
Which did you learn first?

15. Do you ever spend much time with people who just came to
New York from Puerto Rico?
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16. What language do you use with your parents?

with ..our brothers/sisters?

with your gralip..trents and relatives?

with your girlfriend?

with your friends?

in the street with people you
don't know we

with neighbors who are older?

with nokhbors who are younger?

in neighborhood stores?

with your teachers?

with your minister?

when von make jokes?

aL a dace?

when you are angry?

on the subway/bus?

17. Is there anyone you speak only Spanish to?

18. Do you over help people out hy'speaking English
for them because they can't?

19 When you're not in school, which do you spend most of
your time doing?

just hanging out and rapping with friends

at home with your parents

at home watching TV

at home reading

at a club or center

at the movies

at you girlfriend's house

playing sports

alone at home

alone on the street

20. Is there any difference between the way Puerto Ricans and
blacks talk? If so, what?
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